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Abstract 
Recently, psychologists have become increasingly 
concerned Yith personality of preschool age and lower grade 
school agie chi.ldren. The most efficient method of measuring 
personality for this age child is through the use of rati~gs 
by others who are :familiar with the child. T.he current 
project consists of four studies which describ€ the 
devel o pment and validation of an instrument designed to 
measure personality in children of .kindergarten, first or 
second grade age. The first study describes the development 
of the St:adcent Personality Assessment Form (SPAF) which was 
designed to measure seven traits identified i .n :r:esearch with 
c hildren or adults. Principal component analysis with 
Varimax rotation failed to reproduce the seven dimensions. 
Instead, three well defined components and a fourth less 
well defined component resulted. The SPAF was subsequently 
revised to reflect these results. 
further de£ine the f ou rth coIDponent. 
Items were added to 
Administration of the 
revised SPAF resul'ted in replication of the three well 
defined components and two less well defined components. 
' 
Subsequent validation studies were conducted on ·the three 
well defined dimensi ons which were tentatively named 
Compliance, Interpersonal Affect and Extroversion_ The 
second study examined the rela tionsilip of the SPA.F and 
Devereux Elementary School Behavior Rating Scale (DESB}. 
Results of zero order correlation analysis, multiple 
regression analysis and canonical variate analysis further 
defined, clarified and supported ·the SPAF traits. T.he third 
study used .a multitrait- multimethod matrix to determine the 
relationship between questionnaires completed by teachers 
and parents. Results indicated lo:w to moderate convergent 
validity similar to that found in similar research. Some 
aspects of disc.riminan t validity were met and others -were 
not. Implications of the low to moderate convergent 
validity coefficients and suggestions for improving 
discriminant validity are discussed- .The fourth study 
:focused on the relationship of the SPAF, DESB, a:nd Meeting 
Street School Screening Test (MSSST) to objective and 
subjective measures of achievement. Results indicated the 
SPAF as the best predictor of objective .measures and the 
DESB as the best predictor of subjective .measures. 
Combining the scales increased the prediction o.f objective 
and subjective measures 0£ achieve .men:t... The total project 
supports the validlty and utility of the SPAF. Discussion 
of the total project involves theoretical imp1ica tions, 
,empirical implications, practical 
limitations and future directions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
:The study of personality has freguently focused on 
adults or older ch i.ldre n . The major approach h as been 
self-report :forms. These are difficult to adapt for you n ger 
children, possi .. tly explaining :why personality research -wit h 
pre-school a n d lo~er grade school age childre n has been 
limited. Re,c,ent.ly psychologists ha v-e become increasingly 
concerned with personality for this age group a nd th e amou nt 
of research has increased. This increase is partially t he 
resul ·t of growing recognition that there are a n umber of 
potential uses for .knowledge of younger c hild re n 's 
personal~ty styles in the school setting. Among t he uses 
are: (1) an examina~ion of the relations hip of personality 
and cognitive dev e lopment, ~) an examinatio n of the 
relationship b€tween school perfor.mance and personality 
styles, and (3J assisting teachers in the dev elo pmen t of 
teaching strategies that take into account the relevance of 
various personality styles. Research on personality for 
pre-school and lower grade school children .has rel .ied on 
self-report as ~ell as alter native methods suc h as: t1) 
interview of the subject (2) interviecw of perso11s 
knowledgeable of the subject, {3} projective techniques 
conducted with t he subj e ct, or {4) objective tests or 
questionnaires completed by persons knowledgea b le of t h e 
subject. Examples of each of the se approaches will se r ve to 
illustrate the advanta ges and disadvantages of eac h . The 
2 
focus of the present stud y is the lattec method, because it 
is potentiaLly t.he most ef£icient. 
· An example 0£ t.he self report approach ~ould 
scales developed by Cattell and his associates 
Cattell, 1966; Porter & Ca tt e11, 1959) suc h 
be the 
{Coan & 
as t.he 
Child.ren • s Persona li tJ Questio _nnaire (CPQ) and Early Sc h ool 
Personality Quiz (ESPQ). These instruments are completed by 
the children and dem onstrate ade qu ate , test-retest 
relia bil ity. However they are rather lengthy (60 to 100 
minutes i n two sessions for the ESPQ) 
estab.lisfred external validity (Buros, 
difficulty with this approach is that 
and have little 
1978).. A 
the verbal 
general 
skills 
limit the type of items that can be employed. 
An example of an approach using direct interview of the 
subject is that conducted hy Rutter and Graham {1968). They 
use a standardized intervie~ format with nonclinic c h il dren 
and classi£ied them as s how ing no psychiatric abnormality, 
some abnormality or definite psyc.hiatric abno :cmality. Using 
this c.lass .ification format resulted .i:n goo<i o veral .l 
agreemen t .between raters (r=. 84) • Hovever, the agreement o.n 
specific items was much lower~ Another part of that study 
looked at test-retest reliabili ·ty with psychiatric patients 
and found the agreement on overall psychiatric state with 
four weeks betwe ;en interviews to be • 61. Again, agreement 
on speci £ic i ·t ems ·was much lowe .r_ These results indicate 
3 
that moderately reliable and valid classifications as to 
gross psychiatric co.ndition -can be .made with standardized 
interview procedures. However, there is less agreement o.n 
clinical inferences -:which could be useful in determining 
diagnosis and treatment. This proccess is also inefficient, 
requiring a sig .nif icant amount of professional tiIDe. 
An example of a met.hod using an indirect interviev of 
persons knowledgeable of the subject was that developed by 
Garside, Birch., Scott, Chambers, Kolvin, Tveddle, & Barber 
(1976) for use with parents of young children. The 
technique used a semi-structured, open-ended interview 
conducted ,with ·the mot.her • . The results were then converted 
to scores on scales w.hich had been pr ,eviou.sly defined. The 
emphasis of the interview was on "hov" the child interacted 
with his environment across situati.ons to produce data o.n 
temperament. Tbe interview was conducted two times at 
approximately a one mo_nt.h interval- Principal component 
analysis resulted in .four ma.in components across the two 
administrations. They were labeled: (1) withdrawal, (2) 
assertiveness, (3) high activity and (4) negative mood. 
Inter-rater reliability on these dimensions was good, 
ranging from .92 to .98. However, test-retest reliability 
was not as good. An ~ntervieM conducted with the same 
parents approximately one month later showed that ttabout 50 
percent of the 39 items reliabilities were above 0-8 and 90 
percent above O. 06" (Garside et al, 1976, pg 38). This 
4 
procedure is also inefficient, again regui_r-ing a significant 
amount of professional ~ime. 
Projective techni q ues h ave .been used for many yeacs in 
the ,examination of personality with .both adults and 
c h ildren.. An example of this ·technigu€ is the Thematic 
Apperception Test (TAT; Murray, 1943) which is widely used 
wit :h both children and adults. Wit h the TAT, the su b ject is 
asked ·t o make up sitories about pictures depicting various 
situations. These stories purportedly revea l need s or 
motives of the person .bei .ng tested. Advantages of this 
technigue are that the individual is alloved to reveal the 
underlying perso .nali ty structures which reflect h is 
organizational patter .ns and they are simple to administer .. 
A major problem '.With this and other projective tec hniq ues is 
the limited relia .bility and validity o .f the m'€thod created 
bJ the diff~culty interpreting the results (Achenbach, 
197~. For example, a study by Cox a~d Sargent {1950) 
resulted in 11 of 15 normal su b jects being classi fi e d as 
em ot ionally disturbed swhen their protocols were evaluate d by 
experienced clinicians .. 
An alternative approac h that avoids th ,e in€fficiency 
problems as :well as the difficult y produced by t he limited 
language development of young chi ldren is the u·tilization of 
a rating scale co1npl eted .by an individual fa mi.liar with the 
subject- Carey {1970) developed a q uestionnaire to be 
5 
completed by parents :whic h :was designed to ass e ss t h e 
temper-amental st_yles of in.fants between the ages o f four a n d 
eight months.. •rhe temp e ram€ .ntal categories used were from 
the New York Longitudinal Stu d y (Thomas 1 Chess & Birc h, 
1968). Test-retest reliability data were collected with a n 
extremely small sample (N=3) and no reliability coefficients 
were given. Much work n:eeds to be comp.let e d on this 
gusestionnaire be:fore it is used extensively .but it is also 
not applicable to the preschool and early school age ch ild. 
A.not her questionnaire was developed for chil dren 
het:ween the ages of three and seven years by McDevitt and 
Carey (1978).. This instrument 1 the Be havioral Styl e 
Questionnaire {BSQ), is completed .by parents.. T .he authors 
report test-r ,etest relia .bility for t.he 
as being .89. The coefficients 
complete 
for the 
instrument 
in d.i vid ual 
categories of temperament ranged from .67 to .94. Interna .l 
consistenc_y coefficients ranged .from • 4 7 to G 80. .From this 
inforIDation, t h e BSQ appears to b e adequately reliable, b ut 
is lacking internal consistencJ in some categories. 
Construct validity also needs to be determi .ned .. 
T he present study will focus on an item pool whic h ~ as 
partially developed f rom the ~eacher Te mperament 
Questionnaire (TTQ). This instrument -was b ased o n t be New 
Yo.c.k Longitudinal Study {NYLS; T.homas, Chess & Birc h , 1968} 
which utilized t hree t echni q ues of assessment. Data 
6 
collection was begun in 1956 and has been continued to the 
present. It has been gathered from interviews with parents 
and teachers, observaitions of the children and from 
objective testing. Qualitative analysis of the data 
result •ed in the delineation of nine temperamental categories 
of reactivity or traits. The categories were: {1) 
Level, the motor component present in a given 
Activity 
child's 
functioning, (2) Rhythmicity .(regularity), 
predictability of a child, (3) Approach or i1 i t.hdrawal, 
na tu.re 0£ the initial respo .nse to a new stimulus, 
Adaptabili t :y, ·the ease with lilhich a chil.d • s responses 
modified in the desired direction, {5) Threshold 
the 
the 
{4) 
are 
of 
Responsiveness, the level 0£ stimulation necessary to evoke 
a response, (6) intensity of Reaction, th~ energy level of a 
response, (7) Qqality o .f Mood, the amount of pleasant 
behavior contrasted with unpleasant .behavior, (8) 
Distractibility, ho~ effective external stimuli are in 
interfering with ongoing behavior, and (9) Attention Span 
and Persistance, two related categories. Attention Span 
concerns the length of time a child stays with an activity. 
Persistence refers to the continuation of an activity in the 
face of obstacles to the maintenance of the activity. From 
these categories there were three temperamental 
constellations identified • The .re was th ,e Easy Child, who 
showed regularity, positive approach to new stumuli, h igh 
adaptability and a mild or moderately intense mood which is 
usually positive. There was the Difficult Chi.ld, who show •ed 
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irregularity, negative withdrawal responses to neM stimuli, 
non-adaptability or slow adaptability and intens -e mood 
expressions which were often negative. T.he third style of 
functioning -was th-e Slov-to-'Marm- up Child. .'.I his type child 
shoJ1ed negative responses o.f mild inteusi ty to ne-w stimuli 
with slo ,w adaptability after repeated co .ntact and 111as 
characterized .by mild intensity of reaction, whether 
positive or negative a .nd by less irregularity. 
In conjunction -with the study just described, the NY:LS 
research group developed a questionnaire {Thomas 6 Chess, 
1977) for use with children from th .ree to seven years of age 
which can .be completed by teachers in a very s hort time-
The Teacher TeIDperament Questionnaire (TTQ) Mas designed to 
delineate eight 0£ the nine categories o.f temperame .nt 
delineated in the NYLS research. Rhythmicity is not 
identified because it requires knowledge of the child s 
functioning over a 24 hour period. The guEstion n aire ~as 
developed originally for parents by culling items of 
behavior from the N YJ.S interv ie11 protocols -which see med ·to 
be typical and unambiguous and did not overlap ~ith other 
categor.ies of temperament.. These items were then given to 
twenty mothers with three to seven year old children and 
were then r-.evised using comme ,nts and suggestions made .by 
these mothers. The guestionnaire was reduced to 132 
questions using th~s procedure. The TTQ was developed by 
modifying these guestions and making them applica.ble to the 
8 
school setting. Some items were dropped as totally 
inappropriate. Sixty guestionnaires ~ere then completed by 
a group of teachers. T,h.e results -W€re reviewed and refined 
to determine whether the item sb ,ould .be included in the 
£inal .form which :was reduce d to eight i t ,ems for each of the 
eight traits. 
L Lmi tied data 
validity of this 
exist concerning 
instrument. In 
the 
the 
reliability or 
development of the 
parent questionnaires, fi .fty mothers were asked to complete 
the questionnaire and 1were then intervie:wed using the NYLS 
interview format two weeks later. Another £ifty filothers 
were intervie:wed and then completed the gues t ionnaire two 
weeks later .. The data ge nerated 'Were used to reduce the 
parent questionnaire from 132 items to 72 by ke ,eping those 
items vhich showe d significant correlation between the 
interview and 
.for ·the TTQ as 
the guestion. 
there was 
These data ~ere not generated 
no interview completed. Th e 
questions for the TTQ were revi ,ewed by four judges who rated 
each item .for the temp.era:mental trait for which it should be 
scored. Items were deleted if t.he £our judges did _not ag.ree 
as to .which category the it em was appl.icable. Thi s provides 
minimal co :nten.t validity.. The only other reliability study 
reported for the TTQ was Hubert, fiachs, Peters-Martin, and 
Gando.ur (1982) ·which cited unpublished data and indicated 
that re .liabilities .for the categories 
.81. A rec e .nt conc .urrent validity 
ranged from .69 to 
study reported low-
9 
moderate correlations (r= • rn to • 46) .bet:ween the categories 
of the ~TQ and other instruments with similar categories 
(Billman & McDevitt, 1980)-
Research .by 
reliabi .lity a .nd 
Baker a .nd Velicer 
construct validity 
{1982) examined the 
of the TTQ. Construct 
validity ~as assessed by 
eight theoretical 
The sample {N=116) 
scales 
determining to what extent the 
could be reproduced empirically. 
was made up 0£ kindergarten, first and 
second grade children in a southeastern Massachusetts town-
Their teachers were asked to complete a TTQ for each child 
in their class. Four 
complete a second TTQ. 
weeks later, they ~ere asked to 
A principa .1 compon.en t analysis (PCA) 
with Vari max rotation was per£ormed on .both administrations .. 
There wer e four stable components identified from each 
administration. They were labeled: (1) Compliance, which 
involved attentiveness, distractibility and persistance, (2) 
Extroversion, which involved shyness, 
situations and social interactions, 
Affect, ~hich involved competitiveness, 
com.fort in n ovel 
{ 3) Int€ri:;ersonal 
cooperation wi th 
others and a tendency to 
Environmental Sensitivity, 
temperature sensitiveness and 
be argumentative 
which involved 
and (4) 
light a nd 
to stories. respons :i veness 
Each of these compo ntm ts :was composed of a mix o.f items from 
the theoretical scales of the NYLS (Thomas & Chess, 1977). 
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Test-retest reliability coefficients vere computed for 
each of the f our components. The results ~ere: Component 
1: .76, Component 2: .73, Component 3: .75, and Component 
4 ! • 86.. Internal consistency was also determined, 
resulting in Alpha Coefficients of .97, .89, -88 and .45 for 
Components 1, 2, 3, and 4 respect~vely for the first 
administration and .97 •• 87, .85, and .76 for the second 
admi :nistratio.n. The results of this studJ., the .n, did not 
support the theoretical scales of Thomas and Chess { 1977) 
but did suggest that an alternative method of scoring could 
be used to produce scales with ad ·equate reliability and 
validity. 
Besides the analysis of the t~o administrations, Baker 
and Velicer { 1982) presented a partial replication using a 
s h orten ed version o .f the TTQ. Tliis version included fifteen 
items from each o.f the previously described scales of 
Compliance, Interpersonal Affect and Extcoversion. Five 
teachers rated 155 c hildren as a part of a kindergarten 
scree ning. A principal component analysis vith Varimax 
rotation resulted i.n four components ,which account€d for 65 
percent of ·the variance. The first coroponen t was composed 
of eighteen items, . fourteen of which were from the 
Compliance scale. The second compone .nt was made up of 
twelve items, eleven of w.hich were fr-om the Interpersonal 
Affect scale. The third component included nine items, all 
:from the Extroversion scale- 'The f ourt h compone.n t 'Was 
11 
composed of four items, three from th e Ex ·traversion scale 
an d one from the .Inter persona l Affect sea.le. As c an be seen 
.from th e se r e sults, 34 0 £ the 45 items were inc luded 011 the 
same scal e as th e origina l study. Two o f the remaining 
eleven ite ms load ed on more than one componen t and can be 
excluded. Two item s did not load on any co mponent and four 
items were assigned to the fourth componen t. The ot her 
three items loaded on different components than those 
predicted from th e ori ginal s tudy. 
It appears the .n, t ha t the g uestio .nnaire developed by 
the NYLS p roj e c t is capable of id entifying sta b le 
_p.ersonali t y t r aits. Howev er , the researc .h by Baker and 
Vel .icer (1982) i nd icated that t he TTQ -was de1 in ea ti ng three 
clearly identified traits and a f ourth which was le ss 
clearly identi .fied rat he r than the ei ght hyp othesized 
scales. Te four components wer e made up 0£ a mix of items 
drawn from the the or et ical scales ana demonstrated g ood 
test-retes-t relia -b i1it_y .. They were _labeled Complian ce 1 
Extroversion, Interpe rsona l. A.f feet, and Envi.ronmenta1 
Sensi ti vi ·ty . This research indi cated t h at the structure o.f 
child personality ~ ein g id e nti f ied by this instrument ~as 
complex and perh a ps not .limited to the four dimensions just 
- d€scri .bed. 
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The present paper will describe several studies .bas-ed 
on an extension of the Baker and Velicer {1982) results. 
The first study attempted to develop other trait measures 
that might be useful in the context of persona .lity research. 
New areas of perso :naJ.ity were selected for inves ·tigation on 
the basis of: 
(2) previous 
( 1) previous identificatio .n in adult 
identification in child scales 
scales, 
and (3) 
practical utility as deter.mined by personal e ·x_perience and 
discussion with other professionals. 
The development of a personality rating scale* however, 
does not end with the description and rationale for its 
dimensions. As Hubert et al. { 1982) point out i.n their 
revie-w of temperament instruments, there are sev,eral steps 
which must be tak-en to determine the psychomet:ric properties 
of an instrument before it can be considered ready for use .. 
Test-retest reliability of the instrument should be 
determined as well as internal consistency. There are also 
several types of validity which should be investigated such 
as content, co .nstruct and cciterion-related validity. 
Content validity is deter.mined by the judgement of the 
person creating ·the instrument and other professionals. The 
development of the questions on th.e cuz:-rent scale from 
research efforts wi -th adults and childre .n could he 
considered as an indication o.f adequate content va .lidity .. 
The items were devel-0ped to measure those dimensions 
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described in research and were also revi.ewed by other 
professionals to consider the question of content va1idity. 
T e Baker and 
factorial validity 
Velie-er (1982} 
and reliabi.li ·ty 
scales described in the £irst study .. 
have been based on research with 
study addressed 
of four of the 
the 
seven 
The otht:r three seal-es 
adults or children 
supporting their content validity b~t the construct validity 
must he established for the present form. The first method 
of considering construct validity was the pr:i.ncipal 
component analysis described in the first study which 
examined the factorial validity. 
T.he second meth-od of :examining critErion related 
validity consisted of comparing the personality scale with 
an instrument designed to measure ov -ert b-ehaviors.. T.his 
resulted in a comparison of personality and exter .nal 
behaviors and was thus a measure of construct validity. The 
instrument chosen was the Devereux Elementary School 
Behavior Rating Scale (DESB; Spivack & S.wift, 1969). The 
DESB has been extensively researched and good psychometric 
properties have been established. It was chosen because it 
was specifically designed to identify behaviors which hamper 
learning .in the school setting_ Therefore, examina ·tion of 
the relationship between the behavioral a_nd personality 
ratings gave an indication 0£ the relationship of 
personality and academic progress. 
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The third method of exa.m.ining construct validity -was 
more complex. This method looked at the convergent and 
discriminan ·t validity of the personality instru.ment whe .n 
compared to a second personali ·ty instrument and me t h od of 
gathering the data (Campbel .1 & Fisk€, 1967). The 
instruments used were the student Personality Assessment 
Form {SPAF) developed and revised in the first study and the 
same scale revised to reflect the home situation and named 
the Parent student Personality Assessment Form (ParSPAF)-
T.he ParSPAF was developed and used in this study since there 
were no other scales available which reflected dimensions 
similar to those of the SPAF. 
Examination o .f the rela ·tionshi p 0£ these instruments 
will dete.rmine ho .w wel l the SPAF measures what it was 
designed for when compared to a second instrument measuring 
the same constructs. 
Criterion-re .lated validity was considered .by comparing 
the instrument of concer.n with an extern.al vaJ:iable or 
instrument inst.ru ;ment which was .believed to be related to 
the trait in question. The major task of criterion related 
validity is to determine how an instrument relates to or 
predicts a criterion varia b .le.. This is i .n contrast to 
construct validity ·which exami n es .how well an instrument 
supports its theoretical definition. 
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The met h od of examini ng 
invo.1 ved examination of the 
criterion-relate d validity 
relationship between the 
personality instru ment 
criteria. This says 
and 
very 
various 
little 
academic achievement 
about " . .what" the test 
measures but does give a .n indication of the pra -ctical value 
0£ the instrument. The academic criteria us ed were: ( 1) 
the Meeting Street Sc hoo l Screening Test (MSSST; Hainsworth 
& Sigueland, 1969} which is a cognitively orie :oted screening 
test, (2) grades in reading math and conduct givsn at ~he 
end 0£ the _year and {3) achievement test scores i .n reading 
and math as s~own by the Compr ehen sive Test of Basic Skills 
{CTBS; McGraw-Hill, 1982) • The se measures were used since 
they reflect a c hild' s functioning in diffecent situations. 
The MSSST is a measure of how ~ell a child d oes on cognitive 
tasks -when interacting with a stranger on an individual 
basi s. ~he grades reflect the teachers evaluation of a 
child and his academic progress over a long period. The 
CTBS reflects how a child functions in a group setting with 
littl€ feedback as to how well he /s he is doing and gives a 
measure 0£ the c hild's academic skills at one point in time. 
In summary then, the purpose of this project was the 
examination of the validity of a personality questionnaire 
modified from the Tea c her Temperament Questionnaire (TTQ) 
(Thomas & Chess, 1977) and expanded to delineate other 
aspects of personality. The projsct was composed of four 
c o mplementary studi€s. The first study €Xamined the 
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factorial validity of an instrument deemed the Student 
Personality Assessment Form (SPAF). The second study 
examined the construct validity of the SPAF using the 
Devereux Elementary School Behavior Rating Scale (DESB; 
Spivack & Swift, 1969) as a criterion measure. T.he third 
study examined the co .nstruc·t valid.ity of the SPAF via a 
multitrait-multimet h od matrix design utilizing parent and 
teacher ratings (Campbell & Fiske, 1967). The fou.ct.h looked 
at the criterion-related va .lid.ity of the perso n a .lity scal ·e 
with objective and subjective measures academic achievement. 
Study Q_ne: Development of the 
Student _Personality Assessment Form 
(SPAF) 
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~he £irst study is a description of and rationale for 
the development of a teacher rating form ·to delineate 
academically relevant traits in kinderga rten t.h_rough second 
grade stud-ents- The scale, named ·the Student Personality 
Assessment Form (SPAF), was developed for the express 
purpose of delineating .behavioral s tyle s or traits and was 
designed to be guic..k _l_y and easily compl eted b _y teacher s or 
aides. 
Method 
Subjects 
The subjects for this study :were children in 
kindergarten, first or second grade .in a centrally locat-ed 
Rhode Island sc hool district. The sample was created by 
asking 25 teachers of the ai:;propriate grade level to 
complete one guestionnair -e (appendix 
randomly select ed students. The 
B) f or 
.random 
each of 
selection 
ten 
was 
accomplish ed by generating random numbe rs according to class 
size and select~ng stud ents by their pla cem ent on the 
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teache.r•s class list. The class lists were seperated by 
sex, therefore the sel ection of subjects was alternated by 
sex. The resulting sample size was 120. 
Ins ·trument 
The instrument developed and used in this study ~as an 
experimental version 0£ the SPAF. It ~as composed of 90 
ite ms designed to deline ate seven behavioral styles or 
traits: {1) Compliance, {2} Interpersonal Affect, (3) 
Extroversio .n, ( 4} Env ironmental Sensi ti vi ty, (SJ Aggression, 
(6) Organization, and (~ Impulsivity. The first four 
traits we.re id "entified through prior research (BaXer & 
Velicer, 1982). The latter three were created by altering 
items from other scales {Jackson, 1976; Comrey, 1970} or 
research (Digman, 1963; Kagan, 
applicable to young children. 
1963) to ma.ke them 
Baker and Velicer ( 198 2) had tentatively matched three 
of the four co mpone nts with those commonly found in research 
by Comrey (1970) and Jackson {1976). The Jackson and Comrey 
scales ¥ere chosen for comparison because they: ( 1) are 
recently developed, (~ exhib~t good psychometric properties 
and {3) b ot h claim to b,e a sample of the most ~idely 
identified personality traits. 
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The Jackson Personality In ventory (JPI; Jackson, 1976) 
measures sixteen traits, of which there appears to be a 
correspondence between 
"Extroversion" a.nd 
"Compliance" and "Conformity" (JPI), 
"Social Participatio.n 11 {JPT) and 
"Interpersonal Affect " and the scale by the same name on 
the JPI. The "Environmental Sensitivity" dimension does not 
appear to correspond to any of the JPI scales- The JPI 
"Organization" scale taps an area of concern t o many 
teachers. This scale is characterized as a h igh score 
indicating a tendency to use ti .:me effectively, to cmnplete 
work on schedule and to be able to avoid distractions .. 
These skills app:ear to relate signi£icantly to academic 
success. :Therefor,e, an "Organization" scale was added to 
the SPAF. 
The Comrey Personality Scale (CPS) also appears to have 
scales which correspond to the Baker and Velicer (1982) 
scales. 11Socia.1 Con£or:-mi-ty" (CPS) appears tc correspond to 
some degree :with ·the lfCom_plianceu sea .le, "Extroversion n 
(C.PS) seems to reflect simiiar ,behaviors to the 
"Extroversion" scale of .Baker and Velicer, and t.he 0 Empathy 
Scalen ,{CPS) appea.r.s to correspond to the 11Interp,ersonal 
ltff ,ect u scale. 
to be tapping 
functioning_ A 
The "Orilecliness 11 · scale (CPS) also appears 
an area which could effect academic 
high score on this scale indicates a 
tendency to be concerned with neatness and to .like living in 
a routine way versus being unsystematic and sloppy. This 
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scale appears to overlap somewhat ·with the "Organizatio .n" 
scale o f the JP .I and would a l so seem t o be measuring a tra it 
re _leva nt to academic fun ction i ng. 
Orderliness items -were al ter ,ed 
"Organization 11 sca le o f the SPA.F. 
The .ref ore, some of the 
and us ed on the 
There have also b een traits identified in re s ear c h with 
c .hild ren which are not s imilar to the Baker a nd Velicer 
(1982) traits, which could be useful in defining personality 
in childre n. Digma n .( 196 3) , for example, using a te ac her 
rating method, identified e leven factors using a sample o f 
f irst and secon d graders. He utili z e d th e list of trait 
stateme nt s from a s t udy by Cattell and Coan (1957). The 
trait stat eme nts were not -wri tt e .n in behavioral terms as 
were the sta tement s in the TTQ which may tend to li mit th e 
p r edi ctive val id i ty (See the review of the ESPQ i n Bur os, 
1 9 76). Howeve r, the research did delineate so me personality 
traits Yhich c oul d be useful in researc h on c hild 
personality. 'I'he one f actor ·whic h di d n o t overlap wi ·th 
traits described earlier an d would see m to hav e the most 
utility in the c las sroo m is the Hositility f -ac tor.. Items 
from the Hosti.lity .f actor -were al be r e d to r eflect behaviors 
rat h er t h an attitudes and ·the resul ting scal e was renamed 
11Aggression. 11 
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Another behavioral style which research indicates is 
relevant to school functioning is Impu.ls.ivity vs 
Reflectivity {Kagan, 1963; Mussen, Conger S Kagan, 1974). 
I mpulsivity in chi.ldren is characterized .by a t end ,ency i:o 
respond to a task w.it h out pausing to re f lect on the quality 
of the ans .wer. Ch ildren 
more errors than c h ildren 
who respond g uickly tend to make 
who respond more slmdy. The 
seventh scale, then, was constructed to reflect impu l sivity. 
Since the ComplLance, Interpe .rsonal Af fe ct and 
Extroversion scal e s were sho-w.n to be adequately sta .ble, they 
consisted of ten questions each. 
of those items whic h had the 
completed .by Baker and Velicer 
Th e g uestions -were made up 
highest loading on the PCA 
(1982). The Environmental 
Sensitivity scal e -was made up o .f items identified by Baker 
and Velicer as ~ell as new questions and ~as 15 items in 
length. 'The Aggression, O.rganization and .Impulsivity scales 
also consisted o .f fifteen guestions.. 1'.he que stions ar e 
listed in Appendix B. These scales were chos ran b ecause of 
their potentia .l relevance to academic functioning. Oth er 
scales :were not chose :n in the interest of bcevity since an 
instrument will only be useful i .f teachecs are willing t o 
complete it. 
The present project, then, was begun with the purpose 
of designi n g a nd analyzi ng a child personaiity scale whi ch 
would refl ect seven dimensions. T..he research .by Eaker and 
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Velicer ( 19 82) defined f our of the scales: {1) 
(2} Extroversion, (3) Interpersonal Af fect, 
Compliance, 
and {4} 
entitled Environmental Sensitivi ,ty.. A fi£th scale 
Organization, ¥a s developed by altering items £ram 
b y Comrey (197~ and Jac kson (1976). A sixth 
research 
scale, 
Aggression, was developed by altering items from the 
Hostility trait defined by Digman {1963). The seventh scale 
was designed to re£lect Impulsivity (Kagen, 1963; Mussen, 
Conger S Kagen, 1974)-
Procedures 
Each t eacher was told that the research project was 
i ,nves ,tigating the relations hip between personality and 
school progress. A cover sh eet (Append~x C) vas attached to 
each questionnaire to provide instructions pertaining to 
completion. The g uesti ,o_nna ires were given to the 
kindergarten, .first and second grade teachers {n=25) of four 
of the six e.xementary sc hools in the district in April, 1981 
and col .lected over the en suing eight w,ee .ks as ·the teachers 
completed them. Participation in the project was voluntary 
and t he teachers in two schoo1s did not participate. 
Fourteen of the 25 teac .her s who volunteec-ed comple ted 120 
guestionnaires. The nu.mber 0£ guestionnaires completed by 
each teacher ranged from five to ten. The median number of 
forms completed was 
completed by three 
ten. There 
kindergarten 
were 25 .guestio .nnaices 
teachers, 58 forms by six 
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first grade teachers and 37 by five 2nd grade t eac hers. 
A principal component analysis (PCA) was perform e d on 
the 90 .by 90 matrix of i .nteritem correlations,. The Minimum 
Average Partial {MAfj met h od (Velicer, 1976) and Scr e e 
method {Cattell, 1966) were used to determine the number of 
components to retain. Recent research (Zwick & Velicer, 
1982) has indicated that these are the two most accurate 
methods. The MAP procedure indicated the rete .ntion · of nine 
components. The Scree method r e sulted in t h ree natural 
breaks, indicating the retention of seve .n, six, or four 
components. In order to determine vhich of these solutions 
Mas the most appropriate, the Varimax rotated patterns for 
four, six, seven, and ni :ne compon e nts -w.ere examined. 
Solutions f or the larger num b er of coropo .nentE result e d in 
the retention of unique or trivial compone n ts, i.e., 
components identified by only a few items with lo~ loadin gs 
or one or two items with high loadings. Therefore, the four 
component solution vas selected for interpretation. 
Table 1 presents the Varimax rotated com~onent pattern 
when a • 40 cutoff is used- Examination of 'the results 
permit an interpretation of the four dimensions bein g 
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Table l 
Varimax Rotated Component Patterns for the Ninety Item SPAF 
Component 
Theoretical 
Item l 2 3 4 scale 
-.75 Co 
2 .70 Ex 
3 -.59 IA 
4 ES 
5 .73 Ag 
6 .68 Or 
7 .66 Im 
8 .78 Co 
9 .48 -.56 Ex 
10 IA 
11 .50 ES 
12 -.58 Ag 
13 Or 
14 -.64 Im 
15 .54 Co 
16 .42 .59 Ex 
17 .73 IA 
18 .63 ES 
19 .48 .66 Ag 
20 .58 Or 
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Table l. Continued 
Component 
Theoret"-i cal 
Item 2 3 4 scale 
21 .66 .49 Im 
22 -.55 Co - _ 
23 .45 Ex 
24 -.43 .55 IA 
25 .47 ES 
26 -.43 -.53 Ag 
27 -.53 Or 
28 -.42 Im 
29 .74 Co 
30 .44 Ex 
31 .74 IA 
32 -.57 ES 
33 .59 Ag 
34 -.61 Or 
35 . 59 .41 Im 
36 -.55 -.44 Co 
37 .41 Ex 
38 .52 IA 
39 .70 ES 
40 -.54 Ag 
41 .72 Or 
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Table l. Continued 
Component 
Theoretical 
Item 1 2 3 4 sea le 
42 .79 Im 
43 Co 
44 -.49 Ex 
45 .55 IA 
46 ES 
47 .74 Ag 
48 -.76 Or 
49 - -. 61 - .4 l Im 
50 -.73 Co 
51 .42 .56 Ex 
52 .6 7 IA 
53 .66 ES 
• 
54 -.57 Ag 
55 Or 
56 .56 -.50 Im 
57 -.66 Co 
58 Ex 
59 .79 IA 
60 ES 
61 .70 Ag 
62 .67 Or 
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Table l. Continued 
Component 
Theoretical 
Item l 2 3 4 scale 
63 Im 
64 .52 Co 
65 .66 Ex 
66 -.48 IA 
67 ES 
68 -.60 Ag 
69 .72 Or 
70 .67 Im 
71 .80 ES 
72 -.64 Ag 
73 .53 Or 
74 . 71 Im 
75· .41 ES 
76 .46 Ag 
77 -.55 Or 
78 .49 Im 
79 -.48 ES 
80 -.63 Ag 
81 .65 Or 
82 -.69 Im 
83 . 51 ES 
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Table 1. Continued 
Component 
Theoretical 
Item 2 3 4 scale 
84 .51 Ag 
85 .64 Or 
86 -.57 Im 
87 ES 
88 .74 Ag 
89 Or 
90 -.57 Im 
Note. Loadings < .40 are deleted. 
Note. n = 120 
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measured by the 90 ite.m guestionnaire. ~hey are: (1.) A 
dimension measuring a general orientation toward academic 
achievement characterized by Compliance, Organi2ation and 
Impulsivity items, {2) an interpersonal skills dimension 
c.haracterized by Interpersonal Affect and Aggression items, 
(3) a dimension which has not been clearly de .fined but is 
characterized by what is currently named Environmental 
Sensitivity items and (4) 
Ext_coversion i terns .. 
a dimension characterized by 
.Ta.ble 2 presents ·the cross classifica tio .n of i terns from 
the four component solution with the theoretical scales .. 
The first component was defined mainly by Compliance (7 
items), Impulsivity {11 items) and Organization {11 items). 
The second component .was defined by Interpersonal A.ffect (8 
items) and Aggression (13 items). The third component was 
not as clearly interpretable but was defined by 
Environmental Sensitivity (6 items). The foacth component 
was defin€d by Extroversion (7 items) - The four component 
solution appears, from this ana .lysis, to yield the most 
clearly defined as well as the most clearly interpretable 
components. It is evident, then, that the seven 
hypothesized scales were not i:eproduced :with Varimax 
rota tio .n. 
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Table 2 
Cross Classification of Items Between Components and Content Defined 
Scales of the Ni~ety Item SPAF 
Component 
Theoretical 
scale 2 3 4 
Co 7 2 1 0 
Ex 2 0 3 7 
IA 0 8 1 0 
ES 2 2 6 0 
Im 11 5 
Or 11 0 0 
Ag 2 13 0 2 
Total 35 30 13 10 
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Bow ever, Varimax rotation forces a.n orthogonal 
solution. A possible explanation for this £ail.ure to 
reproduce the seven hypothesized scales is that th€y are not 
independent. To test this hypothesis, the data were 
examined using Oblimin ohligue rotation {Nie, Hull, Jenkins, 
Steinbrenner, & Bent, 1'975) with three different levels of 
correlation for seven, six and four compo .ne.nt solutions. 
The levels of correlation were { 1) nearly ort.bogonal (Delta 
= -4), (2) a moderately correlated solution {Delta= -2) and 
(3) a fairly co:cceJ.ated solution (Delta = Om 0) {Nie, et al., 
1975)- Analysis of the Structure and Pattern matrices at 
each level of correlation for seve.n. six, and four component 
solutions showed less clearly defined and less meaning£ul 
patterns than was found wi~h varimax rotation. Examination 
of the :four coIDpone.nt solution with both the VariIDax a .nd 
Oblique rotations s .howed very simil.aI results. Other 
rotations and compo .nent so1utio .ns did not improve upon these 
results. There£ore, the .four component so1ution with 
VariIDax rotation :was chose .n for further a.nal_ysis since it 
:was apparent that other rotations did not meaningfully alter 
that pattern and it was also apparent that the seven 
hypothesized scales could not be reproduced. Tab.le 3 sh.ows 
the £ive items from each component which bad the highest 
loading. 
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Table 3 
Items With Highest Loading Listed by Component of the Ninety Item SPAF 
Item 
Loading No. Scale 
COMPONENT l - Compliance 
.79 42 
-.78 8 
-.76 48 
-.75 
.74 29 
Im 
Co 
OR 
Co 
Co 
Item 
Child stays with a task only for a short 
length of time before switching to another. 
Child is easily distracted from work by 
noises or movements. 
Child finishes work before it is due. 
Child tends to return to interrupted 
activities. 
Child starts but does not finish class 
work. 
COMPONENT 2 - Interpersonal Affect 
.79 59 IA Child becomes upset or angry when not 
allowed to engage in a desired activity. 
. 74 31 IA Child becomes upset when another child 
wins a game. 
.74 47 Ag Child .bullies other children. 
.74 88 Ag Child teases other children cruelly. 
. 73 17 IA Child argues with other chi l dren. 
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Table 3. Continued 
COMPONENT 3 - Environmental Sensitivity 
.70 39 ES 
.66 53 ES 
.63 18 ES 
.58 20 OR 
-.57 54 Ag 
COMPONENT 4 - Extroversion 
.70 
.66 
.59 
-.56 
.56 
2 
65 
16 
9 
51 
Ex 
Ex 
Ex 
Ex 
Ex 
Child is very aware of changes in the 
level of light in the room (brighter or 
dimmer). 
Child notices new or unusual clothes worn 
by others. 
Child is aware of or comments about the 
class being hot or cold. 
Child likes to follow the same routine 
daily. 
Child is ab le . to play without forcing 
others to do as he/she wishes. 
Child is shy with unfamiliar adults. 
Child is shy with children who are 
unfamiliar. 
Child prefers to watch new activities 
rather than participate. 
Child tells stories of personal 
experiences with enthusiasm and excitement. 
Child adjusts slowly to new situations. 
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These results i .nd.icated that: ( 1) the Compliance and 
Interpersonal Affect dimen s ion s delineated int.he re sear c h 
b_y Baker and Velicec (1982) wer e expanded and f urt.her 
defined by it-ems from th e .by pothetical s cal es of 
Org a nizatio n , .Impul s:i vi ty and Aggression, (2) t.he 
Ext roversion Scal e could be delineated by itself, a nd (3) 
the Environmen tal Sensi ti vi ty scal e was still not cl ea r ly 
defined. Considering these results, the SPAF was revised 
and s horten ed to 43 it e ms. The r e vised ver s i on of the SPAF 
/ was designed to measur e f our scales~ The Compliance scal e 
co nsisted of eight origi na l Compliance items wi th four items 
from t h e Organization and Im pu lsivity scales added f or a 
·t otal of twelve items .. The Interpersonal .l\f .fect scale 
consisted of eigh t ite ms fr-om the origi n al scale .with four 
items f rom the Aggression s cale _f or a tota .l of twelve. The 
Extroversion scale va s made up of seven ori gi na l 
Extroversion items and three Extroversio n ite ms from prior 
re search f or a total of ten. The fourth scal e was a revised 
ver sion of the Environmental Sen sitivi ty scal.e-
Since i t ems which had been add .ed to t he exper i ment al 
{9 0 ite m) SPAF to d·e fine the .Envir o.nmenta l Sensitivity scal e 
had .failed t o do so, fou r nev item s were added to the SPAF 
in an att empt t o dete rmi ne wha t the fourth scale vas 
mea su r i ng. Re-e xaminatio n 0£ the f i ve i tem s wh~ch loaded on 
t he Environmental Sensitivi ty scale identified by Baker a nd 
Velicer (1982) su gg ested th a t verbal skill s could be ~hat 
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was being measured. T.he "refore, four new items, designed to 
measure verbal facility, were added. The fourth scale ~was 
tnen re-named 11 Verbal F'acili ty. 1.' 
The 43 item version of the SPAP then, consisted of 
items from the Compliance, Int erp er so nal Affect and 
Extroversion scales plus additional items from other scales 
added to each of these and a forrrth scale using items from 
the Environmental Sensitivity scale plus new items and 
renamed Verbal Facility. Before this version was used, 
ho :wever, the construct validi ·ty was verified by principal 
component analysis {PCA). 
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Eactorial validity of the 43 item SPAF 
Subjects .. 
The subjects for this part of the study were 
kindergarten, first and second grade childr:e.n in the same 
centrally located Rhode Isla..nd school dis ·trict. The sample 
was selected by asking each teacher to complete a 
guestionnaire for eac~ of ten randomly chosen students. The 
students were chosen by generating random numbers according 
to class size and selecting students according to their 
placement on the class list. The class lists were seperated 
by sex, there£ore, the selection of subjects was alternated 
by se .x. .The kindergarten teachers wsere as .ked to complete 
ten guestionuaires for stude n ts in their morning a.nd 
afternoon classes. 
Procedures. 
Each teacher was told that the research project was 
investigating the relationship betwee.n personality and 
school progress. A cover sheet (Appendi.x E) was attached to 
ea-ch guestionnaire to provide inst,ructions £or comp.let.ion. 
The forms vere g~ven to the kindergarten, f~rst an d second 
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grade teachers {n=JO) of f ive o .f the six elementary sc hools 
in the district 
fol .lowing wee .ks 
in April, 
until the 
1982 and 
of 
.coll€cted 
the sc h ool 
over the 
end year. 
Parti.ciaptio.n was voluntary and the teachers in one school 
did not participate.. Seve ,nteen of the 30 teac hers vho 
indicated interest completed 185 questionnaires. 
kindergarten teac h ers, who were interested in 
Two 
earlier 
research results, volunteered to complete guestionnaires for 
all of t.he children in their c .lasses. The numb er o f forms 
completed by each teacher ranged fro.m one to 46. The median 
122 forms number of forms completed was ten. There were 
compl.eted by six kindergarten teachers, 45 
first grade teachers and 18 forms by three 
f orms b y six 
seco na grad e 
teachers. 
Results. 
A pi:::incipal compon ,e .nt analysis (PCA) was performed on 
the 43 by 43 interitem correlation matrix. The PCA vas 
computed to determine whet h er the scales which wer-e 
identi f ied with the 90 item SPAF would be reproduced and to 
see if the newly de fined Verbal Facility scale could be 
delineated. The Minimum Avera ge Partial { MAP) (Velicer, 
1976) and Scree (Catte.1.1, 1966) met ·hods were used to 
determine the number of co.mponen ts -to retai n .. .The MAP 
method r e sulted in seven components b eing retaine d 'Whereas 
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the Scr ee met h od indicated tha ·t four or f .ive should be 
retained. Th e seven compo nent solution r e su lted i n the 
retention of uni q ue or t rivial components. Th is solution, 
therefore, was considered an 
component solution el i .minat ed 
ov e r extrac t on . The four 
a well defined co mponent an d 
was conside .red an und€rex-traction. 
The retention 0£ five components, as indicate d by the 
Scree met h od, resulted i n a pattern similar to that found 
with the seve n compo nent solutio .n but wit h a bet ter 
component definition. Table 4 presents the Varimax rotated 
component patter n. Table 5 presen ·ts the Cross 
classification o.f items -with the f our theoretical scales .. 
The first component consisted of eleven items from the 
Interpersonal .Affect scale and one each f r om the Compliance 
and Verbal Facility sea.le. T.he seco nd componen t co n sis ted 
of nine items from the Ext roversion scale and one eac h from 
the Interpersonal Affect and Verbal 
third component consisted of f our 
Facility 
items 
sca les"' The 
from the Ver bal 
F acilit y scale and one each from the Comp.lia nce and 
Interpersonal Affect scales. The f ourth co mpon ent also 
consis ted of four Verbal Facility items, as did the th ird 
b ut h ad two items f ro.m the Extro version scale a nd none from 
the Interpersona l Af fect scale i n stead of one f ro.m each. 
The fifth compo- nen t co n s :is ,ted of eleve .n Compl iance i te.ms , 
three Interpersonal Affect, ·two Extroversion an d one Verbal 
F·acility ite m. 
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Table 4 
Varimax Rotated Component Pattern for the Forty-Three Item SPAF 
Component 
Theoretical 
Item 2 3 4· 5 scale 
-.56 Co 
2 -.70 Ex 
3 -.52 IA 
4 .75 .73 IA 
5 Co 
6 -.45 VF 
7 .70 Co 
8 -.60 -.48 Ex 
9 .72 IA 
10 .67 VF 
11 
-.63 Co 
12 .64 VF 
13 .76 VF 
14 
.83 Co 
15 .45 Ex 
16 .62 IA 
17 .53 .62 Co 
18 -.50 Ex 
19 .49 -.48 IA 
20 
.83 VF 
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Table 4. Continued 
Component 
,,, Theoretical 
Item l 2 3 4 5 scale 
21 .78 Co 
22 .61 Ex 
23 .63 IA 
24 .85 IA 
25 -.80 Co 
26 -.85 Co 
27 -.57 .54 Ex 
28 .78 IA 
29 .56 VF 
30 • 77 Co 
31 .66 Ex 
32 . 71 IA 
33 .81 IA 
34 -.73 Ex 
35 -.58 IA 
36 .72 Co 
37 .64 Co 
38 .75 IA 
39 .60 VF 
40 - • 72 VF 
41 -.57 Ex 
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Table 4. Continued 
Component 
Theoretical 
Item 1 2 3 4 5 scale 
42 .48 .48 VF 
43 . 51 -.59 Ex 
Note. Items loading< . 45 are deleted . 
Note. n = 185 
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Table 5 
Cross Classification of Items Between Components and Content Defined 
Scales of the Forty-Three Item SPAF 
Component 
Theoretical 
scale 1 - 2 3 4 5 
Compliance 0 0 11 
Extroversion 0 9 l 2 2 
Interpersonal Affect 11 l 0 0 3 
Verbal Facility l l 4 4 l 
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Table 4 employed a .4 5 cuto ff. Usi ng .40 as a cutoff 
resulted in all items l oading on at least one component. 
However, it also resulted in ten items loading on two 
co.mponen ts. There£ore, the results of using a more 
stringent cutoff was examined. Using .45 as the cuto ff 
resulted in all items loading on at least one component and 
only six items loading on two. Using .50 as a cutoff 
resulted in only three ite.ms loading on two components but 
also resulted in three i terns .not contri :but ing to any 
component. T.his analysis indicated that .45 .would result in 
th€ greatest ease of in ·terpretation. 
Examination of -Table 4 shows that items 8, 17, 19, 27, 
42, and 43 load on two components and may he measuring a 
complex concept. It also shows, h owever, that eleven of the 
twelve items designed to m-easure I ·nterpersonal Af :fec t load 
on Component 1; nine of the ten items designed to measure 
Extroversion load on Component 2; and eleven of the t -we1 ve 
items designed to measure Compliance lead en Component 5. 
The on1y hypothes~zed scale which ~as not well de1ineated 
was Verbal .Facility,. However, three of the original five 
Environmental Sensi ti vi ty items (.from Study one) load on 
component 3. A fourth item {# 6) had a .42 loading and 
could be considered as loading on Component 3. Component 4 
was defined by three of the four items added to measure 
Verbal Facility. 
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Scale scores were d-.eveloped based on the results of 
these two studies. Scale scores are the unweighted sum of 
all items alloca ·ted to that scale- Items with negat ive 
loadings are reflected before summation. Scale scores, 
unlike component scores, are not necessarily uncorrelated. 
However, this disadvantage is more than comp ensated for by 
the ease 0£ computation, interpretability, and robustness of 
unit scorin g across samples. 
Table 6 
inter scal e 
shows the 
correlations a.nd 
means , 
Alpha 
stan dard deviations, 
coefficients for the 
Compliance, Interpe.csona.l Af .fect a..nd Extroversion scales .. 
Th-ese scales in cluded the following items; 
Compl ian ce: 1,5~9,13.17,21,25,29,33,37,40,42 
Extroversion: 3.7,11,15,19,23,17,31,35,3~ 
Interprsonal Affe ct: 2,6,10,14,18,22,26,30,34,38,41,43 
These data are not shown :for Verbal Facility since it -was 
not reproduced. 
The int€rscale correla ti ons indicate that there is a 
moderate correlation between the Comp.liance and Extrover sio n 
scales, a moderate to high correlation .between the 
Compliance and 
rela tionsh.ip 
Affect scales. 
Interpersonal A£fect scales 
between the Extrov ersion an d 
but little 
Interpersonal 
Table 6 
Means, Standard Deviations, Alpha Coefficients and Interscale 
Correlations of the SPAF Scales 
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Correlation 
Theoretical Standard 
scale Mean deviation Alpha Co Ex 
Co 32.5 11. 15 .92 
Ex 26.5 7.71 .83 .38 
IA 33.0 8.83 .86 .66 -.03 
Note. n = 185 
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The Compliance score can range between 12 and 60, with 
a midpoint of 36. The obtained mean was just below this 
with a high score indica ti .ng compliance. The Extr oversion 
score can ran g e between ten and 50 with a midpoint of .30. 
The obtained mean for t he Extroversion scale was 26.5 wi th a 
h igh score indicating extroversion. The Interpersonal 
Affect sc -ores can ra nge be tw een 12 and 60 with a mi dp oint of 
36.. The obtained mean was 33 with a high scoc e indicating 
well developed interpersonal adjustment. 
:The Alpha coefficients, which are a measure of intecnal 
co .nsistency, ranged .f rom • 83 t o .92 -wit h t.be Compliance 
scale bein g highest and Extroversion t he lowest. This 
indicates t h at the scal e s have ade g ua t e internal 
co n sistenc _y. 
Discussion. 
The PCA of th€ revised version of the SPAF resulted in 
three clearly ide nt ifiabl e components which demonstrates 
that the Compliance, .Interpersonal Affect a.nd Extroversion 
scales can be J:"eproduced acr-o.;;s dif:ferent samples of b ot h 
subjects and items. The scales based on these three 
components also demons:trated good inter n al consiste ncy. The 
results a.lso show, h owever, t h at the Env .ironmenta.l 
Sensitivity or Verbal F aci1ity scale(s} h as still not been 
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clearly defined. Yet, t he items whic h co n tributed to th,e 
original scale continue to be delineated as a component .. It 
can also be seen that the items added to .further define 
Verbal Facility suggested a sepera ·te co.mpon ·e nt. However, 
both need £ urther st udy and developmen-t bef or e ·they can be 
used in validity studies • 
. These results dem ons trated adegua ·te factorial validity 
for t he three scales .. Subse guent research on construct or 
criterio .n- related validity used a 34 item version of the 
SPAF which measured Compliance, Extroversion, and 
Interpecsonal Affect. 
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Study Two: Relationship of the SPAF and the Devereux 
Elementary School Behavior Rating Scale (DESB) 
Study Two examined construct validity of the SPAF by 
examining the relation ship of the three SPAF dimensions as 
described above and the Devereux Elementary School Behavior 
Ra ·ting Scale (DESB) (Spivack & Swi£t, 1966).. The DESB is an 
extensively researched and potentially useful instr um en t. 
It was not developed as a measure of pe .rso .nali t y but 
provides a profile o:f overt behaviors which h ave been judged 
to be re .lated to academic achievement. It -was ch.osen for 
that reason as the instru me:nt to use in e .xa mining the 
relationship bet-ween the behaviors related to academic 
achievement and the personality constructs defined by the 
SPAF. By relating the personality constructs to the 
behaviors defined by the DESB, it may be possible to 
id.ent.ify students who may begin to exhibit maladaptive 
b ehaviors prior to the onset of those b ehaviors. 
Method 
subjects 
The subjects for this study 
and second grade children in 
were kindergarten, first 
a centrally located Rh ode 
Island sc ho ol district. The sample was select ed ~y asking 
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each teacher of t he appropriate grade level to complete two 
g uest .i-0nnaires for ,each of 'ten random ly chosen students • 
.The stude n ts were chos,en by generating rando m n umbe rs 
according to class size a.nd selecting stude nt s accordi ng to 
their placement on t he class .list. The class l ists were 
sepera ,ted .by sex, there .f ore, the selection of subjects was 
alternated by sex. Thirteen teachers from four sc h ools 
completed b oth guestionnaires f or 104 children. 
Instruments 
Study Two uti l ized t110 instruments. One .was t he 34 
i 'tem SPA.F develop ed in Study One.. The SPAF was constructed 
to reflect three scales: (1) Compliance, .(2) Interperso ·na l 
Affect and (3) Extroversion. T.he second ins t rument was the 
Devereux Elementary Sc hool Beh avior Rating Scal e (DESB; 
Spivac k and Swift, 196~- The DESB is made up of 4 7 items 
des .ig n ed to measur e eleven dimensions of sc h ool beh avior. 
Th€ eleven dimensions are: (1) Classroom Distur b a nce: the 
extent to whic h a c .hild 1 s behavior is active, 
inappropriately social and disruptive, {2) Impatience: the 
extent to which a chi..ld begins work before direc ·tions are 
completed and fails to consider the resul t s of certain 
behaviors, (3) Disrespect-De f iance: the extent to which a 
child shows open disrespect for or resistance to school, (4) 
External Blame.: the ex tent to which a c h ild blames outside 
sources .f or his pro.blems, (5) Achievement Anxiety: th e 
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extent to which a student outMardly exhibits worry 
concerning the inability to meet the demands of tb,e teacl1er 
or school si -tuation, (6) External Reliance: the extent to 
which a child depends on oth£rs to make decisions or take 
action, (7) Comprehension: 
understanding the daJ 
the extent to which a c hild is 
to day work, (8) 
Inattentive-Withdrawn: the -extent to which a child is able 
to maintain contact with and atte .nd to classroom activities, 
(9) Irrelevant-Responsiveness: the extent to which a 
child• s responses are irrelevant or inappropriate, ( 10) 
Creative- Initiative: the extent to which a child is 
mo-tivated and personally involved and ( 11) Need foe 
Closeness to the Teacher: the extent to -which the c h ild 
values the teacher as a person. 
on the DESB ~hich are not part 
There are also three items 
items were retained because 
of 
they 
a common factor. The 
are re ,la ted to the sa :me 
.four £actors: Impa thmce, External Blame, Comprehension and 
Inatten-tive-W.ithdrawn. High scores on these items indicate 
t .hat the child is being taught far: :beyond hi s/her 
instructiona l level. These thr ee items ~ill not be used in 
the analysis of the relationship between the DESB and SPAF. 
Normative data for the DESB .was obtained by hav in g 
thirty two ki nd ergarten through sixth grade teachers rate 
809 children in thirteen elementary sc h ools. Test-ret€st 
reliability was determined on ratings of 128 children 
approximately one w-eek a£ter completion of the initial 
ratings. Correlation 
from .85 to .91 ~ith 
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coefficients for these ratings ra nged 
th-e media .n coe£fici .ent .being • 87. 
Validity of the scale has b een deteremined t hrough t h :e use 
of factor analytic techniques, teacher conferences to select 
the behaviors to be rated and examination of the 
relationships between the items or behavior £actors and 
school achievement. In all, 1719 ratings were completed on 
1546 children ty 147 teachers. 
Procedures 
Eac h teacher was told that the project was 
investigating the relations h ip betwee ,n personality and 
behavior. Instructions for completion were included on the 
front of each questionnaire (appendix E). Xhe 
questionnaires were given to the kindergarten, first a nd 
second grade teachers of .five of the six elementary schools 
in April, 1982 and collected as they were completed. 
Participation was voluntary and the teachers in one school 
did not participate • . Th e SPAF forms completed 'lie .re those 
used in the 43 item factorial validity study de scribed in 
Study One.. There were 185 S PA_F forms completed .by 17 
teachers. Xhe median number of forms complet e d by e ach 
teacher was ten. There were 104 D.ESB forms completed by 13 
teachers. The number of forms completed by each teacher 
ranged from thLee to ten. The median number was ten. There 
were 46 forms completed b y 4 kindergarten teach e rs, 43 by 
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seven first grade teachers and 15 b y two se con d gr a de 
t eachers. 
.Re sults 
Th e data generated in thi s study were evaluate d usi ng 
un ivariate a nd multivariate correlation analyses . The ze ro 
order correlations indicated th.e relations hip be tw ee n e ac h 
oft.he SPAF sea l.e s and each DESB f actor. The multiple 
regression a naly ses .looked at the rela t ionship of e ac h SPAF 
scale with all of the DESB factors thus examining DESB 
redundancy. A canonical variate analysis was also com pleted 
to examine the re la tio nsh ip 0£ the three SPAF d i me n sio n s t o 
the eleven DESB f actors to consider t he redundancy o f both 
scales. 
Ze .r:o Order Correla t io n 
Analysis of the zero order correlations {Tab.le 7), 
i :n dica tes that the Complia n ce scale h as a high neg ative 
correlatio n with t he DESB factors of Classroo m Distur-bance, 
and Ext er n a l Re l iance; a I mpati -ence, Inatt ,entive- Wit hdr a wn 
h ig h positiv e corr el ation wit h Comprehension; l ow t o 
moderate neg ative corre l atio n s -with Ir relevant 
Responsiveness and Ext e r n al Bl ame ; and a l o w t o mode ra te 
posi t ive correlation :with Creative .In itiative .. 
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Table 7 
Pairwise Co~relation Coefficients of SPAF Scales and DESB Factors 
SPAF scales 
DESB factors Co EX IA 
Classroom Disturbance -.66* .05 -.80* 
Impatience -.60* -.23 -.42* 
Disrespect Defiance - . 17 - • 11 -.23 
-
External Blame -.29* - • 12 -.46* 
Achievement Anxiety .05 - • 19 .00 
External Reliance -.50* -.36* -.22 
Comprehension .58* .38* .25* 
Inattentive-Withdrawn -.78* -.36* -.51* 
Irrelevant Responsiveness -.31* -. 16 -.27* 
Creative Initiative .31* .30* .06 
Teacher Closeness . 18 • 11 . 15 
*P <: .05 
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The Extroversion scale has a moderate and negative 
carrel.a tion with External Reliance and 
Inattentive-Withdrawn; and a loY to moderate positive 
corrrelation with Creative Initiat.iv ,e a .nd Comprehension. 
The Interpersonal Affect scale has a high negative 
correlation with Classroom Distur .bance; a moderate negative 
correlation 1'.ith Impatience, External Blame and 
Inattentive-Withdrawn; a statistically significant but .low 
negative correlation with .Irrelevant Responsiveness and low 
positive correla ·tion ~i th CompreJ1ension. 
Th:e _results indicated that a student with a low score 
on the Compliance seal€, which i.ndicat€.s non-compliance, is 
characterized by the following be .haviors: (1) active, 
inappropriately social and disruptive behavior (Classroom 
Disturbance); {2) impulsi vi ty and sloppiness in work habits 
(Impatience); {3) inability to maintain a focus on what is 
happening in class (.Inattentive-withdrawn); (4) rel.ianc,e on 
others to make decisions and provide direction {External 
Reliance); and (5) inability to comprehend the ~ork in the 
classroom (Comprehension). It is also characterized to a 
lesser degree .by: (1) a:ttributing success or £ailure to 
external control {External Blame) ; (2) responding in an 
inappropriate, irrelevant manner (Irrelevant 
Responsiveness); and {3) not contributing constructively 
wit .h behavior or ideas in the class (Creative Initiative). 
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Extroversion was not strongly characterized by any of 
the DESB factors. However, a student with a low score, 
which indicates in trov.ersion, was defined to a moderate 
degree by the following behaviors: (1) reliance on others 
to make d€cisions and provide direction (.Ext ,ernal Reliance) ; 
(2) inability to maintain a focus on classroom functions 
(.Inattentive-Withdrawn} ; (~ concern with not heing able to 
meet the requirements of the Teacher {Achievement Anxiety); 
{4} inability to comprehend the work in the classroom 
(Comprehension) ; and (5) not contribu ·ting construe ti vely 
wit_h behavior or ideas in the class {Creative I.nitiative)o 
A student with a loa score on the Interpersonal Affect 
scale was character _ized to a high degree, :by active, 
inappropriately social and disruptive behavior {Classroom 
Disturbance). They were also characterized moderatly by the 
following behaviors: ( 1) 
the workings of the class 
impulsivity and sloppiness 
i_nability to maintain a focus on 
(Inattentive-Withdrawn); {2) 
about class work (Impatience); 
and (3) attributing success or failuce to external con ·trols 
(External Blame)~ .In addition, they were also charac:teri:zed 
to a sl.ight degree by: ( 1) inappropriate, irrelevant 
responding (Irrelevant Responsiveness}; (2) inability to 
comprehend the demands 0£ work in the class (Comprehension; 
and {3) reliance on others .for decisio11s and directions 
(External Reliance) -
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The zero order corre .lations presented show t.hat some of 
the specific behavioral factors, as measured by the DESB, 
are related to the personality variables measured by the 
SPAF. A multiple regression analysis {MRA) :was employed to 
investigate the complex multivariate relationship as dEfined 
by combin.ations of ·the behaviors. 
Multiple Regression Analysis 
The MRA studied the relationship between each of the 
SPAF scales as criterion variables and all eleven of the 
DESB facto.rs as predictors. Th.is serves t ·o indicate the 
level of redundance • .It is possible, for example, t hat the 
portion . o .f th€ Classroom Disturba .n-ee factor .which correlates 
with Compliance is redundant with. that portion of the 
Impatience factor that correlates with Compliance. If this 
were the situation, the resul ·ti.ing multiple regression 
coefficients would .be relatively .low or at least very 
similar to the zero order correlation of the best predictor. 
If the scales are not redundant, they should suppleme.nt each 
other, resulting in a high multiple correlation coe££icient. 
Table 8 shows the results ·of multiple regr ·ess ion 
analysis (MRA} using the DES.B factors as pcedictor variables 
and each of the personal.i ty scales of the SPAF as a 
criterio .n variable. Step'Wise multiple regression was 
employed. The pred .ictor ;wh.ich is ent-ered first with the 
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Table 8 
Multiple Regression Coefficients and Order of Inclusion of Variables 
into the Stepwise Regr~ssion 
SPAF 
Co Ex IA 
Order In-Wd Compre ClsDis 
of Compre In-Wd ExtBlm 
Inclusion Cls Dis Cls Dis a Tch ·c1 oa 
of Tch Clo Tch Cloa Dis Def 
DESB Impat Ach Anxa In-Wd 
Factors Irr Res Dis Depa Compre 
Ach Anx Cre Ini Ext Rel 
Cre Lni Ext Rel Cre Ini 
Ext Blm Impat Irr Res 
Ext Rel Irr Res 
Dis Def Ext Blm 
Multiple R .88 .70 .86 
Multiple R2 .78 .49 .74 
Adjusted R2 .75 .43 .72 
a Included as a suppressor variable. 
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C omplianc.e scale is .Inattentive-Withdrawn, followed by 
Comprehension, Classroom Dis±urbance, Teacher Closeness and 
Impatience. These five scales predict 77 percent of the 
variance. The remaining six scales account for only one 
percent of the variance. 
The only variable ;which is surprising to find 
contributing sig .nificantly to the prediction equation is the 
Teacher Closeness scale. The other four were shown to 
correlate individually to a moderate to hig.h degree with 
Compliance.. Ho1iever, Teacher Closeness had a low positive 
correlation (.18). What this suggests is that T<Each.er 
Closeness may be serving as a suppressor variable. DefinLng 
a suppressor variable as a situation in which "the Pth 
predictor is a suppressor variable if and only if "R 0.123 > 
R 0.12 + r 03 11 (Velicer, 1978, pg 9.56) does not support the 
contention that Teacher Closeness is a suppressor variable. 
There£ore, it must be accounting for a sufficient amount of 
variance not redundant with the other variables to be 
included as a direct predictor. 
The Extroversion scale is 
Comprehension factor of the 
Inattentive-Withdrawn, Classroom 
best 
DESB 
predicted 
.f ollo1Jed 
Disturbance, 
by 
b_y 
the 
the 
.Teacher 
Closeness, Achievement Anxiety, Disrespect-Defiance and 
Creative Initiative factors .. The Classroom Disturbance, 
Teacher Closeness, Achievement Anxiety and 
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, Disrespect-Defiance factors are functioning as suppressor 
varia .bl es .. Velicer•s (1978) definition of a suppressor 
variable given a .bove .works eg u all y well whether appli ed to 
th e predictor or suppressor varia ble a nd identifies wheD a 
suppressor varia ble is present b u t not ho w it is 
f u nctioni ng . .In other words, it is unclear w.he ·the .r Te ac .her 
Closeness suppresses so me of the extraneous variance of the 
Classroom Dis-i:urbance scale or -whet he r .it suppr .e sses the 
e x traneous variance of t he .I nattent.ive- Mithd ra v.n scal e. 
What is i n dicated is that ·the Extroversion scale is defined 
to a larg ·e degree by the Comprehension a n d 
I n att e ntive- Wit hd rawn scales wit h t he next f our scales 
reducing the irrel e vant var ian ce followed by the Cr ,eative 
Initiative scale which accounts f or a small amount of the 
variance. It shou .ld be noted, that the addition of some of 
th ,e suppressor var i a b les increas e s the variance predict ed .by 
a moderate to hi gh de gree an d the a dd itio n of ot her s 
increases .it minimal.l_y.. T.he addition -of the Clas s r oom 
Disturbanc e scale increases R Square by .. 13. The addi t ion 
o f the Ac h i e veme nt Anxiety scal e in c r eases i t by .11. 
Ho~ ever, th e level o f pr e diction is i ncreased onl y slightly 
wit h the addition of Te ac h er Clos e ne ss (.03) and Disre sp e ct-
Defiance (.02). 
The I nte rp e rsonal Af£ect scale is more simpl y defin e d 
than t he Ex;tr ov e rsion scale. I t is h ig h ly cc.rr e.l a ted wi t.h 
the Classroom Disct:urbance fact or a£ the DE SB. Therefo r e , 
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the variance accounted for is i .ncreased only slightly with 
the addition of the External Blame, Teacher Closeness and 
Disrespect-Defiance factors. Here, as with the Extroversion 
scale, Teacher Closeness 
variable. In this case, 
is functioning as 
Teacher Closeness 
a suppressor 
has a low 
correlation with Extroversion and a high ccrrelation wit.h 
External Blame. This indicates that Teacher Closeness is 
reducing th -e extraneous variance o.f External Blame. It is 
also apparent that there is a high degree o_f red unda:ncy 
between t.he DESB variables, in that, many of the sca.les 
w.hich showed a significant zero order correlation did not 
co ;ntcibute to the multiple regression equation. 
Examination of the results of the MRA has shown that 
the DESB factors share much of the variance accounted for i .n 
the SPAF. However, the analysis says little about the 
overlap of the SPAF scales i .n t.heir relations .hip to the 
DE SB. The guestio ,n to .be considered is w bet her ·the 
dimensions of the SPA .F can be identified sepe.ra tel_y in their 
relationship to the DESB factors. For example, does 
Compliance show an orthogonal linear relations .hip to the 
DESB factors or do the Interpersonal Affect and Compliance 
d~mensions overlap to such a degree that there is a combined 
linear relationship? The guestion ,of redundancy will be 
examined in the next section by computation and analysis of 
a Canonica .l •Correlation. The hypo ·thesis, in this case, 
would be that the SPAF and DESB -would have three dim.ensions 
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in common. Any fewer dimensions would indicate t h at the 
SPAF scales were ov€rlapping and 
relatio .nship "With the DESB .. 
Canonical Variate Analysis 
redundant in their 
The Bartlett's tests {App J) indicate that all three 
canonical variat-es ide11ti£ied :With the SPAF are significant 
(P<.01) • There is contro versy concerning the interpretation 
of the dimensi ons of the CVA. Darlin gton, Weinberg and 
Walberg (1975) sug gest analy:zing the canonical variable 
loadings instead o.f the standardized co e£fici.ents .if there 
is a large divergence between the two wi t.h a moder ate sample 
size. There was consid ,er .able div er ge .nee bet}Jeen the two 
with these results. 
1oa dings were analyzed. 
fr om the CVA. 
There£ore, the canonical variable 
Table 9 s.hows the pattern resulting 
~The .fi rs t cano nical variate is defined by a .niega ti ve 
l oadin g o.n the Compliance and Interpersonal Affe ,ct scales. 
This linear c omposi te is defined by the scales of Classroom 
Disturbance, Impatience, Disrespe ct Defia.nce, External 
Bl ame, External .Rel ia nce, .lack 
Inattenti ve-liithdra-wn, 
Creative Initiative. 
Irrelevant 
of Comprehension, 
Res p onse and lack of 
Table 9 
Canonical Variable Loadings 
SPAF scales 
Compliance 
Extroversion 
Interpersonal Affect 
DESB 
DESB scales 
Classroom Disturbance 
Impatience 
Disrespect Defiance 
External Blame 
Achievement Anxiety 
External Reliance 
Comprehension 
Inattentive Withdr awn 
Irrelevant Response 
Creative Initiative 
Teacher Closeness 
Note. n = 104 
-.986 
.313 
-.798 
.882 
.812 
.602 
.534 
.040 
.728 
-.700 
.908 
.850 
-.367 
-.031 
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Canonical variables 
2 
. 161 
.669 
-.544 
.456 
-.016 
.539 
.367 
.012 
-.425 
.467 
-.251 
.151 
.497 
-.065 
3 
.051 
-.674 
-.260 
-.029 
-.226 
• 144 
.253 
.612 
.009 
- • 160 
-.032 
.047 
-.371 
-.069 
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'The second canonical variate is de.fined positively by 
the Extroversion scale and negatively by the Interpersonal 
Affect scale for the first data set and by the Classioom 
Disturbance, Disrespect Defiance, and External Blame scales 
and a negative relationship to the External Reliance, 
Comprehension, and Creative Initiative scales. 
The third canonical variate was defined by a nega ·tive 
loading on the Extroversion scale of the first data set and 
by t.he DESB scales of Achievement Anxiety and a lack of 
Creative Initiative i.n ·the second data set. 
Discussion 
The univariate correlation analysis indicated that tbe 
Compliance scale ·was sign .ificantly correlated with eight of 
the eleven DESB scales. This lends sup _port to the 
definition of ·the Compliance scale, discusse a in Study O.ne, 
as reflecting the extent to -which a child shows a general 
orientation toward academic achievement. Since a lo~ score 
reflects non-compliance, the specific scales w.hich correlate 
also lend support to the definition. It should also be 
noted that the DESB scales which correlate -with the 
Compliance scale are discussed by Spivack & Swi£ ·t (1967) as 
reflecting two patterns often found ·with childi:en showing 
poor school achieveme.nt. The fii:st pattern involves high 
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External Reliance, high Inattentive - Withdrawn and low 
Comprehension scores and are associated with the c hi ld who 
needs much external direction and help The second pattern 
involves high scores on the Classroom Disturbance, 
Impa ·tience, External Blame and Irrelevant Responsivenss 
scales. This pattern is associated with the child who is 
poorly controlled and tends to act out in class. The 
Compliance scale correla ·tes in the expected direction with 
these scales and also positively with the Creative 
Initiative scale. This suggests tha ·t a low score on the 
Compliance scale refle cts a personal ity style which results 
in a child who needs much external control and help and who 
tends to act out. Conversely, a high scor e reflects a 
personality style w.h.ich is generally achievement orien ·ted. 
The univariate analysis also supported the definition 
of the Extroversion scale.. .I:t showed a moderate negative 
correlation with the Inattentive-Withdra.wn and External 
:Reli ance scales and p ositive corre.la tioll with the 
Comprehension and Creative Initiative scales. T.hus, a low 
Extr oversion score {indicating introversion) \lould reflect a 
c hild who withdraws f rom the classroom activities and is 
una ble to make independ.e .nt d.ecision s. The moderate 
correlation suggests that there are other beha ·viors of egual 
importance evidenced in the perso .nality dimension which are 
not measured by the DESB. 
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The definition of the Interpersonal Affect scale -was 
also supported by the univariate analysis. It had a hig.h 
negative corr,elation wit h t.he Classroom Di:stucbance scale 
a .nd -was moderate .ly re.lated to othe .c scales suc.h as External 
Blame and Impatience, which reflect interperso nal skills and 
attitudes .. 
Multiple Regression Analysis {MBA) indicated that there 
is considera .h.le overlap among the D'ES.B scales. This is 
demonstrated by the fact that several of the scales which 
\had a signif i-cant zero order correlation enhanced the 
multiple correlation only slightly. There ~ere also several 
scales which functioned as suppressor vacia :bles. 
The results of the M-RA indicated that the Compliance 
and Extroversion sea es are bot h defined by th€ic 
relationship to the Inattentive-Withdrawn and Comprehension 
scales of the DESB. However, it seems that the SPAF scales 
are being defined by di£ferent aspects of the DES.B factors 
.since Compliance was further defined by the Classroom 
Disturbance and Teacher Closeness scales whereas the same 
scales served as suppressor varia .bl-es with the Ex·troversion 
scale_ Th e Interpersonal Affe ct scale is defiued to a high 
degree by the Classroom Disturbance and External Blame 
scales. 
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These results, then, support the validity of the SPAF 
in t hat: (1) a low score on the Compliance scale 
(indicating non-compliance) reflects .ina ttenti ve -withdra wn, 
poorly controlled behavior with a lack 0£ comprehension and 
no feeling o.f closeness to t he teach-er, (2) a low score on 
the Extroversion sea.le {indicating introversion) reflects 
inatte~tive-withdrawn beh avior and a concommitant lack of 
comprehension without t he poorly controlled, acting out 
behaviors and {3) a low score on the Interpersonal Affect 
scale (indicating a lack of interpersonal skills) reflects 
poorly controlled acti ng out behaviors in conju n ction with 
blaming others for problems and disrespectful defiant 
behavior wit.h no fe eling o.t c l oseness to the teacher. These 
results, then, support the theoretical definitions of the 
SPA.F scales. 
The . results of the Canonical Variate Analysis support 
the theoretical definition of the SPAF as consis ·ting of 
three distinct scales. Th e CVA did n-o-t reproduce the three 
clearly identifiable scales produced with PCA and Varimax 
rotation. The relationship bet.ween the SPAF a:nd D.ESB is 
also somewhat different than that noted ~ith MRA. Th is is 
to be expec ·ted,, however, since the purpose of CVA, MRA and 
PCA are dif f erent. With CVA, a linear composite in the 
first set o f data .is de :fi n ed suc h that its correlatio n with 
a linear composite i n ·the seco. n d set of data is maximized. 
Wit h ftRA, a linear composite is de£ined with res pe ct to on ly 
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one external variabJ.e. 
defined .internally 
indicate that the 
to 
with PCA a linear composite is only 
maximize variance. The CVA results 
t.hree SP.AF scales collEctively are 
accounting for different aspects of the DESB and lend strong 
support to the validity of the SPAF. This is sho~n by the 
nature o .f the dimensions produced.. The first canonical 
variate consists of negative loadings on the Compliance and 
Interpersonal Affect scales. This linear composite 
describes a non-com .pliant personality style with poorly 
developed interpersonal affect. This dimension .is defined 
by all of the DESB scales except Ac hievement Anxiety and 
Need for Teacher Closeness. It is also negatively 
correlated with Comprehension and Creative Initiative. This 
seems to be a description of a general behavior problem 
dimension with a concomitant lack of academic und e rstanding 
and .initiative. 
The second canonical variate consists of Extroversion 
and a lack of ~nterpersonal skills (a negative relationship 
to Interpersonal A£fect). This dimension is defined by a 
positive correlation with the scales of Classroom 
Disturban ce, Dis:respect-Definace and External Ela me .but also 
Comprehension and Creative Initiative. It is negatively 
correlated with the External Reliance factor. This linear 
co mposite, then, is descrihed by an extroverted persona .i i ty 
style with poorly developed interpecsonal at .feet whic .h is 
behaviorally d.ef.ined by control problems but not by an 
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inability to un der stan d the material pr ese _nted in the 
classroom. 
The t hird canonical variate is defined by -the 
Extroversion scale {i nd icati ng i ntr overted tend12ncies) and 
as such is defined by Ac hie veme nt Anxiety and a la c k of 
Creative Initiative. T.his seems to re f lec t an i ntroverted 
per sonality style dep icte d by fear of _not .bein g able to meet 
te acher expectations a n d an inability to cofftribute to 
classroom activities. 
The correlation a n alys is , then , has deIDon stra ted 
criterion-re .lated validity with .both the uni va r i ate a nd 
multivariat e methods. Thi s is, o f course, only on e method 
of co n si de ring vali dity. These results must also be 
examined with tlie p ossi bil i ty of a "halo effect" in mi nd. 
Si n ce t he teachers comple ted the SPAF and DESB d uri ng th e 
s ame time fr ame, it is possible that t he rat ing on one form 
influenced the rating on the other. This possi .bility ca n be 
co n sidere d by examining o ther aspec-ts 0£ validity.. One 
tec hni que , _whic h would consider ·whethe r a 11 halo effect" was 
effecting the r esults would be to have two sets of peop le 
complete different forms, vhi c h measure similar constructs. 
In this way, convergenc ·e a nd di ve rg e nee ,coul d . .be considered. 
This is accomp li s hed in the next study. 
Study T.hr e e: Relationship o.f t.he SPAF 
Completed by Teachers and Parents 
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This study examined another aspect of the construct 
validity of the SPAF. Study One, described earlier, was 
designed to determine ·the factorial validity of t he 
instrument. Study T~o looked at the relationship of the 
SPAF and certain behaviors as measured by the DES.B. study 
Three w.ill examine the conve .rgent and discrim .inant validity 
(Campbe,11 & Fiske, 1967) 0£ the compone .nts described in 
Study One. This was accomplished by examini n g the 
relationship between the SPAF when completed .by t-Bacb,ers 
compared to the same instrument completed by parents. Thus 
the same dimensions wece assessed in a diff -erent environment 
by a di:fferent rater. Th-e teache .c report is considered as 
one met.h od. Parent report is considered as a second. The 
teacher sees the child in the academic setting vhere ~e/she 
is interacting with other children and res _pond .ing to various 
acade ·mi .c pressures.. T.he parent sees ·the child in t he home, 
interacting with siblings or a li10ited .nu:mber of p.eers in a 
setti :ng with few demands to per£orm academically. :If the 
variance accounted f.ar by the SPA.F is tea.it variance there 
will be a high degree of correla ·tion betweeJi the d_imensions 
-when completed by t he two methods, thus demonstrating 
co .nvergent valid.i ty. If the varianc e accounted for is 
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method variance, then 1 a low correlation would result. 
For example, a low- cor.relatio.n cou.ld .c,esul t if 
contamination :was influencing the rating by the teacher. If 
the teac he r has already made a decision about a child's 
personality, for example, based on reports from previous 
·teachers and rates the c hild according to that construction, 
then, the parent and teacher would be viewing the c .hild 
differently and the lov correlation would be due to method 
variance. 
A second situ at ion w.hich could result in a low 
convergent correlation wou.ld be if t.he par€nts and tc:ac .h ers 
view different aspects of the same personality traits as the 
salient features of tha ·t trait. For example, the salient 
features of Interpersonal Affect could conc e ivabley he 
exhibited differently at home and school. In tha ·t case, a 
low correlation could be reflecting samplin g inadeguacies of 
the rating form .. 
A third situation which could result in a low level of 
convergence would he if the limited num .ber of childre n for 
the parents to compare their child with \!ere to reduce the 
level of var.iance in th e parent completed :forms relative to 
the teacher compl eted -forms. Alternatively, the parents 
in-ter.na .l anchors, i.e. what is "average" could be distorted 
because of the limited sample 0£ behaviors available. In 
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eithe r case, a l ow level of convergence would r esult. 
An equally important aspect o f validity is th e 
demonstration of a lack of relatio ns hip betw ee n thE varia ble 
and ot h er theoretically un re .lated varia ble s. The 
discriminant validity of t he SPAF will be evaluat ed by 
examining the relations h ip betwe,en each dimensi on of the 
SPAF and t h e other theoretically unrelated d imens ion s when 
the instrument is co mple te d hy parents as com p ared to 
teachers. There are three type s of discriminant validity 
wh ich can be examined. ~he fir st type of discriminant 
validity requires th at t he cor r elation betwE en the sa me 
trait as measured b y different met hods s h oul d be higher than 
differen t traits .measured by different me thods . In ot.ber 
words, the cor rel ation .between the trait o f "Extroversion" 
as measur ed by two met h ods s h ould he high er t h a n the 
correlation of t.he traits of "Extroversion 11 a nd "Compliance" 
as measured by different methods. 
The s e cond typ€ of discriminant validity is more 
string ent than t e f .irst. It re g uir € s that the correlation 
be tween the same trait as measured by di ffer e nt methods 
s h ould be highe r than di f£-eren t traits measure d by th€ sa me 
method. £ or example, the correlation bet~een "Extroversion" 
as measured by parents and teachers rating s h oul d .b e g reater 
t han the corre.la tion bet ween "Extroversion n a .nd "Complianc ,e" 
measured by t he sa me method. 
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The third .requirement is th.at patt€rns of relationships 
among the traits be comparable across met.hods. If 
11 Extroversion 11 is correla ·ted moderately with 11Interpersonal 
A.ffect" and has a slight negative correlation with 
"Compliance" 'When teacher ratings are examin .ed, then the 
same patt<ern would .be expected when parent ratings ar-e 
examined. The magnitude of the correlation coefficients 
would not have to be equal but the pattern should be 
similar. 
Method 
Subjects 
The parents and teachers of children 
first or second grade participated in 
in kindergarten, 
this study. The 
schools involved were in a centrally located Rhode Island 
to.wn. The tea-eher completed SPAFs wer.e the same as those 
used for t.he analysis of the 43 item SPAF descri .hed i .n Study 
One. There were 185 guestionnaires completed by 17 teachers 
from four schools. However, teacher questionnaires were 
used only if there was a matching parent form. The £i ,nal 
sample, for which there were matching parent guestiannaires, 
consisted of 104 children. 
Instruments 
There wer .e two instruments used 
SPAF, as described i .n study One 
7.3 
i :n this study. The 
and 1wo was used as one 
instrument. It is a 34 item questionnaire which measur-es 
Compliance, E.xt.coversi on and In-terpersonal Affect using the 
original items designed to delineate these scales plus 
additional items as discussed in Study O.ne 
The second instrument, called the Parent 
Personality Assessment F or m {ParSPAF} is a version 
SPAF modified to reflect the home rather than the 
Student 
of the 
schoo1 
setting.. Changes were .made when a.n item referred to class 
seating arrangements, or the teacher and were 
minimum. The ParSPAF was completed as a 
kept 
43 
to a 
item 
questionnaire. Al .l 43 items were includ ,ed in the PCA as 
th-ey were :with the SPAF described in Study One. However, 
only 34 items were used in subseguent analysis. 
Procedure 
As indicated in Study T~o, each teacher was asked to 
complete a SPAF 
Student selection 
for each of ten randomly chosen students. 
was accomplished by ge .nerating random 
numbers according ·to class size and s€lec ·ting students by 
their placement on the class list. The cla~s lists were 
seperated by sex, t.herefore, subject selection was 
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altecnated by sex. 
As the teac he rs completed t he SPA:F, a .ParS PAF was 
mailed to th e parents o f th at cb.ild , alo .ng wit h a sel f 
a dd ressed, stamped envelope. A cover letter (App£ndix G) 
was attached exp 1 aini ng why and by whom the researc h was 
bei ng done. Th e instructions for compl e tion (App en dix H) 
were also at t ached. A space ~ as provided for the parents to 
indicat e whether they would like information concerning the 
results of ·the study sent to the:m. A :fol l ow up .l et te r 
(Appendix I ) a.nd another ParSPAF :we.r:e mailed to the p ar en ts 
who had no t responded at the end of the fourth week. Th e 
data analysis i n volved two s tep s. First, a pr i nci p al 
component analysis was performed to determine i r the 
structure of the ParSPAF vas comparable to the structure of 
the SPAF- Second, the data gen erated were used t o examine 
the conv e r gent an d discriminant validi ty of ·the SPAF by a 
multitrait-multimethod matrix (Camp be ll 6 Fiske, 19 67). 
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Factorial Validity of the ParSPAF 
Before the convergent and discriminant validity of the 
SPAF .was consiaered, the factorial validity of the ParSPAF 
needed to be determined.. This was accomplis h ed by computing 
a principal component analysis with varimax rotation on the 
43 by 43 inter item co.crelat.ion matrix. The mini.mum average 
partial (.MAP) {Velicer, 1976) and Scree (Cattell, 1966) 
methods were used t-0 determine the number of components to 
retain. The MAP method suggested the re ·te.ntion of five 
components. T.he Scree method indicated that four or five 
components should ~e retained. 
7he four component solution seemed to be an under 
,extraction. The result.ing pattern was very similar to the 
five component solution. However, there were £ .ive items 
which did not load on any component and four items which 
loaded on two components .. This was compared to four items 
not loading and three items loading on two components when 
five were retained. In addition, the variance accounted for 
was reduced from 44.7 to 39.6 percent. Therefore, t he five 
component so .lutio .n was consid-€r:ed the better one. 
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Examination of Tabl e 10 shows that the item pattern of 
the five component solution for the ParSPAF very closely 
resembles the S.PAF item pattern. Ta .ble 11 s .hows the cross 
classification 0£ ibems for the five component solution 
resulting fro.m the PCA of the ParSPAF. With a .40 cutoff, 
the first component consisted of ten Compliance items, and 
one each from the Interpersonal Affect and Verbal .Facility 
scales. The second was made up of seven items from tbe 
Extroversion scale and two from the Verbal Facility scale. 
The third had ·tlilo items from t he Verbal Faci .lity scale and 
one each from th ,e Compliance, Extroversion and Iuterperso .nal 
Affect scales. The fourth consisted o .f ten items from the 
Interpersonal Affect scale. The fifth had three items from 
the Verbal Facility scale and one each from t h e Compliance, 
Extroversion and Interpersonal Affect scales. 
These results indicate support for the factorial 
validity of the SPAF whether completed by pare~ts or 
t ,eachers. Th.is is only true for t.he hypothetical constructs 
of Compliance, Extroversion and Interpersonal A.ffect. It 
-was appare .nt, once again, that Verbal Facili t_y was not being 
delineated as hypothesized. Therefore, subseguent analysis 
was completed using only the three most stable scales. 
Since this analysis supported the factorial validity of the 
ParSPAF, the convergent and discriminant validity (Camp.bell 
& Fis..ke, 1967) was examined using t h e da ·ta from the teac h er 
completed SPAF as one method and the parent completed SPAF 
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Table 10 
Varimax• Rotated Component Pattern for Forty-Three Item ParSPAF 
Component 
Theoretical 
Item 1 2 3 4 5 scale 
1 -.45 Co 
2 .67 Ex 
3 .55 IA 
4 .51 IA 
5 .69 Co 
6 VF 
7 .59 Co 
8 , 
.66 Ex 
9 .70 IA 
10 
.42 VF 
11 -.57 Co 
12 VF 
13 IA 
14 .65 Co 
15 
-.65 Ex 
16 
.55 IA 
17 .51 Co 
18 
-.60 Ex 
19 
.53 IA 
20 
.42 VF 
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Table 10. Continued 
Component 
' Theoretical 
Item l 2 3 4 5 scale 
21 .75 Co 
22 -.68 Ex 
23 .52 IA 
24 . 4 l IA 
25 .60 Co 
26 -.49 Co 
27 .56 Ex 
28 .73 IA 
29 .50 VF 
30 .85 Co 
31 - • 58 . Ex 
32 .49 .53 IA 
33 .44 IA 
34 .74 Ex 
35 -.42 IA 
36 .69 . Co 
37 -.86 Co 
38 -.87 IA 
39 -.41 .52 VF 
40 .44 .40 VF 
41 .63 Ex 
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Table 10. Continued 
Component 
Theoretical 
Item l 2 3 4 5 scale 
42 -.56 VF 
43 Ex 
Note. Items loading 
" 
.40 are deleted. 
Note. n = 104 
(/ 
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Table 11 
Cross Classification of Items Between Components and Content Defined 
Scales of the ParSPAF 
\ 
Component 
Theoretical 
scale l 2 3~ - 4 5 
Compliance 10_ 0 l 0 l 
Extroversion 0 7 l 0 l 
Interpersonal Affect l 0 l 10 l 
Verbal Facility l 2 2 0 3 
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as the second. 
The results of the analysis :were judged to adeguately 
replicate the results with the SPAF. As a result, the same 
scoring sys ·tem -was €mp.loyed t o form scale scores f or the 
three scales. Table 12 sh ows the mea11s, sta nd ard 
deviations, interscale correlations and Alp ha coefficients 
for the Compliance, .Extroversion a .nd In terperso.nal Af feet 
scales. 
The interscale correlations indicate a moderate 
co .rrelation between Complia nce and I.n terpe rsonal Affect and 
a low correlation between Extroversion and both Compliance 
and Interpersonal A.ff .ect. The scale scores range fr om 12 to 
60 for Compliance and Interpersonal. Affect and ten to 50 for 
Extrove.rsion. The respective mid-point scores are 36 for 
Compliance and I n terperso nal Affect and 25 for Extroversion. 
Th e obtained means of Compliance and Inte rpersonal Af .f ect 
are slig .htly below the middle score. The mean of the 
Extroversion scale was slightly above the m.iddle score.. "rhe 
Alpha coe .fficients £ or th e scales ranged from • 84 to • 75 
in di ca ting adequate inter .nal consistency. 
-
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Table 12 
Means, Standard Deviations, Alpha Coefficients and Interscale 
Correlations of the ParSPAF Sc~les 
Correlation 
Theoretical Standard 
-
scale Mean deviation Alpha Co Ex 
Co 28.9 6.74 .84 
Ex 26.3 6. 12 .80 • 14 
IA 28.0 5.45 .75 .49 .25 
Note. n = 104 
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Analysis of Conv e rge nt and Discriminant Validith 
Table 13 is a multitrait-multimethod matrix s howi ng ~he 
correlation o:f t he SPAF and Pa rSpaf on ·the sa.me traits 
(h e terom e thod-monotrait) , on d if fere.nt t raits a nd di .f fer e nt 
met.hods (heterotrai t -hete r omethod), and on different trai t s 
wi.th the same method (heterotrait-ruo .nome ·thod}. The 
monotrait- hete rom e tho d coef ficient s demonstrate the extent 
of convergen t validity and are indicated b y superscript~ in 
Table 13. The discriminant va .lidity is determined by the 
h eterotrai ·t-heteromethod (_i nd _icated by 
heterotrait-monomethod {indicated by 
correlation coef f icien t s. 
Convergent validity . 
superscrip t ]2) 
supersc ript 
a nd 
~) 
Examination o .f the SPAF/ParSPAF interscal e cor .t:e.lat io n 
coe f fici en-t s, which 
reveals that the 
are n oted by superscript£ on Table 13, 
Complia .uce a nd Extrov-ersion scales 
demonstrate a moderate leve l of convergent validi t_y and th at 
the Interp-ersonal Aff ec t scale has a .lo:w-moderat€ level of 
conv e rge nt validity. 
teachers rate the 
all tln :ee scales. 
Th is i nd icates th a t parents and 
c h ildre n in a so me ·wha t si mi..lar man ner on 
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Table 13 
Inter- and Intrascale Correlation Coefficients for the SPAF and 
ParSPAF 
SPAF ParSPAF 
Comp Ext IA Comp Ext 
COMP 
SPAF EXT .45a 
IA .65a .09a 
Comp .44C • 15b • ,ab 
ParSPAF Ext .Olb .34C .04b . 14a 
IA .3lb .llb .23c .49a .25a 
Note. n = 104 
a Heterotrait - monomethod coefficients 
b Heterotrait - heteromethod coefficients 
C Monotrait - heteromethod coefficients 
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DiscriIDinant validity. 
The first discriminant validity gu.estion to be 
considered is w.hether the monotrai t-heteromet od correlation 
(superscript£} is greater than the heterotrait-heteromethod 
correlation {superscript .!2). The monotrai t-heteromethod 
coefficie _nts should :be greater than the 
heterotrait-heteromethod coefficients in the same row and 
colum n . The corr e lation of the Compliance and Extroversion 
scales meet the criterio _n of being greater than their 
correlation with t h e other two traits. The Interpersonal 
Affect scale does not meet that standard only because of the 
slightly hig h er correlation between the SPAF Compliance and 
ParS.PAF Interpersonal Affect scales .. 
The second aspect of discriminant validity is 
illustrated by determining whether th e convergent validity 
coefficient (superscript £) is greater than the 
heter.otrait-monomethod coeffici ent s (superscript _g). No 
scale met the .more stringent requirements of this second 
aspect of discriminant validity. T.he correlation between 
the SPAF and ParSPAF Compliance scale vas surFassed b y the 
correlation of the Compliance scale with the Extroversiion 
and Interperso :nal Affect sca.les on the SPAF and ·the 
Interpersonal Affect scale on the ParSPAF. T.he Ext roversio .n 
convergence coefficient was lover than tha ·t of the SPAF 
Compliance-Extroversion correlatio ,n and the correlation of 
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th,e two Interpersonal Affect scales was less than that of 
the Compliance and the Inte rpersonal Affect scales for both 
instruments and the Ex troversion-Inte.cpersona .l Affect 
correlation of the ParSPAF. 
The third aspect of d.iscriminant validity is determined 
by looki ng at the pattern of relatio nships among the traits. 
This is accomplis hed by examining th,e d i.ffer en t trait-same 
method and different trai ·t-different method triangles. 
Examination of Table 13 shows that these pat terns are 
similar. The major d if f erence .between the two sets of 
patterns is show n by the Compl ia n ce-Extrov er sion and 
Interpersonal Af.fect-Extrovecsi on relation ships of the 
heterotrai t-monom ·ethod coef f icients (superscript .9:). The 
heterotrait-heteromethod coefficients (superscript J:2) show a 
slig h t re .la tionship between the Comp liance-I nterpe rsonal 
Affect scales and very litle or no relationship for 
Co.mpliance-.Extroversion a .nd Extroversio.n-Interpersonal 
Affect coefficients. This indicates that the SPAF-ParSPAF 
xela tions h ip meets the reguiremen-ts £or the third aspc.ect of 
discriminant validity t o a limit ed degree. 
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Discussion 
study three considered the convergent and discri.mina.nt 
properties of the SPAF. Prior to ·this, the factorial 
va1idity of t h e ParSPAF had to be determined. A PCA with 
Varimax rotation resulted in the replication 0£ the 
Compliance, Ex·troversion and Interpersonal Affect scales. 
The convergent validity coeffecients of the 
.SPA.F/ParSPA.F scales were not high aJ.thoug .h they were 
statistically significant. :There are several _possible 
reasons fox this, among them: {1) th-e parents or teachers 
were poor: observers, {2) the parents or teachers werE 
biased, i3) there was a selection bias created by voluntary 
pa.rticipa.tio .n by the pa.rents, (4) the salient behavioral 
features of the personality dimensions vary from school to 
home or (5) ~he teachers vere rating their personal 
construct of the child, not "realityu. Each of t h ese 
possibilities is discussed below. 
If either the parents or teachers we.r:e poor observers, 
the factorial structure of the scale :would vary f ro m one 
administration to the ne:xt. Poor observa t.ion skills would 
result in random response patterns rather than similar 
components. The component patter.n created 'When teac .hers 
complete the instrument has been very sta.ble. T.h.is suggests 
that the samp.le of teac.hers surveyed thus far are not poor 
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observers.. The component pattern resu1 ting when the parents 
completed the form was very similar to that found with the 
teacher's. This suggests that they are also adequate 
observers. Thi s hypothesis is n ot consisten t with the data. 
The question of whether teacher or parent rating errors 
result in the low level of convergen ce can be conside .ced by 
exam.ining th ,e means and standard deviations of the 
respective scales .. One type of rating error would .be a 
leniency error where a group of respondants tend to cate the 
c h il dcen high .and the o th,er doesn't. In that case, the 
means would vary significantly. In the current study, the 
means were very simi .la r which suggests that ne .ither group 
was demonstrating a leniency error. A second type of ra ting 
error would be a central tendency error as a result of the 
parents h avi ng access to a limited comparison group and 
would be indicated ..by less variance.. Less variance would 
occur as a r •es ul t of the parents not using the extremes of 
the rati ng scale.. This occurred with this sample. 
Therefore, a partial explanation 0£ t.he _limi t,ed co .nvergence 
appears to be explained by a Central Tend€ncy rating error 
resu.l ting from the lac.k of a large comparison group such as 
the teachers hav e .. 
Th e third guestion, ~h e the r a selection bias ~as 
oprating throu~h the voluntary participation o f the parents 
can not be dealt with in this study. However, the resuits 
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of data analysis .not included in this paper indicated t..ha t 
screening test results for the sample of c .hildren whose 
pa.re n t s completed q uestionnaires was similar to that of the 
total gr o up. This suggests that a s elec ·tion bias was not 
contributing to the limited conv ,ergen ce .• 
The guesti on of whether the sali ent features of the 
personality dimensions vary £ram school to home is a 
question which ha s .bee .n d iscussed for years by 
psychologists. This discussion has t a ken many forms, 
rangi .ng from the view ±hat .behavio r is completely situation 
specific to the view th a t beh avior is con.trolled by g~metic 
and immu ·table traits, wi-th most personality theorists 
falling between these extremes. Th e cuxrent study did not 
address the questi on directly. However , predictions can be 
made concerning the expected i.nterscal ,e correlations if t..he 
traits are view€d as bei~g a bi olo gical or genetic 
pr,edisposition toward a be h avioral style but which ar€ not 
immutable nor unaffected by the envir onment {Thomas & Chess, 
1977). It could be predicted t.bat the Compliance scales 
would result in the highest correlation since the scale is a 
measure of general ac hievement orientation w.hich involves 
p ersev eranc,e and a lack of .impulsi vi ty. These are behaviors 
which would be similar at ho.me o.c school. The next high est 
co.crela ·t ion would be expec.ted between the Extroversion 
scales. As .mentioned above, the pare .nts woul d lack a large 
comparison gr oup, but would have a chance to o .bserve .how 
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their c.hi.ld usually reacts to new situations and people as 
we.11 as how other childJ:en react. The lowest cor-relatio.n 
would be ,expected between the Interpersonal Affect scales. 
The pare ,nts would have little opportunity to obsecve their 
child interacting with a largtE! group of children or with 
various individuals in a large group. These predictions 
were supported by the current research and other studies 
{Field & Greenberg, 1982) • This suggests, then, that a 
difference in the salient features of the personality 
dimensions in guestion contribute to the low convergence 
between the parent and teacher ratings. 
The question of 
personal construct of 
addressed directly by 
whether teachers are rating their 
the child rather than reality is not 
this S'tudy. However, it can be 
considered .by examining the correlation bet:ween the teacher 
and parent ratings and other measures, such as grades and 
achievement ·test scores. This is dealt with in the next 
study where the results indicate that this is not a 
supportable hypothesis. 
The lmv convergent 
potentially the resuit 
va .lidit_y 
of.: ( 1) 
coefficients, then, are 
a Central Tendency rating 
error by the parents due to a limited comparison group, and 
(2) a difference bet1ween h ome and school in the salient 
features of the personality dimensions in guestion. 
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The three SPAF scal e s had more difficulty demonstrati n g 
discriminant validity than convergent validity. This may be 
the result of (1) a halo rating error# which is a tendency 
to rate t .he person in the direction of the i:ater• s general 
.impression rather than how the perso .n is 
item or (2) a .logical rating error, 
on each specific 
which is shown by a 
tendency to give similar ratings on items w.hich appear to be 
related even though t h e traits being measured are 
independent. In either case, the results vould h~ a lack of 
divergence in the ratings which would explain the lo ·w 
discriminant validity. However, with the halo error, all 
three scales should be highly correlated ~hereas with the 
logical rating error, traits ·which seem similar s .hould he 
highly correlated and less similar appearing traits should 
be less correlated. These results suggest that a logical 
rating error decreased the discriminent va .lidi ty in this 
study. This is shown by the Colilpliance and Interpersonal 
. Af£ect scales being highly correlated with both instruments 
:which suggests that parents and teachers see items 
reflecting these dimensions as being similar a;nd may have 
tried to rate 'their c:hil d.ce:n consistently. Teachers also 
seem to vi ,ew Extroversion items as being related to 
Comp.liance items. Parent ratings do not reflect this rating 
error. Conversely, teachers appear to see little 
relationship between Extroversion items and Inte .rpersonal 
Affect items and parents see a stronger relationship between 
these items. O.ne method of decreasing t he ,eff ,ect 0£ this 
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error would be to e mpha size in the instructions that each 
item is to be considered independently and even i f an it em 
see:ms sim.ilar to another it may be rating a differen-t aspect 
0£ personality. A seco .nd met h od 0£ dealing with t hi s error 
would involve altering iteIDs to make them seem l ess similar. 
In summary, the SPAF has met some a nd failed to meet 
some o:f the re q ui .rements of convergen ,t and disc .ciminant 
validity. The r eg uirement of convergence was met but 
indicated a need for .further refinement of the scale to deal 
with a central tendency rating error, as well as further 
def inition and identi:fication of the sa lient features of the 
three dimensions. The difficulty in meetin g the 
discriminant validity requirements reflected a logical 
rating error. This problem may be dimenished by altering 
the instructions to emphasize 
independently and by refineme nt 0£ 
conte nt similarity. 
considering 
the items 
each item 
to decrease 
Anoth e r question _w,hich must now be considered is 
whether the person ality dimensions being investigated h ave 
any relationship to academic success. 
study Pour: Relationship of the SPAF and Other Scales 
to Academic Achievement 
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This study examined the rel.a tion.ship bet-ween 
personality as measured by the SPAF and school achievement 
as rated by: (1) a cognitivBly oriented screening test, (2) 
a standardized achievelllent test, P) grades and (4) cond ·uct 
evaluations by the teachers • 
.The re .lationship b-etween the screening test and the 
scales of the SPAF and ParSPAF yas examined by multiple 
regression analysis to determine the amount of variance of 
the screening test predicted by the persona.ii ty scale. 
Research suggested that there would be a low level of 
cor.re.lation bet:wee :n the two measures {Carey, 1970; McDevitt 
& Carey, 1978; Thomas & Chess, 1977) A second set of 
multiple correlation coef£icients were computed ·to examine 
the ability of t.he screening test to predict scores on ·the 
achievem •ent test, grades and conduct ratings.. A third and 
fourth set 0£ multiple correlation coefficients were 
computed to determine if the results of the personality 
ratings by parents or teachers could enhance the predictive 
ability of the screening test. A £ifth and sixth set of 
coef£ici-ents ·were computed to examine the relat .ionship 
between the SPAF and ParSPAF dimensions and achievement test 
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scores, grades and conduct ratings. A seventh MRA looked at 
the relationship bet~een a behavior rating scale and 
achievement or grades. An eighth examined the relationship 
of the personality scales, screening test 1 and beha vior 
rating scale when combined, to achievement test scores and 
grades .. 
T.here were five .a priori predictions made concerning 
these variables. The first a priori prediction was that the 
MSSS~ would predict the objective measures best, followed by 
t~e DESB and then the SPAF. This ordering of predictor sets 
is from the most cognitive measures to least cognitive 
measures. However, th.is prediction must .be modifi .ed in 
consideration of the fact that the MSSS T results were 
compared tote ac.h.ievement test scores completed one or two 
years later .. To control for this, the 1981 ad minist ration 
of the SPAF can be employed to pred~ct academic measures the 
following year. The correlations of the MSSST and 1981 SPAF 
could then be compared, with the assumption being that the 
r e sults would reflect their: relative abi.lity to predict 
academic measures i £ co.ncu .crent: scores and grades had been 
available. It was predicted, then. that the MSSST would 
predict obj ec tive academic measures better than the 1981 
SPAF but not as well as the DESB or 1982 SPAF because of the 
difference in elapsed ti.me b et :ween administration o f the 
predictive and criterion measures, and that the DESB would 
predict the measures better than the 1982 SPAF-
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A secon d a priori predi ction was t hat the DESB would 
predict the su bje ctive academic measures of Reading and Mat h 
grade s :better, followed hy the SPAF and MSSS T . The latter 
two predictor sets s hou ld be e g ual ly capa ble of p.redicti .ng 
those su .bj ec t ive measur€s.. The DESB was designed to 
correlate wit h behaviors which either inhi.bit or e n hanc ,e 
academic achievement. Since grades are determined by both 
b ehaviors and completed academic assignments, the DESB 
s ho uld pr.edict grades bett er t.h an a per sona lity rating scale 
or cognitive scre e ni .ng test. Conver sly, the SPA.f' and 11SSS T 
should p redict equally well since the SPAF d oes not cons ider 
co gn itive variables, and the MSSST does not consider 
personality or behavi ora l variables. 
A th .ird a priori prediction was that the DESB would 
predict the su bject ive Conduct grade bes t, f ollowe d by the 
SPAF and then the ftSSS T . Cond uct grades are tased on overt 
behaviors a nd overt behavi ors are mea sured by the DESB. The 
SPAF s ho uld he tbe next b est predictor, since it is a 
personality measure and its rating is b ased on g eneral 
behaviors. The .MSSST s .hould .be lea s t abl-e to predict 
conduct grades si n c e it ~s based on cognitive processing 
skills whi c h should be related to Conduct gr ad e s only to a 
limited degree .. 
A fourth 
S PAF- DESB-M5SST 
a priori prediction 
combination would be 
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~as that the 
the best set of 
predictors for both objective and subjective academic 
measures, followed :by the SPAF-DESB combi .na tion and :fina _lly 
the SPAF-MSSS.T combination. -The SPAF-DESB-.MSSST combination 
should be the best predictor set since they are 
overt behaviors, personality variables and 
variables. T.he SPA.F- MSSST com.bina ·tion should 
measuring 
cognitive 
next since 
there is little redundancy between these measures. However, 
the predicti.bility o.f these sets will ce reduced since the 
MSSST is being compared to grades and achievem,ent test 
scores o.ne or two years later. The SPAF-DESB combination 
should be the least a.ble to _predic ·t objective and subjective 
achievement measures since they were shown to be highly 
redundant in earlier studies. 
A fifth a priori prediction was 
measures would be predicted more 
objective. This would be a reflection 
that the su b jective 
accurately than the 
of a halo rating 
error, w.hich is a tendency to rate a person iu the direction 
of the rater's general impression rather than objectively on 
each item. This is predicted since the teachers completed 
the SPAF and DESB and also dec .ide on grades 
The SPAF was not designed to be used as the pr~me test 
in predicting children who are at risk of d-.eveloping 
academic problems~ It may, however, prove useful in 
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conjunction ·with other tests as th -er-e are many stu d ies :which 
suggest a relationship exists between personality and 
academic achievement {Rubin & Balow, 1979; Th omas & Chess, 
1977) It is this £elationship which ~s discussed below • 
.Method 
Su .bjects 
The data for this study was gLeaned in pa .rt from each 
of the studies discussed a .hove. The SPAF data -was produced 
by the 1981 administration of t he 90 item form {Study One) 
or the 1982 administration of the 43 item .form (Study One, 
Section 2). The ParSPAF data was produced in conjunction 
-wi·th St.udy Three.. The MSSST was administered as a routi ne 
kindergarten screening instrument and was available for many 
of the students. The DESB was completed as a part of Study 
Two described above. The CTBS vas administered to all 
children in the target school district as ar.€ reading, .math 
and conduct grades. All of the information pertained to 
kindergarten, first or second grade children in a centrally 
loca ·ted Rhode Island School District. The total sample si .ze 
was 286. Twenty one teachers 
participated. 
from :five schools 
Instruments 
The instruments used in this study were the 
ParSPAF, Meeting Stree t School Screening Test 
Hains~orth 6 Siqueland, 1969), Devereux Elementary 
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SPAF , 
(MSSST; 
School 
Behavior Rating Scale 
Compre .hens.i ve Test of 
1982) and grades. 
(DESB; Spivack 6 
Basic Skills (CTBS; 
Swift, 1966), 
McGraw-Hill, 
The SPAF is a 34 item uestio nnaire which has b€en 
designed to measure Compliance, Extrov e rsion and 
Interpersonal Affect. T.he second instrument, calle d the 
Parent Student Personality Assessment Form {ParSPA F) is a 
version of the SPAF modi f ied t o reflect the .home rat he r than 
the school setting. C.hanges were made w.hen an item referred 
to class seating arrangements, or the teac .her and we.re kept 
to a minimum. The ParSPAF was used in the same manner as 
the SPAF. 
The MSSST is a screening test designed fo r early 
identification of children with l e arning disabilities. It 
is based on an in£ormation processing model which states 
t hat before information is useful to a c h ild, the child mus ·t 
be able to norient himself, selectively take in the 
appropriate information, precisely discriminate its details 
and .retain their pattern or se quence long enough to 
associate with pas t. learning in the a~prop.ciate cat eg ory or 
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set. Formulating or plann ing an appropriate 
action ••••• reguires selecting the appropriate modality and 
pattern for action and planning and moving precisely throug~ 
the steps of execution, while checking the a ,ppropriateness 
o f the action throug .J:a it effect on the en-vironment 
(Hainsworth and Sigueland, 196 9, pg 7) • II.he purpose of 
using the MSSST is to examine h.ow effectively a child is 
processing information via three modalities: g ross motor, 
visual-pffrcept.ual-motor, a.nd language.. In line with this 
purpose, there are three subtests: {1} Motor Patterning, 
which examines b ilateral l arg e motor movement and s pati al 
.body avar--eness, (2) Visual-Perceptual-Motor, which examines 
visual discrimination and memor-y, fine motor skills, and 
a .bility to follo'W instructions re q uiring underS'tan d i ng of 
spatial and directio .nal concepts, and (3) Language which 
examines listeni ng ski .lls, s lw rt ·term r:ote memory for v.er bal 
material and expressive language. The scale d scores for 
each of the three subtests were utilized for su bse qu ent 
analysis. The total score :was n ot used si nce it is a 
composite of the three subtest scores. 
The MSSST :was standardi zed using 500 Rhode Island 
children who were representative o f a cross section of the 
general population accordi ng to the 1966 u. s .. Census .. 
Tes ·t-ret •es(t re lia ,bi li ty {two to four weeks apart) of the 
total tL5SS T score was .85 and for the subtest SCO:C -E S 'Was • 75 
to • 85. Inter-rater reliabilit y coe ff ici e nts were 
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consistently above .95 for the three scores. 
validity studies conducted with the normative 
Predictive 
sample {220 
kindergarten, and 274 first grad:e childre ·n) indicated a 
signi£ica.n-t corre.la tion between achievement and the MSSST. 
The correlations between MSSST scores and readiness scores 
at the end of kindergarten and achievement scores at the end 
of first grade was .66 and .63 respectiv€1y for the 
kindergarten sample. Similar results were found for the 
first grade sampl€ w.here the correlation was • 53 wit h first 
grade achievement and .46 for second grade achievement. 
Multiple .regressio .n analysis i .ndicated that the MSSST and IQ 
s ,cores accounted for approximately 50 per ce n t of the 
achievement variance whereas IQ by itself accounted for only 
25 per cent- The MSSST was selected for inclusion in this 
study since it is representative oft.he ttbettern screening 
tests. 11Better" refers to the availability cf reliability, 
validity and normative data. 
The DESB is made up of 47 items designed to measure 
eleven dimensions of school behavior- T.he eleven .behavior 
factors are: { 1) Classroom Disturbance, (2) 
Disrespect-Defiance, (4) Ex ·ternal Blame, 
Impatience, {3) 
{5) Achievement 
Anxiety, (6) External Reliance, 
Inattentive-Withdrawn, (9) 
Creative Ini tia ti ve., and 
Irrelevant 
(11) Need 
Compr:ehe .nsion, { 8) 
Respo .nsi veness, ( 10) 
for Closeness to the 
Teacher. A more complete description of the DESB is given 
in Study .Two. 
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The CTBS is a norm referenced achievement test which 
measures reading, math, spelling, language, scie .nce and 
social studies. It is a timed, group ad.ministered test. 
The .kindergarten test requires 1 hour, 8 min .µtes, first 
grade 1 hour 59 minutes and second grade 3 hours, 38 .minutes 
for administration. Scores are reported as natio .nal 
percentiles, .local percenti .les, stanines or grade 
equivalents. A confidence interval is shown graphically and 
varies by test area and grade level. T.his study used the 
stani :ne scores since, by definition, they are distributed 
normally. The mean stanine score, for this sample, (N=101) 
was 4. 1 .for both reading and math -with a standard deviation 
of 2. 7 and 2.6 respectively. 
T.he grades and attitude ratings 1i1ere those given at the 
end of the fourth quarter. There are two grading systems 
used by the teachers in th .is study. T.he first and second 
grade teachers give grades of A1 B, C, D, or F for reading 
and math- In this study, the letter grades were coded as: 
A=S,. B=4, C=3, D=2, F=1. The m·ean reading grade for this 
sample (N = 129) -was 3.95, with a standard deviation {SD) of 
• 91. 'Ihe mean math grade was 4. 15 with an SD of • 89. 
The kindergarten teachers are not required to grade 
their students. However, three classes in this study were 
graded, using G to indicate "very good", s to indicate 
"sa tisf ac toryn I for "needs improvement" and u for 
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11 unsatisfactory 11 • These grades were coded a.s: G=4 1 S=3, 
I=2, and U=1.. :The mean reading grade fo.c the kindergarten 
sample (N = 43) was 2.86 with the SD equal to .71. The mean 
math grade was 2.91, -with an SD of .61. 
The grading system for conduct was the same f or the 
kindergarten, first and seco .nd grade, w.here: G = very good, 
S = satis£actory, .I = needs improve .ment and U = 
unsa ·tisfacto.cy. Th:.e ,eod.ing s_yste.m was the sa.me as t.hat used 
for the kindergarten readin g and math grades. The .mean 
conduct grade, .for this sample, {N = 169)" was 3 .. 15 with an 
SD of .56 .. 
Procedure 
As i .ndicated previously, each teacher was ash:,d to 
complete a SP.AF for each o .f ten rando.mly c hosen stu dents .. 
Student selection was accomplished by generating random 
numbers according to class size and selecting students hy 
their placement on t.hE class list.. The class lists -were 
seperated by sex, th -ere.fore, subject selection was 
alternated by sex. The personality guestionnaires 1'ere 
completed in April and May1 1981 and April and May, 1982. 
The teachers also completed a DESB on the same children as 
the SPAF for the 1982 ad 'minis-tration- .As the 1982 SP .A.F 
forms were completed, a Parent SPAF was mailed to the 
parents of the ch~ld to whom ~t pertained. The MSSST was 
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administered by volunteers ·to each child in .kindergarten as 
a part of a routine screening program. Since it was 
administered while the c hild was in kindergarten the data 
for the MSSST re fle cted the c hild 's functioning one or two 
years prior to the completion of the SPAF for first and 
second graders r e spectively. The achievement test scores 
and grades reflected the child• s current functioni :ng fo r t he 
SPAF completed in 1982. The SPAF completed in 1981 was 
correlated w.ith ac h ievement tes-t scores and grades given t.he 
following year. ~hese procedures resulted i n a co n servative 
estimate of the correlation of the 1981 SPAF with g rad e s and 
achievement test scores. Howeve-i:, it also r e sulted in being 
a.ble to compare the correlation o:f the SPAF to c urre .n t 
grades and achievement and ±o grades and achievement one 
year after comp .let ion of the form. 
Results 
Relationship of the SPAF .L ParSPAF a .nd liSSST 
Mul ·tiple regression analyses (MRA) were computed to 
examine the relations hips of t he variables int.his study. 
Ta .ble 14 shows the relations hip of the SPAF and .ParSPAF with 
the MSSST scaled scores. It is obvious that there is very 
little shared variance between the SPAF or ParSPAF and the 
.MSSST. The zero order correlation coe :fficients ra .nged f rom 
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Table 14 
Pairwise and Multiple Correlation Coefficients for SPAF and ParSPAF 
With MSSST Scaled Scores 
Motor Visual-
1982 SPAFa patterning perceptual-motor Language 
Compliance • 11 • 13 .09 
Ext rovers ion .02 .05 .05 
Interpersonal Affect .04 .05 .00 
Multiple R • 13 • 15 .13 
Multiple R2 .02 .02 .02 
Adjusted R2 .00 .00 .00 
ParSPAFb 
Compliance - • 14 -.23 - • 11 
Extroversion .10 .07 .04 
Interpersonal Affect - . 18 -.22 - • 16 
Multiple R .23 .29 • 18 
Multiple R2 .05 .08 .03 
Adjusted R2 .02 .05 .00 
a n = 101 
b n = 98 
• 00 to • 23. 
£rem • l3 to 
(McDevitt & 
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The multiple correlation coe.fficients rang,ed 
.29. Thes .e results support otker research 
Carey, 1978; Thomas 6 Chess, 1977) s h owin g low 
corre .lations between personality instruments and co gn itively 
oriented tests. It is apparent from this analysis that the 
relationship between the cognitive .lJ oriented screening test 
and SPAF or Par:SPA F is extremely limited, wher e as the 
results of Study 'Two indicated that the correlation of the 
behavior ratin g scale and the SPAF was high. With that in 
mind., th.e re-1a tionship of the SPAF and other instruments, 
including the cognitive and behavior rating scales, 1wit h 
achievement and grades ~as consideied. 
RelationshiE of the Individual Predictor Sets to Ach ievement 
and Grades 
Table 15 shows the resu l ts 0£ twenty five different 
MRAs. The 1981 SPAF, 1982 SPAF, ParSPAF, DESB, and MS5S T 
were employed individually as the set of predictor 
variables. Th e CTES reading stanine, CTBS math stan:ine, 
reading grade, math grade and conduct grad€ were emp loy ed as 
criterion variables. Only the final multiple correlation 
coef f icient is presented. 
Exam~nation of the results for the two Achievement 
tests, CTBS reading and CTBS math, shows that the SPAF 
administered in 1982 produces the high-est multiple 
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Tab le 15 
Multiple Regression Coefficients for Individuql Predictor Sets With 
Achievement and Grades 
Criterion variable 
Predictor CTBS CTBS Reading Math Conduct 
set reading math grade grade grade 
1981 SPAFa .28 .26 .37 .40 .39 
1982 SPAFb .57 .44 .24 • 16 .36 
ParSPAFc • 18 • 19 . 11 .10 • 10 
DESBd .48 .37 .52 .51 .59 
MSSSTe . 16 .21 .38 .42 .23 
an= 86 
-
b n = 1'01 
C n = 98 
d n = 91 
e n = 101 
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correlation coefficients. 'The DESB produced the second 
hig.hest multiple correlation coe£f.icie.nts. The 1982 SPAF 
and the CTBS were administered during the same time period. 
~he SPAF administered in 1981 resulted in low to moderate 
correlation co efficients. The ParSPAF and MSSST r€sulted in 
very low correlation coef£icients. The pattern of 
correlation coefficie.nts are .nearly the same £or CTBS math 
achievement scores as f or reading achievement sco .ces, but 
lower. 
Xhe pattern of coeffic~ents involving the reading 
grades is differen ·t than the pattern with math and reading 
achievement scores. As Tab .le 15 shows, the .DESB yields the 
highest coefficient, folloved by the 1981 administration of 
the SPAF. The 1982 administration of the SPAF does not 
predict reading 
year before by a 
grades as 
different 
well as 
teacher. 
the SPAF completed the 
The MSSST predicts 
r eadin g grades as ~ell as the 1981 SPAF, sho~ing a moderate 
correlat ion. T.he P.arSPAF did not predict reading grad .es. 
The pattern for math grades is similar to that p roduced 
with reading grades. The best predictor set was the DBSB 
w.ith the .next hig.hest coefficient being produc€d b_y the 
MSSST .fo .110-wea by the 1981 SPAF. T.he coefficients for the 
MSSS T and 1981 SPA.F were very simi.lar. The 1981 
administration of the SPAF correlated ·with 19 82 mat.h grades 
by a different teacher resulted in a higher coeff .i ci~rnt, 
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once agai n, than the SPAF co .mpleted .by the same teacher 
giving the grad e. The 1982 SP .AF and ParSPAF both resulted 
in very low coefficients. 
Ta bl e 15 re veals that the pattern of coefficients with 
conduct g rades is similar to that produced by readinq and 
math grades. Again, the predictor set which yields the 
highest coeffici ent is the DESB. The conduc t grade is 
predicted better than the reading or ma th gr a de. The 1981 
SPAF yields the next highest coefficient but, i n this case, 
it is only slightly hig he r t han the 1982 SPAF. The MSSST 
produced a lo w to moderate coe££i ci -enL . The ParSPAF once 
again, resulted i n a low coe ff icient. 
Relg.tionshi.Qs of Comb i ned Pr ed ictor Sets to Achievement an d 
Grades 
The separate predictor sets wer e inte1:mi xed in the 
follo•ing three combinations: (1) SPAF ( 1982), DESE, MSSST , 
(2) SPA.F (1982)., DESB, and {3) SPA .F ( 1982), MSSST. These 
com .binat i o.ns were •empl oyed for several reasons: { 1) The 
SPA_F was the instru 1Dent of major i ,n t e rest, therefore, i t .was 
used in eac h colllbinatio.n, (2) the rating by the teacher 
giving the grade would reflect the use o f th e instrument in 
a practical situation, the refore , th-e 19 82 rat he r than 1981 
SPAF was use d , (3) the SP AF and ParS PAF were developed t o be 
redun da nt and were there£ore .n ot combined and {4) the 
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ParSPAF did not predict achievement or grades, therefore, it 
was not comhin-ed with other instruments. 
Examination of the multiple correlation coef .ficie .nts of 
various combinations of instruments with the CTBS reading 
achievement score (Table 16) shows that: (1) the SPAF, DESB 
and MSS.ST co.mbination produced the h.ighe st multiple 
correlation coefficient, followed closely by (2) ·the SPA:F 
and DESB. The SPAF and MSSST combination, also, resulted in 
a moderate to high correlation. Examination of the multiple 
correlation coeffi.cients produced 1iith CTBS mat:h achievement 
as a criterion score when the scales are combined shows a 
pattern very similar to that produced with reading 
achievement scores in that: (1) The SPAF-DESB-MSSS T is the 
best com.bination, follo-riled by (2) the SPA:F-DES .E combi na tion. 
Both coefficients are lower than the corresponding 
correlation with reading achievement. The SPAF-MSSS T 
combination resulted i .n a slight increase over the SPA.F .by 
i tse .lf (see Table 1.5) • 
The MRA of the reading grade with the combined scales 
resulted in the DESB-SPAF-MSSST combination, on ce again, 
producing the highest coefficient followed by the DESB-SPAF 
combination. The SPAF-MSSST combination produced only a 
moderate correlation. Th-e SPAF, D.ESB and MSSST combination 
also produced the highest multiple correlation with the math 
grade. The SP.AF-DESB combination produced a slig h tly lower 
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Tab le 16 
Multiple Correlation Coefficients for Combinations of Predictor Sets 
With Achievement Tests and Grades 
Criterion variable 
Predictor CTBS CTBS Reading Math Conduct 
set reading math grade grade grade 
SPAF/DESB/MSSSTa .69 .55 .63 .66 .67 
SPAF/DESBb .67 .53 .57 .59 .64 
SPAF/MSSSTc .61 .50 .44 .44 .43 
a n = 78 
b n = 78 
C n = 101 
U1 
coefficie.nt. The SPAF-MSSST combination .resulted i .n a 
mod erate coefficient .. Similar results -were obtained with 
the conduct grade. T.he SPA:P-DESB-MSSST combi.na tion resu1 ted 
in the highest correlation coefficients. 7he SPAF and DESB 
with out the MSSST resulted in a coeffic _ient -which :was only 
slightly lower. The SPA.F-MSSST combination resulted in a 
low to moderate correlation coefficient. 
Discussion 
Stady Four consisted of several multiple regression 
analyses with the 1981 SPAF, 1982 SPAF, ParSPAF, DESB or 
MSSST as predictor variables and the CTBS reading scor.e, 
CTBS math score, reading grades, math grades, and conduct 
grades as criterion variables-
utilized individually and in 
The p redictor variables were 
various comtinations to 
determin ,e their relations .hip to the criterion variables. 
Th e variables of major interest in this study were t.he 1982 
SPAF, the DESB, and the M..SSST and their relations.hip to 
objective academic measures {achievemen-t test scores) and 
subjective academic measures {grades). 
The results did not support the first a priori 
predictio.n o.f the MSSST being the .bet te r predictor of 
objective academ .ic m-easures. Rather, the 1981 SPAF was able 
to predict both CTBS reading and math scores slightly better 
than the MSSST. The relationship of the 1982 SPAF and DESB 
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to the objective measure also failed to satis £y the 
prediction. Instead, t he SPAF was the better predictor 
followed by the DESB. T.hi s sugges t s that personality, as 
measured by the SPAF, may be more importa n t to academic 
achievement t han previously assumed. It should b e noted 
t h at the difference between the MSSST a nd 198 1 SPAF 
coefficie .nts is small as is the di .ffe .rence between the 1982 
S.PAF and DESB coefficien t s. T.hese differences cou ld he 
occur .ring because of sampling error. 
dem .onstra te that the SPAF is just as capable 
The 
of 
results d o 
predicting 
achieveme nt as are more cognitive or behaviorally ori ent ed 
instruments.. This implies that personality variab .les as 
measured b y th e SPAF may affect learning in the early school 
years as much as overt behaviors or cognitive a .bill ties. In 
other words, a c h ild's pe rsonality, as reflecte d by his/ h er 
genera .l ac .hievement orie nt ation, lev e .l of extr:oversion, and 
interpersonal affect may e ff ect academic pro g ress to a great 
extent dur~ng the early school years. 
T~he second a priori predictio n was suppoite d as stated-
The DESB was the best predictor of reading and mat h g ra des , 
followed by the 1981 SPAP a nd MSSST which were approximately 
egua.l. The fact that the DESB met t he assumptions of the 
second a priori prediction supports the supposition that 
grades ar e determined by beh avior as we ll as measur e s of 
completed acad e mic assignments. In addition, the f ac t t h at 
the 1981 SPAF and MSSST were approximately equal in their 
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ability to predict reading and math grades also supports the 
suppos tion that grades are based on more than personality or 
cognitive ability by themselv es- 1\"n unus ua .l aspect of these 
results ~as that t he 1981 SPAF predicted the subjective 
academic measures given by a different ·teache .r the following 
year better than the 1982 SPAF did. This may ha ve occurred 
due to differences in the samples. The 1981 SPAF sample 
consisted of more first and second grade than kindergarten 
students whereas the 1982 sample was egually split between 
kindergarten and first or second grade stude n ts. The higher 
predictibilit y o:f the 19 81 sampLe seems to be a re fl :ection 
of increased accuracy o f grades mirroring ability in the 
f irst and second grade. This occurs because first and 
second grade students are i n volved in a f ormal reading and 
math ·curriculu.m whereas kindergarten students are not. 
The third a priori prediction was also supported. The 
DESB was the bette r predictor of conduct grades followed hy 
the SPAF and then t he HSSST. The 1981 and 1982 
administratio n s o.f the SPA.F were approximat.ely equal in 
their abilitJ to predict con du ct grades. These results 
indicate that co nd uct gr ades are determined to a large 
extent by overt behaviors relating to academic success 
(indicated by the DESB). Th€y, also, indicate that 
personality variables play a part in the determina ·tion of 
conduct grades.. Th e s imila rity between the 1981 and 1982 
SPAF administrations suggest that: (1) the rela tio nship 
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.bet~een personality variables and conduct grad.es IDay be 
stable or {2) that conduct grades are as accurate for 
kindergarten children as they are £or first or second grade 
s±ude .nts. 
The fourth a priori prediction, that the 
SPAF-DESB-MSSS~ combination would~~ the best predictor, the 
SPAF-MSSST would be ne.xt and the SPA.F-D.ESB comtination would 
be third in their ability to predict both objective and 
subjective academic measur ,es was not met. The 
SPAF-DESB-MSSST combination was the best predictor set, the 
SPAP-DESB combination was next and the SPAF-MSSST 
combination was third. Similar results were found with the 
subjective measures. As predic ·ted, th -e 
com.bin at ion was the best predictor set. 
best predictor set was the SP AF-DESB, 
SPAF-DESB-.MSSST 
However, the next 
instead of the 
SPAF-MSSST. The results are someYhat different, ho~ever, if 
the relative contribution of each predictor set is 
considered because of the difference in lag ti .me between 
administra ·tion of the predictor sets and criterion measures. 
Since the MSSST was compared to the criterion measures given 
one or two years later, a ~etter comparison with the SPAF 
and DESB is possible by considering the change in the 
multiple correlation coef.ficients when each predictor set is 
added. The correlation of t.he SPAF-DESB combination with 
the CTBS reading score is increased by 10 over the 
individual SPAF coefficient. Adding the MS.SST increases it 
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only .02. Similar results are ob tai ned wi th the CTBS math 
score. Di £f erent resu l ts are obtained iiith t he s ubje c tive 
measures. Th e ~SSST i n creases the coe ff icient obta i n e d with 
the best predi ctor (DESB) as much as t he SPAF. The r e sults 
examined in t hi s way sti l l o nly partially support the fo urt h 
a_Eriori pr e d~ctio n. The ob ject~ve measures are predicted 
better by the personality and beh avior rating scales with 
little contribution from the cognitive screeni ng instru ment. 
Conversly, subjective measures are predicted b-ett e r by a 
behavior rating scale a.nd c og ni tive screeni Dg i nst rume nt 
t.han by the perso .n al .i ty scale. These results imply that t he 
redundancy be twee n the SPAP and DESB is evident in the 
limit e d i ncrease in t he coefficients of t.he subjective 
measures. However, t.he SPAF and DESB appear to b,e measu r ing 
differe _nt asi:-e,cts of achievement -wit h th e o bje ctiv e 
measures. This suggests that re d und ancy is not an 
appropriate explanation of the hig h coefficients ob tai ned 
with bot h the SPAF and DESE and objective measures. 
T he fifth 2, _ _Erio:ri prediction, that subjective m,easures 
would be predicted better than objective, was not f ulfi l led. 
Instead, t he subj€ctive 
predicted approximately 
and obj ec tive measures -were 
e gu ally. This suggests that a h alo 
rating error was not affecting the ratings by the teachers .. 
Thi s conclusion supports the results of Stud y Thr ee Mhich 
suggested that a .logical rating error :was re .duci ng the 
discrimination of the SPAF- .Pa..cSPAF scales. 
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The results of this study serve 
complexity of academic achievement 
to demonstrate the 
whether measured 
object iv eJ.y or subjectively. It .has been recognized for 
many years that cognitive abilities affect academic progress 
and it has recently been recognized that ot her factors 
affect tha ·t progress just as much. Behavioral factors ha,,e 
been attracting considerable attention with studies such -as 
t.hose _by Spivack and Swift { 196-9). One area iihich has been 
neglected, hovever, is the effect o.f personality on speci .fic 
areas in the educational setting. This study has madE a 
move in that direction and h as suggested that personality 
varia.bles predi ct objective measures of academic prog ress 
more than the subjective measures .. These results must be 
corroborated and extended b_y £uture studies. 
An extension of this study could include having parents 
rate their children as they .believe they -vou1d be in sc hoo .l 
·to determine if the rela ·tionship between p arent rating and 
teach e r ratings would increase and t o see if the parent 
ratings would correlate more Jiig .hl_y with ac hie veme .nt test 
scores and grades. 
investigated is the 
Another 
dete .cmination 
which needs to he 
of personality profiies 
The relationship of the thru the use o.f cluster analysis. 
clusters and achievement could then ~e exa~ined. Another 
area whic..h needs to be considered is how the personality 
data can be used to enhan ce educational quality in the 
school. 
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.In conclusion, this study was undertaken to d·etermine 
the abili ·ty o-f the SPAF and severa .l other scales to predict 
objective and subjective achievement measures. It has been 
shown that both individually and in combination the S .PAF, 
DESB and MSSST can account for a considerable amount of the 
variance. There were also suggestions made concerning 
research ideas arising fro.m these results. The implications 
o.f this study and the three discussed before it now need to 
be considered as a whole. 
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Discussion and Implications 
This project was begun as the result of a study of the 
psychometric properties of the Teacher ~emperament 
Questionnaire {TTQ) {Tho.mas & Chess, 1977} conducted by 
Baker and Velic,er (1982) which identified three stable 
dimensions and a fourth less sta :ble dimension of childrens 
personality Lnstead of the eight hypothesized scales. These 
were labeled Compliance, Extroversion, Interpersonal Affect 
and Environmental Sensitivity • The general i:ur _pose of t.he 
current project was to identify other personality 
dimensions, incorporate them i.nto a rating scale, and t.h€n 
examine the psychometric properties of the scale. Four 
complementary studies were designed to accomplish this. 
These four studies are somew .hat lengthy and complex-
Therefore, the first part of this section is a summary of 
the results and comments followed by a discussion of: {1) 
:th ·e t.heor-etica1 implications for the field of chi1d 
personality, (2) empirical implications for the field of 
child personality, {3) practical implica ·tio .ns for the field 
of education. and (4) limit a tion.s and future directions. 
The first study involved developing and examining the 
construct validity of t.he Student Personality Assessment 
Form (SPAE) To do this, a 90 item questionnaire ~as 
constructed to idsnti£y the traits of: {1) Compliance, {2) 
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Extroversion, (3) Interpersonal Affect, {4) Environmental 
Sensitivity,, { 5) Organization, (6) Aggression, and {7) 
Impulsivi-ty. A pri.ncipal component analysis w.ith Varimax 
rotation resulted in the origi nal three sta blE scales being 
reproduced as well as the fourth scale, which was poorly 
defined once again. Items which had been added to delineate 
Organization and Impulsi vi ty loaded Ji ith Com.p1iance i terns 
while the Aggression items loaded with th e Interpersonal 
Affect items. The original Environmental Sensitivity items 
formed a component but the new items designed to define the 
scale more completely d~d not load on it. 
Since the SPAF d~mensions were not reproduced as 
expected, a refin e d SPAF was developed and ana .lyzed. This 
versio .n of the SPAF was designed to measure Complianc€, 
Extroversion and Interpersonal Affect as before. However, 
items were added to those scales from the O.r:gan.ization, 
Impulsivity and Aggression item pools. j:h e Environmental 
Sensitivity items were re-exami ned an.d new items were add ed 
to see if the scale was measuring verbal facility. The 
scale was aptly renamed Verbal Facility. 
A principal component analysis with varimax rotation 
reproduced the now embellished scales of Compliance, 
Extroversion, and Interp e rsonal Affect but not Verbal 
Facility. These results supported the factorial validity of 
the thr ee scal ,es of the SPAF across different su .bje cts and 
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items. The scales also demo.nstra ted good internal 
consiste nc y. Subse<Juent research, on const :cuct and 
c.riterion-relate d validity# was, there£ or e , conducted using 
the 34 items desig .ned to reflect the three -well defined 
scales .. 
Study two examined construct valid ity via univariate 
and multivariate correlation 
between the SPAP and DES.B-
supported the va lidity 0£ 
analyses of the relationship 
The results o f this study 
the SPAF. The univariate and 
multiple regression anal_y ses showed a low score on the 
Compliance scale (indicating non-compliance) to be related 
to ina tten ti ve, p oor.l y co ntr olle d behavior, with a 
conco mitant lack of understanding of mate rial prese.n t€d in 
class. A low score on the Extrover sion scale (indicating 
introv ,ersion) reflected inatfa:ntive, ~ithdrawn behaviors 
without the lack of control noted with non-c ompliance. The 
Extr oversion scale was only moderately correlated with the 
DESB which indicates that the Extr oversion scale is not well 
defined by the behaviors des cri bed by the DESB £actors. A 
low score on the Interpersonal Affect scale {in<licating 
p oorly developed interpersonal skills} ref :1€cted poorly 
controlled, acting out behaviors 
tendency to .blame at .hers for 
disrespect£ ul .and defiant. 
in conj unction 
problems and 
with a 
to be 
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The Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) also supported t.he 
theoretica .l definitions 0£ the SPAF scales. The linear 
composites produced presented 
the personality dimensions 
definitions .. 
a behavioral description of 
commensm:::a te with their 
The results of Study Two supported the construct 
validity of the SPAF by demonstrating a relations hip bEtween 
the three scales and certain specific behaviors as measured 
by the DESB. Both instruments, however, .were completed 
concurrently by the same person. These results, then, could 
be a reflection of a halo rating error rather ;than a 
reflection of objective behaviors. study Three was designed 
to control for this. 
Study three considered the factorial validity of the 
parent version of the SPAP (Par SPAF) and examined the 
convergent and discriminant validity of the SPAF by a 
multitrait-multimetbod matrix (Campbell 6 Fiske, 1967}. 
The PCA -with Varimax rotation resulted in t h e .ParSPAF 
reproducing the same three stable dimensions that were found 
with the teacher completed SPAF, namely, Compliance, 
Extroversio .n, and Interpersonal Affect. The Verba .l Facility 
scale could not be reproduced with t he ParSPAF or SPAF. 
Since these results co n firmed the expectation that the 
.ParSPAF consisted of at least the same three stable 
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dimensions found with the SPA.F, it was possible to examine 
the convergent and discriminant validity of the SPAF. 
A moderate level of convergence was found between all 
three scales 0£ the SPAF and ParSPAF. Th .is level of 
convergence was not as hig .h as was Jioped. However, they 
were similar to those found in other research comparing 
teacher and parent personality ratings (Field £ Greenberg, 
1982; Hubert, Wachs, Peters-Martin 6 Gandour, 1982). There 
were several possible reasons considered for the lov 
reasons which appeared to be convergence. Those 
contributing were: 
par en ts due to a 
(1) a central tendency rating error by 
limited comparison group and (2) 
differences bet~een home and sc h ool int.he salient features 
of the personality dimensions being measured. Some aspects 
of discriminant validity were satisfied and ot h ers were not, 
resulting .in a limited level of discriminant validity 
overall. The limited discrimination appeared to he the 
result of a logical rating error in that the parents and 
teachers were attempting to rate the children in a logically 
consistent manner instead of rating each item independently. 
It :was apparent from Study Three that there ·was support for 
considEring the SPAF d.imensions as re .f1ecting external 
personality variables and not just method variance. 
were also indications of areas needing re£inement. 
scales also needed to be compared to other 
variables to determine if a relationship existed 
T.here 
The SPAF 
external 
between 
12.3 
rati n gs and o~h er external criteria. 
Stud_y four used multivariate regressio n ana ly ses t o 
determin e t he relationship of the SPAF , ParSPAF, DESB, and 
MSSST individually and in various combinations to CTBS 
reading scores, CTBS ma th scores, reading grades, math 
grad.es and co n duct grades. 
The results indicated that t .he ParSPAF was unrelated to 
achieveme.nt tes-t scores or grades. 
predict ac h ievement test scores 
The SPAF was 
an d co.nd uct 
found to 
grades 
modera te .ly -vell. However, its ability to p redict read ing 
and math g rades was rather limited.. Conversly, the DESB was 
able to predict grades b etter than achievement te st scores. 
The .MS SST did not p redict ac h ievement test scores or conduct 
grades as wel .l as the 1981 SP AF .but did predict reading and 
math grades better tha n t he 1982 SPAF. The pote ntial 
utility of th e SPAF , DESB and MSSS T together was 
demonst.rated.. The se r e sults sug ge s t ed t h at pe rso n ality 
ratings may be more use £ ul in the academic setti ng than 
previously recogniz.ed a .nd that behavior ratin g and 
personality scales are not totall_y redundant. 
There have been co n clusio n s a n d implicatio n s discussed 
at the end of eac h of the s t udies. Now, th e issue which 
must be co ,n sidered is what conclusions ca n b e reached a nd 
implications f .or the project as a 'Whole. 
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Theoretical Im.E.lica tions 
One of tlle theoretical implications o :f t.his project 
which must be considered pertains to trait attribution and 
t.he use 0£ rating scales to identify those traits. It .has 
.be€n stated by many theorists, ·who 
theories, that what is .being .measured 
disagree with trait 
by a trait rating 
scale is not within-the-person behaviors ..l:ut the raters 
perception of the person. It :has a.lso been s ·tated t h at the 
perception bears little resemblance to the behav .i01: o f the 
person be ,ing rated (Mischel, 1968) • Before this issue can 
be -considered, several aspects of trait ratings must be 
discussed. 
One of the di££.iculties in using a trait rating scale 
is determining wJ1ether t.he people usi.ng ·the scale define the 
trait terms .in _ t he same -way. In other words, if children 
are being rated on the trait o f distractibi .lity, do all of 
the raters define the term i n a similar manner? This is a 
question -of imp.licative mea.ning. The re ar-e many studies 
which suggest that ther .e is a considera.hle a:mount of 
consistency i n the "!ilay trait terms are defined by raters 
(Wiggins, 1973). The q uestion of similarity of definition 
deals with only one aspect of a trait scale, the in ·ter .nal 
structure- The internal structure of the SP.AF was not 
consid ,:ered directly. This could be accomplished by asking 
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teachers to rate hypothetical children. This doesn't appear 
to be necessary vi th the SPAF because there have .been factor 
analyses completed on various samples completed by different 
groups of teachers and parents. These have all resulted in 
similar .factors being reproduced.. r-t should b€ recognized, 
that a certain amount of consistency in the internal 
structure of an instrument must be present for this to 
occur. Thi= SPAF can be considered, then, to have 
demonstrated adeguate internal structurB indir€ctly. 
Another aspect of trait ratings is the external 
structure of the scale. This pertains to the relations.hip 
of the items when applied to an actual situation. The sam:e 
or similar dimensions should be identified when the .results 
of ratings by a variety of observers are factor analyzed. 
As mentioned above, _this has been accomplished several times 
~ith the SPAF. The results each time demonstrated the 
stabili ·ty of its• ,external structure. The 
these results, then, indicate that the 
descriptors can be applied to an actual 
co .nsis tency of 
SPAF trait 
situation, i.e .. 
ratings of children by teachers. However, there is a third 
aspect of trai ·t descrip ·tors ·which must be consid-ered, the 
semantic meaning (Norman f, Gold .berg, 1966). 
Consisbrncy in ·the semantic meani .ng of a trait 
descriptor is shown by high ~nter-observeI agreement. A 
high level of agreement indicates that di£ferent observers 
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apply the same -trait descriptors ·to a similar degree to a 
single individual.. For this project, inter-observer 
agreement was determined between parent and t€acber ratings. 
The results did not show a high degree of agreement .. 
Evidence suggested that this occurred because 0£ a central 
tendency rating error by the parents due to a limited 
comparison group and a difference in the salient features of 
the personality dimensions demonstrated at home and school. 
This could be considered as a .n indica tio.n th a·t ·the ratings 
reflect the ratecs perception and have little relationship 
to the attributes of the student .being rated. However, 
before this can be concluded, external data need to be 
considered. If the SPAY were reflecting only the teacher's 
perceptions of the students, there would be little 
relatio-nship between objective academic mEasures and a 
moderate to high relationship with grades. The opposite vas 
found in this project. The ratings by the teacher showed a 
hig.h correlation vith achieve.ment test score.sand a limited 
relationship to math and reading grades. Conversely, the 
parent ratings showed 
achievement test scores. 
no relationship to grades or 
One conclusion w.hich can .be made 
from this is that it may he inappropriate to compare parent 
and teacher ratings of students from an applied research 
point of view {Fiske, 1975). An analogy could be made 
.between colllparing paren ·t and teacher ratings and compa.1:ing a 
football coach I s rat i.ngs of . his players -with those of the 
player• s mothers on a trait snc .h as Aggression. There .might 
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b e some corr e lation but it would probably not be germane to 
how the f oot ·b all player did in a game. Si milar ly , the 
ratings by parents a nd teac her s may show a low to moderate 
correlation but the p are nt r ating may not .be pe rtinent to 
how a child does in sc~ool. 
Th e SPAF has shown good exter n al structure as :wel l as a 
strong r el atio n s hip to an external source of data o·t her than 
ratings. It did .not demonstrate qeneralizability to raters 
ot h er tha n teachers. The results do support the idea that 
what is be ing measured by the SFAF is an attribut e of the 
student and not just a perception of the teacher. Th is 
implies that trait ratings are :not just a reflectio .n o f th ,e 
raters perceptio n but are a measure of actual beha viors 
reflecting under ly in g dimensions of the person. 
The results also have im p lications for another 
t he oretical issue. Support was demonstrated Lo r an 
interact i onis t th eo ry whi c h st.ates that a c h ild acts on as 
well as reacts to h is environment. (Rot hb art & Derryberry, 
1982; Th omas 6 Ch ess. 198 0) Th e pe rsonality dimensions a s 
measured by parent an d teacher ratings, lfere si mila r i n 
s t ruc t ure . However, th e scale was desig ned to measure 
perso n ality styl e s per:tin ,ent to the e ducational setting .. 
The results demonstrated that the teacher ratings predicted 
achievement test scores v .ery well .but parents rat i ngs s ho-wed 
little re.lations.hip. This implies that the sali e nt features 
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of the personality constructs measuced by the SPAF are 
demonstrated in different _ways a.s the environmental 
structures and e :xpectations change. Th e expectations of the 
teacher and t he respo n ses to t h e child at sc h ool are 
different from the expectations of the parent and the 
responses to the c h ild at home. Thi s results i n ch anges in 
t h e salient personality features demonstrated by the child 
as he/she acts upon an d reacts to the different 
environments, inc1uding people. 
The results of this project, t hen , have implica ·t ions 
for several theoretical issues. There are also implicatio n s 
for empirical aspects of the results which will be discussed 
next .. 
Empirical Ifil,Elications 
The Baker and Vel .ic e r ( 1982) research wh ich found that 
the TTQ ilas measuring th ree well defi wed d imensions a nd a 
fourth less clearly defined dimension .was replicated in t he 
results 0£ the £irst study o f this project. Of major 
interest, h owe ver, was the £act that .four dimensions were 
reproduced .when an attempt h ad be ,en mad e to expan d t.he SPAF 
to seven. Instead of reproducing seven d~mensions, the 
added sca.l e s served t o £u.cther define the C omp.liance and 
Interpersonal Affect scales- It be ca me apparent that 
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Complianc e included organization a nd a lac k o f impulsivity 
and that Interp er sonal Affect includ e d a lack of aggression,. 
Subseguent research in Stu dy One re p roduc ed the f our 
dimensions. The other studies in t his project deal t with 
various aspects of validity of the SP AF. The fa c t that four 
dimensions were reproduced even when the sca le was designed 
to measure seve n is of maj or i nt erest f or empi r i ca l 
implicatio n s. The ref ore, these results wi ll J:Je considered 
with respect t o: (1) implications, for this _project, of 
studies using person .ality type scales de veloped from 
research other than the NYLS {Th omas, Chess, 6 Bir ch , 19 68 } 
data base (bo th c hi ld and adult) and {2) implications, of 
this project, for c h i1d pe rsonality scales based o n t he NYLS 
research .. 
There are results from several studies whic h need t o be 
consi dered i n conju n ction with t he r e sults o f this project. 
The first series o.f studies was con duct e d by Tupes and 
Ch ristal (1961) with adults. They factor ana lyzed data from 
peer ra ti .ng studies usi ng 35 bip olar .rating scales developed 
by Cattell {1945) fro .m 171 trait names.. The sa mple s varied 
in length of ac q uaintan ce , type of relatio n s h i p , type of 
subj e ct and type of rater .. The data were factor a n aly z ed 
with a.n ortho gan ol ra the r than ob lique rotation whic.h 
Cattell ( 1945) us .ea_ T.her e were fiv .e fa ctors which 
co n siste ntly 
Extroversion, 
eme rged. The s e -were 
(2) .Agr e eabl e ness, 
la.be .led: 
Dependabil ity 
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(conscientious .ness) { 4) Emotion al Stab.il.i ty and (5) Cultur e. 
It was conclud ed from these results tbat f ive or th ogonal 
factors vere ade q uate for the expression of pe rsonality 
variables in peer rating studies. 
~he similarity between the Tupes and Christal (19 61 ) 
studies and this project is unmistakeable. The Ext rov e rsio n 
factor is similar to the SPAF Extroversio n scale, The 
Agreeableness factor to the SP AF Interpersonal Affect and 
the Dependability {conscientiousness) f actor resembles the 
SPAF Compliance scale. The f ourth SPAF scale, whic h was 
n ever clearly defined, but was tentatively labeled 
Environmental Sensitivity a .nd in a subse g ue nt stu dy Verbal 
Facility, may be related to the Emotional Stability f actor. 
T.he Culture factor did not resemble any factors in this 
project. 
An additional study b y Flint, Hick, Boran, Irvine, a nd 
Kukak (1980) ex ami ned t h e construct vali dity o.f t he 
California Presc h ool 
Classroom Behavior 
Social Competency 
Inventory. Although 
Scale and 
neith-er 
tbe 
is a 
personality scale per se, both were 
habitual beha viors exhi b it ed b y t h e 
often included in personality scales. 
de sign e d to measure 
ch i ldren, which ar e 
Ho .wever, t he c h ild is 
rated by degrees of competency on t h e Cal1fornia scale an d 
on affective beh avior with t he Classroom Behavior I nventory. 
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Principal com _ponent analysis with Varima.x rotation ~as 
performed on the 30 by 30 interitem correlation matrix 
resulting from the California Preschool Social Competency 
Scale ratings of 1723 children ranging in age from 45 to 77 
mo.nths. .The Scree method (Cattell, 1966) indicated that 
fiv e factors should .be retained. Factor one was lab€1ed 
Considerateness and resembled the SPAF In terpersona.l Af feet 
scale; factor two -was labeled Task Ori€ntation and 
resembled ·the SPA.F Compliance scale; factor three was 
labeled Extcoversion and resembled the SPAP scale .by the 
same name; factor four was labeled Verbal Facility and 
re sem bled the factor reproduced by items added to the SPAE 
Verbal Facility scale to further d.efine i-t.. .The fift .h 
factor seemed to be the leas ·t -well d-efined and was la .beled 
Resp o nse to the Unfamiliar. Items on this scale were 
co .ncerned with 
also reflect 
unfamiliar 
a childs 
or changing situations but could 
emotional stability. ~h€ 
Environmental Sensitivity scale may be related to this scale 
but research would be necessary to determine this. 
The principal component analysis of the 18 by 18 
inter item correlation matrix for ·the Classroom Behavior 
Inventory resulted in three factors being retained. 
were: (1) Task Grientation/ Distractibility, 
They 
{2) 
Hostility/Consideration and (3) Introversion/Extroversion 
They . seem very similar to the SPAF Compliance, .I'nterperso .nal 
Affect and Extroversion scales respectively. The structure 
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of this and the other instrum.ents uti.lized i.n the studies 
just descri .bed are obvi -ousl_y very 
considered ar e the reasons for and 
similarity. 
similar. What must be 
implications of tbat 
There are several hypot.heses which can .he considered. 
One explanation could be that the similarity occurs due to a 
logical rating error. If this -were oc ,curring, ite.ms would 
be rated to maintain a logical consistency. This err or was 
found in earlier research and can he assumed to be 
co.ntributin g to the similari t_y discussed here. However, if 
a logical rating error accounted £or all of the similarity 
there should be no consistent relationship betwe€n the 
personality rating and ex tern al varia .bles. The results of 
the current project do not support this hypothesis. 
A second hypothesis is that personality can be 
described by a relatively small number of traits. This 
hypothesis is not supported, howeve r, when research by 
Jac .kson (1976) is co .nsidered.. He has developed the Jackson 
Personality Inven ,tory (JPI} which roea sures 16 traits 
are reproducable by factor analytic techniques. 
suggests that items need to be developed very carefully 
.which 
This 
and 
refined to avoid ambiguity and overlap. One consideration, 
though, is that the JPI was developed for use with adults 
rather than children and for purposes £ar broade r than 
describing classroom performance. 
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A third and re1ated hypothesis is that childre~•s 
person .a li ty can be described by a relatively small number of 
traits vhich are relevant to the rater in a specific 
environment .. This would imply that the salient features of 
the traits would vary with the dif£erent environments. 
project provid€d partial support for this hypothesis. 
ParSPAF and SPAF had similar factorial structure 
This 
The 
but 
moderate convergence due in part to differences in the 
salie .nt features. It seems that the underlying per.sonali ty 
dimension interacts with the situational demands to produce 
specific behaviors • 
.There are two assumptions which can be developed from 
the hypotheses discussed above: {1) personality in children 
may be described more simply than adult personality and (2) 
the sa .lient features or behavior patterns demonstrating 
children's personality ma_y vary vi t.h the environment .. 
There are, also, other implications stemming from this 
project that apply ·to instruments developed from the NYLS 
research. The findings of this study as well as the earlier 
research of Baker and Velicer (1982) suggest that the 
scoring systems be .ing used by many c .hild personality scales 
.be examined carefully. The importance of this is 
demonstrated by a recent review of the literature pertaining 
to early temperament by Huh ert et al- {1982). They point 
out that a generally accepted t.beocetical defi.nition of 
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temperament has not been developed. However, most of the 
instruments available operationallJ define the construct of 
temperament by "how" the c hild behaves rather tha n focusing 
on "what" the child does. The reviev examined reliability 
(test-retest, interna .l 
stability over tim e and 
consistency 
validity. 
and interrat e r}, 
Test-retest data was 
generally based on small samples, with moderate correlatio ns 
produced. Some instruments reported no tes t-retest data. 
Internal consistency was generally moderate and intercater 
reliability was ge nerally high. Estimates of sta b ility over 
time varied very much depending on ·the i :nstrument. This 
data was av aila.ble for only six scales, all of which w,ere 
compared to instruments measuring the NYLS categories. No 
validity data was available for nearly half the instruments 
review:ed • .Methodological problems were very apparent wit h 
sev .eral othecs. Convergent validity coefficie nt s were 
generally low £or those studies which did not have obv ious 
methodolog ica 1 problems. Results from concurreil't validity 
studies were gener ally inconsistent. Predictive validity 
studies were limi ted and yielded generally moder a tee 
coefficients.. Hubert .et a .L. (1982) conclud ed that 
"Psychometrically, there appears to be n o single 
satis.factory m,easure of i nf ant or child ·temperament" (pg 
578). They also point out that t he majority of personality 
scales applicable to childre n utilize t he t he oretical model 
developed from the results of the New York Longitudinal 
Study (NYLS) (Thomas, Chess & Birch, 1968). Of the 26 
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instruments review ed by Hubert et al. { 198 2) , 17 we.re ba sed 
on the NYLS results. ,Of t he 11 which were not .based on ·t he 
NYLS, only six ¥ere applicable to the early school age 
child. Th e other five w-ere developed as infant measures. 
Of those instruments bas,ed on the NYLS, ·few have been 
subjected to factorial validity studies. Of the few studies 
utilizing factor analysis, those by Thomas, Chsess and Birch 
(1970) and Thomas and Chess {1977) aTe reported to support 
their theoretical position. Ho~ever, even those studi e s do 
not indicate that the nine categories of temperam en t are 
reproduced. Instead, three factors were delineated which 
was interpreted as support for the constellations of 
"Difficult C.hild 11 , "Easy child" and "Slow-To 11- warm-Up Ch i ld 11 
{Thomas & Chess, 1977, pg 22-23). The q uestion which must 
be addressed .here, is one of i .nterpretation. Thomas and 
Chess {1977, pg 24) indicate that f actor analysis vit h 
Varimax rotation resulted in three factors one of wh ich 
describes the Difficult. Child a t one pole and the Easy Child 
at the ot h er. The other t~o factocs are n ot described. The 
described f actor closely resembles th e dimension la be led 
Complia .nce in the current study and pr.evious researc h (Bak-er 
& Velicer, 19 82). it ~ould seem f rom this that since the 
Difficult and Easy Child const e llations are de..scriptio .ns of 
t h e opposite poles of a single dim en sion they need to be 
renamed to indicat e that • .In line with this sug gest ion, 
Compliance seems to be an adequate descriptor. 
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As a part of this discussion, it seems that a decision 
must be made as to whether to interpret data gualitatively 
or quanitatively. 
gathered by the 
qualitative basis 
Th e data on temperament which has been 
NYLS can be int€rpreted and utilized on a 
with much su pp ort. Eo~ever, wben 
objective measures, such as questionnaires, ar e utilized, 
then, the data must be scrutinized guantitatively and 
subjected to the rigors 0 £ psychometr ic analysis. ilien this 
occurs, the interpretations and scoring met hods developed 
from the NYLS must be re-exa mined and altered to fit the 
results of that analysis. The curre .nt study, th.-en, suggests 
a reinterpretation o f the Diffi cult or Easy Child 
constellations. With t his in mind, the conc€pt o f three 
constellations must be reconsidered. 
A related topic -w.hic.h has received much attention 
recently is whet.her the Difficu.lt Child temperam ,e _nt exists 
in the c hild or wheth er it is a parental. perception {Bates, 
1980; Kagan, 1982; Plomin, 1982; 
1982). It seems, then, that the 
Thomas, Chess 6 Kor n, 
guest io n must be 
reconsidered, since, the Difficul't Ch ild co ncept is a 
misinte.rpre ·ta tion and should in stead be viewed as bow a 
child scores on a continuum of three dimensions, viz: 
Compliance, Interpersonal Affect and Extroversion. For 
example, ins ·tead o .f a Difficult Child characterization, the 
rating scale could be interpreted as indicating that a child 
scores sig.nificant.ly below the mean on the Interpersonal 
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Affect scale, significantly above th,e mean on the 
Extroversion scale and signi £i cantly below the mean on the 
Compliance scale. T.bis profile might be associated with 
children .who are high risk for f ailure i .n school o.r need to 
be refe :rred for psychological therapy. Research usi ng 
cluster analytic techni q ues would be reguired before a 
definitive statement could be considered. 
There are tvo recommendations whic h can te made from 
this discussion: (1) that many o.f the current personality 
scales shou .ld consider revising their scoring criteria, and 
(2) that the Di£ £ icult, Easy, and Slo-w- To-Warm-Up 
constellations should be revised to reflect psychometric 
analysis. Consideration can now be given to uses for the 
SPAP .. 
Practical i.!!!.I!JicatiQ.!!.§ 
The purpose of developing the SPAF was twofold. The 
first was to produce an instrument which provided a measure 
of child personality and was psychometrically sound. The 
second -was to determine if ther -e was a relationship between 
personality and academic achi evem eBt. 
The first purpose was met since the SPAF demonstrated 
the ability to measure ·three persona.Ii t_y dimensions 
consistently a~d demonstrated ade qu ate validity. The re ~ere 
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also two other dimensions suggested but not clearly de~ined. 
The second purpos,e was fulfi .lled by demonstrating a 
relationship .betwee .n achiev-ement ·test scores and ·the SPAF. 
There have a .lso been other s ·tudies which found a 
relationship between personality 
For examp..1.e, Korn (1 .977), i.n a 
significant relationship between 
and sch ool functioning. 
limited study, found a 
non-adaptabili ·ty and 
withdrawal, and .low academic achievement test 
interpreted that as an indication of a 
relationship between academic achievement 
scores. He 
signif ica .nt 
and the 
constellation of the Slow-To-Warm - Up child. Another study, 
{Cary# Fox, & ffcDevitt, 197~ using the NYLS categories 
found that adaptability could predict school adjustment and 
that non-adaptab~ility and non-persistance were related to 
impulsivity. However, they did not find a relationship 
between the diagnostic subgroups (Difficult, Easy, 
Slow-To-Warm-Up) and school adjustment. 
The results of this project and t.he studies mentioned 
indicate that there is a relationship bet~een academic 
achievement and personality as well as school adjustment and 
perso .nality. It can be assum.ed from this that there may 
also be a relatio ,nsl ip betwee .n behavior problems and 
personality. The DESB was designed to measure behaviors 
which a:f .fect academic progress and a strong relationship was 
d,emonstrated between the DESB and SPAF. However, this 
1.39 
project did not address the relationship between personality 
and behavior pro .hlems and actions which ca .n be 
directly. 
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However 1 a recent study by Rubin and Balow {1979} 
addressed the question of prevalence of behavior pr:oblems 
and can be extrapolated to the use of a personality rating 
scale. They examined problem behavi.or a.nd sc hool 
f~nctioning by following a group of 1586 ch ildren from 
kindergarten to sixth grade. By the final year oft.he 
.Project, 68 percent cf the boys and 51 percent of the girls, 
who had been rated by six teachers, vere cla.ssifi ed as a 
behavior problem by at least one teacher rating. Each year, 
approximately 35 percent of the boys and between 19 and 26 
percent 0£ t he girls were rated as behavior problems. The 
authors also found a significant relationshi:i;: between 
academic achievement and whether a child was rated as: (1) 
no behavior problem consiste _ntl y, (2) a behavior problern 
inconsistently or (3) a be .ha vior pro.blem consistently. 
The authors gave several alternative interpretations of 
t~ese findings They were: (1) behavior problems in 
children are transi€nt so tha "t eac h ye :ar new problems occur 
and disappear, (2) chi ldren's behaviors are relatively 
constant but teachers observa t ional abilities differ which 
leads to di.ff er ing perceptions of problems, (3) children's 
behavior remains relatively constant but teachers vary in 
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their opinion as to what constitutes a problem, (4) teac .hers 
vary greatly in the classroom environment they create which 
has a variable eff ,ect on ch.ildren, (5) teacher-child 
interactions result in dif£erent children ,being a behavior 
probleB within different settings or (6) a combination of 
the above {Rubin & BaloM, 1979, p 536). 
When the Rubin and Baloy (1979) study is considered in 
conj unction with the current project, the al terna ti ve 
explanations .have different implications. J.·f altErnative 
(1) is correct and be h avior problems in children are 
transient and arise and disapp€ar each _year: then a 
personality rating scale would be inefficient but a behavior 
rating sea .le would be more efficient since it would yield 
information concerning appropriate contingency management 
technigues and would not need to be utilized or the 
prediction of later behavior. I£ alt ,ernative (2) is cocrect 
and chiidren•s behaviors are relatively constant but 
teacher's observational skills differ, the.n a behavior 
rating scale would be called for again. If alternative (3) 
is correct and teachers opinions vary as to what constitutes 
a behavior problem, then, teacher training is needed. 
Alternatives {4) and {S) -which state respectively that: (1) 
th€ classroom environment and (2) teacher-student 
interactions result in different children exhi~iting problem 
behaviors .each year are correct, then, a personality rating 
scale is needed. If, in conjunction with the assumption 
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that alternative 4 o.r 5 are corTect an interac t ionist 
position is taken which states that the child acts on and 
affects the environment {including the teacher) while the 
environment is acting on and affecting the child t he n a 
perso:nalit_y rating scal e {such as the SPAF) might be used to 
determine which personality styles fit with which t ,eachers 
and environments. However, much Iesearch is still needed 
hefore t he SPA.F could be used for this purpose. A clust e r 
analysis of the SP.AF would be reguired as well as an 
evaluation 0£ the e£fects of various t ea ching styles o n the 
result~ng profiles. 
T:wo implica ·t io .ns which can be drawn from this project 
and studies just discussed are: .( 1) that there is a 
relationship hetveen SPAF personality dimensions and 
academi ,c achievement which can be used to predict 
achievement test scores and (2) that the SPAF could be used 
to determine which per sonality styles fit wit h which 
classroom environments as well as teaching s -tyles and t o 
help teachers understand the effects of their behavior on 
children with various personality styles. More research 
will be neces sary, however, before this can be done 
ef£iciently. This and ot her futu re directions are discussed 
in the .next se c ·tion. 
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Limitations and Future Directions 
This project has demonstrated that the SPA.F has the 
potential to provide useful information to research ers in 
the field of child personality as •ell as to practitioners 
in the school. Hoiever, ther e are limitations which must be 
considered as well as areas which need f urther exploration. 
One of the major limitations of this p.roject is the 
small sample size and resd:ricted population c .h ar act e r istics 
utilized in some of the studies. The structure of the SPAF 
has been replicated by studies using ratings by teac.h ,ers and 
parents with a total sample size of approximately 750. 
Ho~ever, the samples h ave come from mostly middle 
socio-economic status, w.hite populations from Rhode Is.land 
or Massachusetts. This limits ge .neralizabili ty. The sample 
sizes for the validity s tudie s are much smaller and 
therefo re even less generalizable. 
-These difficulti.es p oint out the fi..cst area -which needs 
more research. The vali dity studies ~eed to be replicated 
with a larger sample which is more represe ntati ve of the 
current U.S. population. The replication could also be 
extended to become a long.i-tudinal study. With this design r 
ratings of a stud ent by different teachers could he compared 
as well as t he sta b ility of the personality varia bles over 
time. 
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A second limitation is the number of dimensions being 
measured. Th ree dimensions have been ' reproduced 
consistently .. There were two other dimensions suggested but 
never clearly defined. It is apparent from ·this, that other 
dimensions could be measured ... The i terns :would h.a ve to be 
chosen care£ully and then re fined to avoid overlap. Scale 
extension then, is anot her p otential research area .. 
Another limitation whi ch must be recognized concerns 
the use of the scale. The SPAF was designed as a measure of 
normal personality dimensions. As such, it was not designed 
to reveal or delineate psychopathological symptoms. it•s 
major use was to provide information a b out personality to 
school psychologis~s, counselors, speciai education teachers 
or regular education teachers. in line with that, it ha s 
been used on an experimental basis as a 
screening device in 
possibl ,e use, which 
conju n ction with other 
has not been researched 
kinderg arten 
scales. 
is as 
A 
a 
screening instrument to indicate children who mig ,ht need a 
more indepth evaluation using a more clinical ly oriented 
device suc h as the Personality Inventory for Children {PIC; 
Wirth & .Lachar, 1981}.. Rese arch is needed to determine the 
feasibility 0£ this. 
A positive aspect of this project was the technigue 
used to develop the SPA'F,. The re v ere several steps followed 
whc.h combined a theoretical and empirical approach.. Tlie 
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trait constructs were defined and then items were developed 
t o measure the construct. Its 1 factorial validity was then 
analyzed, appropriate changes 
determined. validity was again 
were then examined, 
were made, and factorial 
Other aspects of validity 
including concurrent, 
multi trait-multimethod and predictive. Each of these steps 
are a necessary but no-t sufficient basis for the development 
of a personality scale-
One area of research which was noted from the 
seguentia.l scale development process was indicated by t he 
l .imited convergent and discriminant va.lidi ty coefficients. 
It was apparent from this that the items need to be re fi ned 
to identi .fy salient features which are pertinent i .n more 
than one environment or to see if this is possible. A 
related topic would involve determining the effect of having 
the parent complete the form from the viewpoLnt of t h e 
chi .ld 's school b.eha vior. This might increase the ability of 
a parent rating -to predict achievement. 
Another area which ne ed s more researc .h is the 
r ;e.lationship of personality patterns to ac h i e vement. The 
current project de monstrated that the SPAF coul d predict 
achievement m-oderately well but did not de al with which 
patterns would he indicative of impending or potential 
problems. Research dealing .with t h is su.bjsect needs to be 
co.nducted. It must be noted, how ,ever, that this approach 
might not yield definitive in f ormation since a 
interacts with and af .fects t _he envi .rooment :while 
environment (including the teacher) affects th e 
Therefore, personality pa ·t terns will probably need 
considered in relatio .n to the environment. 
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c h ild 
the 
chil d. 
to .be 
A related area which needs to be investigated is what 
teaching settings and styles result in optimal academic 
progress :for children ex hibitin g various personality 
patterns. The study by Rubin and Bal ow (1979) indicates t .he 
importance o f this. .I:f a child is consid€re d a behavior 
problem by a teacher,. which is likely to happen during the 
first six years 0£ sc h ool, then that child is treated as a 
behavior problem £ or the bett er part of a year. This could 
easily have far reaching ramifications and effects on a 
c hild' s later progress. A behav ior rating scal e would be 
useful for dealing with the problem after it occurs,. 
whereas, the SPAF could be usefu.1. in id-e n tifying p,ersonali ·t_y 
styles which fit with certain teaching styles or classroom 
environments. Thi s could prevent the beha vior pr oblem from 
occurring. Re search is needed, however,. to deter.mine wbi c.h 
personality patterns mesh with 'Which environme n ts and 
teachers. Cluster analysis technigues could be used to 
deterIDine this .. 
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In conc l usion, t his pr oj e ct h as demonstrated that 
pe rsonality varia b l e s ca n predict aca dem ic ac h ievement. It 
h as also demonstrated that a t rait rating meth od ca n be used 
to measure t h ose varia ble s. It se e ms, then, t hat it is time 
.f or psychologists and other r esearc he rs to b egin expl orin g 
how personality as measured by traits ca n be used to enhan ce 
education rather t han i gn oring t he effect of personality on 
educatio n . It is hoped that this project an d t he 
recommendations an d conclusio n s stemming from it 11ill he .lp 
t h ose r e s12arch efforts .. 
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Appendix A 
Limited Review 0£ .Repre sentative Resea.rch 
Limited Review of Representative Research 
A majo.r concern in education and psychology for the 
past several years has been the early identification of 
children who are at risk of developing learning or behavior 
problems. Thhas been is demonstrated by state and federal 
reguirements for kindergarten screening and Child Find 
programs. The implication of such programs is that a child 
w.ho is at risk of developing learning or behavior problems 
can be identified by certain characteristics. It is also 
implied that learning or behavior problems can be prevented 
or reduced via appropriate intervention. This indicates 
that the problem is internal to the child or at least can be 
identified and altered at that level. Xhe tests used to 
identify these children are typically considered as 
readiness or screening tests and ca .n be guickly and easily 
administered. The content emphasis of most 0£ these tests 
reflects a cognitive, perceptual or psychomotor orientation. 
A small number of tests ace available .with a behavioral 
orientation and even fewer: :with a personality orientation. 
The psychometric data on these tests vary from those for 
wh~ch ~tis not available to those for wh~ch ~t ~s adequate_ 
However, there are few readiness or screening tests with a 
personality orientation which meet rigorous psychometr .ic 
standardsm 
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T.he follo-wing is a discussion o f several 
pertaini .ng to the predict.i ve validity cf a 
studies 
f -ew 
representative tes t s. The discussion is divided according 
to the orientation of the test into three catagories: {1) 
cognitive, {2) behavioral or {3) personality. This is not 
intended as a review of the readiness/screening literature. 
It is a .reflection of some of the difficulties i .n early 
identification of child.re .n with learning problems. 
Cognitively Oriented Instruments 
Flook and Velicer (1977) examined the predictive 
validity of the Preschool Screening System (PSS; Hainsworth 
& Hainsworth, 1974) using ·teacher ratings of academic 
performance as the criterio n measure. _ The PSS was c hosen 
because the authors felt the tasks comprising the scale -were 
represe n tative of the types of variables includ e d in most 
tests of school readiness. In that study, the PSS ~as 
administered to 245 kindergarte~ children. Two months 
later, the Rhode Island Pupil .Identification Scale {HIP.IS; 
Novack, Bonaventure, & Merenda, 1973) vas completed by the 
five kinderg arten teachers. 
form for both behavior 
The RIPIS ~s a teacher 
and written ~ork. A 
rating 
mu.lti ple 
regression analysis ·was used 
between the four subscores 
to investigate 
o .f the PSS 
t.he relation 
{Information 
Processing, Draw-A-Person Concept, Draw-A-Person Control and 
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Verbal Reasoning), sex, and age in months and the co.mposite 
score of the RIPIS. The multiple correlatio n coe±ficients 
ranged from .67 to .80, indicating good predictive validity. 
It must .be recog.nized, holiev.er, that the criterion measure 
is not capable of predicting with com pl -ete accuracy to more 
obj ec ·tive measures of academic performance. A co n clusion 
which appears warrented# tllen, is that the PSS is capable of 
predicting to a h igb degree, the results of the R PIS and 
that the lUPIS is "moderately predictive of more obj€ctive 
measures o .f school performance 11 {Flook & Velicer, 1977, p. 
140). This conclusion suggest that many of the children who 
are not rea dy for kindergarten and are going to develop 
academic problems will be id ,entified by the PSS.. However, 
it .seems that many of them will also not be identified. 
This conclusion re ±l ects the usual result ~ith the 
screening/readiness tests currently available .. 
Another study which resulted in 
conclusion was that by Flynn and 
examined the relationship of .five 
a more pessimistic 
Flynn (1978). They 
scree .ning measures 
administered during kindergarten and a cri terion measure 
administered during second grade. The screening instruments 
were.: (1) the Slosson Intel ligence Test (Slosson, 1963), 
(2) t he Peabody Pictur,e Vocabu1a .cy Test {Dunn, 1959}, {3) 
the Goodenough-Harris Draving Test '(Harris, 1963), (4) the 
Developme.ntal Test of Visual Motor Integration (Beery, 1967) 
and (5) the Metrop olitan Readiness Test (Hildreth, Gri£fiths 
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& McGouv:ran, 1969) . The crit e rio n measure was the 
California Ach .ievem ,e .nt Te s t (.Ti ·egs & Clark, 1970). The da ta 
wer e analyzed using multiple regr e ssion techn iq ues. Only 
one of t he predictors was si g nificantly related to the 
achieveme .nt t est a d.minist e re d in t h e second grade. Th is lia s 
the Metropolitan Readiness Te st. Even this relationship was 
not strong, ho wever, accountin g f or only 10 percent of the 
variance. ~he re ;was a signi fi cantly greater length of time 
bet ween t h e administratio n of the predictor varia ble s and 
the criterio n measure in t hi s s ~ udy than in the study cited 
a b ove {Flook & Velicer, 1977). It woul d be expected that 
the predictive a b ility of the screening measures would be 
reduced as a function o f t he gr e ater length of elapsed time. 
However, ·d:hese results su gg es t that the idea of scree ning 
for a t risk chi .ldren should be Bxamined very care f ul ly prior 
to t h e · implem ,e :n ta t ion of an intervention program. 
This warni ng is also given ·by Satz and Pl-et c .her ( 19 79) 
in their examination of some common misinterpretatio n s of 
results of screening tests for hig h risk children. They 
give an examfle o f a misinterpretation or misleading 
co nc l usio n of a comparison of two screening i nstruments 
throug h the use of detection tabl e s. The two predictor 
v a.ciables in the article were the Student Ra ting Scale (SRS) 
and the deHirscb Predi ct ive Index {HPI). These instru.men ·ts 
were admi .nistered at the end of kindergarten a.nd used to 
predict to the criterion measure of readin g outcome at the 
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end of first grade. The children were divided into a group 
of good readers and a group of poor readers according to the 
results of the Gates-ftacGinitie Reading Test. The data of 
the oriqinal study which was being critigued indicated that 
the total hit rate (valid positive and valid negative) for 
the SRS was 77 percent whereas the HPI had only a 7 3 percent 
.hit rate. The .SRS had a 30 percent valid positve rate, a 70 
percent false negative rate, a three percent false positive 
ra ·te and a 97 percent valid negative rate. The HPI .had a 26 
percent valid positive rate, a 74 percent false negative 
rate, a seven percent false positive rate and a 93 percent 
valid negative rate. Satz and Fletcher {1979) felt that 
further analysis would be useful in det-ermining the 
pr ·edicti ve utility of both instru.ments. They d-etermined the 
conditional probabi .lity tha ·t a child would become a poor 
reader given that the 5RS or BPI predicted that event. 
These data ind.ica te that the SRS is a better p.redictor o .f 
reading pro ·blems :with a probability of correct prediction 
b ei .ng • 83. The 70 percent false negative rate of the S.RS 
in die ates t ha ·t if a c.hild is pre dieted to b.e a poor reader 
there is a good probability that the child will be. 
However, there are going to .b-e more c .hildren .missed than 
found. The results with ·the H.PI were worse. The authors 
suggest that these results sho-w the ad van tag es of sc r:-ee ning 
.instruments but also show that the instruments have little 
usefulness in identifying the majority 0£ childr en who could 
benefit from an early intervention program. 
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The uni fy in g facto r in the three studies ju st r eviewed 
is the difficulty they have in pr edictin g whi ch c h il dren are 
at risk o f developing academic problems and who woul d, 
t h erefore, profit f rom an ·early Ln terv enti on prograID. T.he 
pro .blem s d iscusse d are found wi ·th most cog n itivel y oriented 
screening/readi ness tests ava i la ble at this time. For t.h€se 
and ot he r reasons, many research e rs have a ttemp ted to 
approac h from a beh avioral ori en ta t ion. Some of the 
dif .ficulties encountered vi th this orientation are di scuss ed 
.next. 
)1eha vj,oral O.cienta tion 
As a part of t h e research on early id enti .fica tion of 
children at ris.k of developing lear n ing or behav ior pro b lems 
some efforts ha ve focused on delinea t ion of specific 
behaviors whic h affect acade mi c f un ction in g. Th is re searc h 
has f ocuse d on several levels of ob servation. The follo-wi.ng 
discussion r e vi ews t hree. These we:re chosen be caus e they 
are fairly representative of behavioral research. The first 
study (Hops & Cobb, 197~ used n atural observation 
procedures to identi .f y precise acad emi c b ehaviors w.hich 
e nh anced learning.. The ultimate goal ·was to i ncreas e those 
be havio .rs through specific be havioral tec.bniques. The 
second study (Be .ha r, 1977) de scri be s the de ve lop.ment of a 
be h avior rating form to identi£y speci£ic be haviors whi c h 
ind i cate th e development of learning or .beb avior pro.blems. 
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The third method (S-wif t 6 Spivack, 1975) used factor 
analytic technig.ues 
Their goal was to 
teaching strategies. 
to identi£J behav ioral dimensions 
help the teacher develop alt ernate 
1' he purpose o .f t.he Hops and Cobb 1197 3) study was to 
demonstrate that first grade students who were trained in 
specific survival skills which enhance learning would make 
greater gains in rsBading ac .hi ev ement than students no ·t 
trained. The survival skills had been identiri€d in earlier 
research by th e authors. The skills were Attending, 
Volunteering, and Looking Around. In that study, t h e 
authors d ivid ed At te nding into Attending and Work. T.he 
intervention involved trai ning the teachers in he .havioral 
techniques and operationally defining the target be h aviors. 
T.he tea ,chers used group co .ntingency procedures to .increase 
the occurrance o .f the Attending, Volunteering a ,nd Working 
minus the freguen cy of Looking Around di vided by the total 
f re gu e ncy of all behaviors. This indicated the proportio .n 
of survival sti .11 behaviors to all beh aviors The 
assumption was that t he higher t he proportion t he more the 
stu dent would be lear11ing. The second criterio n measure :was 
reading ac hiev eme nt as measured by t he Gates-MacGinitie 
Readi ng Re adiness and Primary A Tests. 
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The intervention program was designed to increase the 
mean proportion of survival skills.. The program resu .lted in 
a significantly greater increase in the use of those skills 
in t.he experimental group compared to the control group. 
However, the difference in the mean proportion of survival 
skills emitted by both groups was only .OJ. One reason for 
this was that the mean proportion of survival skills in the 
control group ~as higher than the experimental group at the 
onset of the study. The Gates-MacGinitie test also showed a 
significantly greater increase for the experimental group. 
The difference i .n Standard scores on the post test was small 
with only .3 points di££erence between the two groups. The 
experimental group increased ~ 1. 9 points :whereas t.he control 
group increased o.nly 7. 5 points. Although ·these figures a.re 
statistically signific;ant, the practical significance must 
be questioned. Th e authors stated that more than on e half 
hour of consult time per child was reguired. This amount of 
·tim-e appears to .be less than op t imally cost e f fe ctive. 
There may also he variables in the classroom ~hich can alter 
·the proportion o.f survival skil.ls -without a direct 
intervention to incr€ase those skills~ One of t.hose 
variables may be the teachers 1 s level of awareness and style 
of interaction wit h the children. It can be co nc luded, 
however, that direct behavioral techni ques may be e ffect ive 
but may not be as e .fficient as other tecl1nig ·ues. 
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An example of a more efficient method is that developed 
by Behar (1977). A screening instrument was developed to 
identify preschool age children vith apparent or developing 
behavior problems. The instrument 1 The Preschool Behavior 
Questionnaire, is a modification of the Child:ce11's Behavior 
Questionnaire {Butter, 1967). The Pre-school Behavior 
Ques~ionnaire is a 30 item rating scale to be completed by 
teachers using a three point scale. The points are: (1) 
does not apply, (2) applies sometimes and (3) freguently 
applies. The g uestionnaire was standardized on a sample of 
598 chi.ldre-11.. Of these, 496 were children from regular 
school a.nd rn2 were f.rom specialized treatment cen ·ters. The 
latter children had .been previouslly diagnosed as 
emotionally or behaviorally disturb -ed.. Analysis of the data 
from the standardization sample indicated that the 
instrument was able to discriminate bet~een the two groups. 
A principal component analysis with Varimax rotation 
resulted in three components. They were labeled: (1) 
Hostile-Aggressive, (2) Anxious-Fearful and {3) 
Hyperactive-Distractible. To determine the reliability 0£ 
the instrument, a new study was c~mpleted using 80 children 
from normal preschools and nine from a theraputic school. 
Interrater reliability betMeen teacher and aide ratings was 
• 84 for the total test, • 81, • 71 and • 67 f -or the three 
components. Test-retest reliability over a three to four 
month period was .87 for the overall scale, .93, .60 and .94 
£or the components. The scale was also able to discriminate 
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between t he normal preschool group and theraputic preschool 
group. 
In summary, the 
demonstrated ad eq uat e 
Preschool Behavior 
reliability and the 
Questionnaire 
abil ity t o 
discriminate between a normal and diagnosed .behaviorally 
disturbed group. However, there is no i nform ation 
concerning the ability of the instrument to identify 
children in the preschool setting who will later develop 
school problems. It is possi .ble that the instrum ent would 
demonstrate the same pro .bl ems as other scr eening de vices as 
discussed above. It would a pp ear, then, that this 
instrument may be capable o f d iscrimi n ati ng between 
emotionally disturbed and normal children but more work roust 
be done . .before this instrument will be useful i n a 
preventative or predi,ctive model. The research discussed 
next may be more eseful in this respect. 
Swift and Spivack ( 1975) took a different app r oac h than 
the two discussed above . They helped teachers develop 
methods of alt€rin g behaviors i n the classroom whic h detract 
from learning.. As such, their focus was on more global 
behaviors than the survival skills described above and did 
not follow the "medical" model used by Behar (1973). 
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Swift and Spivack {1975) determined the prevalence of 
learning or behavior problems a .nd found that a typi cal rate 
was 36 to 43 percent of t he childre n between kin dergarte n 
and twelfth grade. This sug ge sts that a sig n ifican t 
proportion of a teacher's time may be spent in di sciplining 
rather than teaching. They next identified sp e cific 
behavioral. dimensions w,hic:h were related to learning. This 
was accomplished .by 
elementary school age 
having teac liers rate a lar ge sa:mple of 
children and then identifyin g t h e 
specific behavioral dime n sio n s. The dimensions wer e: (1) 
inattentiven e ss and withdrawal, (2) external r e lianc e a nd 
intellectual dependence, (3) poor rapport with t he teacher, 
(4) impatient or unre f lective, (5) lack of per:sonal 
initiative and involveme n t, (6) irrelevant talk, {7} 
negative £eelings and actions, (8) achievem nent anxiety, {9) 
restless, disturbing and {10) exernal bl aming. The aut h ors 
then described speci £ ic alternative teaching strategies 
which coul d be us ed to chan ge t.be behavaioral dimensions 
b eing obs e rved. This is a use f ul method of identifying 
those chi.1.dren wh o are exhi bi ·ting behavioral i:ro .blems which 
are interfering with their ed ucational advancement a .nd 
developing teach ing styles which can change the problem 
behaviors. 
However, one possibility n ot consid e r ed is a 
0 per:sonality 0 conflict between teacher and stud ent . 
Personality in this co n text is implies a f airly stable 
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behavioral style exhibited over time and across situations • 
.There are several studies to support this {Olweus, 1980; 
Thomas & Chess* 1977; Thomas, Chess, & Birch, 1968) 
However, a study by Rubin and Balow (1979) seems especially 
germane. They gathered data on a group of 1586 children 
from kind,ergarten to sixth grade. Among the data gathered 
was whether the child was a behavior problem. In any single 
year, from 23 percent to 31 percent o.f the childre _n were 
regarded as behavior problems which is similar to the level 
found by swift a.nd Spivack (1975). However, of interest was 
the fact that those c11-ildren for whom comple ·te data was 
available, i.e. six teacher ratings over the period of the 
study {n:439), 60 percent Yere considered a behavior problem 
by at least one teacher. This suggests that ·the -norm is .for 
a child to be considered a behavior problem by at least one 
tea c he .r between kindergarten and sixth grade. Therefore, 
rather than loo .king for a.berrant beha vier: in the children, 
consideration s.hould be give .n to the idea of looking at 
personal .ity varia .bles and their effect o.n teacher/student 
interactions.. Studies with this orientation will be 
discussed in the next section. 
Personality Orientation 
As pointed out above, - anot er factor which may 
contribute ·to academic success or fai .lure is personality. 
Some major problems arise when an attempt is made to examine 
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the effects of personality on success in sc hoo l. One oft .he 
major problems is in defining npersonalityn and determining 
what viev of personality to use in examining t he factors 
involved in academic success or failure or behavior 
problems. 
Monte {1977) discusses four theoretical approaches to 
personality: (1) Interpersonal, (2) Trait, (3) 
Psychoanalytic and .(4) Social Learning {Behavioral) .. 
Magnusson and Endler {1976J wouid add a fifth, Int e raction 
Theory • .Maddi (1968) discusses personality theory as being 
expressed by three models: {1) conflict, (2) F ul f illmellt 
and {.3) Consistency.. It appears that there is little 
agreement as to what constitu ba s the import.ant aspec ·ts of 
perso n ality .. How'ever, i n reviewing the literature, there 
seems to .be at least one common aspect to many o-f the 
vari o us positions. Most of the statements a b out personality 
include a suggestion of the presence of sta b le behavioral 
styles or traits. Maddi (1968) describes the syndromes 
attributed to Sullivan who is described as an 
"inter person al." theorist by .Moote ( 1977). These sy nd romes 
imply ±.he presence of consist ent b ehavior over time and 
could be viewed as traits- Mad di (1968) also describes the 
character types comprised 
theory of personality. 
of traits i nh erent 
Mag nusso n and End1er 
in Freud's 
( 197 6) in 
promoting an interactionist view of personality us e measured 
traits on the person side of the person-situatio n 
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interaction. Mischel (1968) is often g uoted as sounding t he 
death knell for trait theory, yet he has altered .his 
position in a later article (aischel, 1979) to state that 
trait categorizations can h ave certain adva.n ·tages and are 
useful for a varie ty of purposes. 
A conclusion which may be reached £rem this 
is t.hat trait t h eory h as been and still is 
discussion 
extremely 
theory. important in the 
Ho:wever, scree .ning 
examine the effect 
f unctioni .ng. The 
develop .ment o.f 
instru.me.nts have 
of personality 
interest in the 
personality 
seldom been used to 
traits on school 
relationship of 
personality and academic progress has been increasing which 
has resulted in a.n increase in rese .a .cch.. In line with that, 
research on personality for pre-school a .nd low:er grade 
school children has relied on self-r ,epoct as well as 
alternative met.hods such as..: ( 1) i .n t,erview of the subject 
(2) interview of persons knowledgeable of the subject, ( 3) 
projective techniques conduc ted with the su .bject, or (4) 
q uestionnaires completed .by persons know .ledgeable of the 
subject. Examples 0£ these approaches :will serve to 
.i1Lustrat-e the advantages and disadvantages of each,. 
An exampLe o f the se .1£ report approach is the scales 
developed by Ca.tt-ell and his associates (Coan and catte .11, 
1966; Porter and Cat tell, 19 59) such as the Children I s 
Personality Questionna~re (CPQ) and Early School Personality 
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Quiz (ESPQ).. These instrumen-ts are completed by the 
children and demonstrate adeg ·ua te ·test-retest re.liability_ 
Ho~ever they are rather lengthy (60 to 100 minutes in two 
sessions for the ESPQ) and have little established external 
validity .(Buras, 1978) _. A general difficulty with this 
approach is that the verbal skills limit the tJpe of i terns 
tha~ can be employed. 
An example of an approacll us.ing di_rect intervie ·w of th.e 
subject is that conducted by Butter and Graham (1968). They 
used a sta ndardized interview format with nonclinic children 
and classified them as sho ·wing no psychia ·tric abnormality, 
so:me abnormality or defini ·te psychiatric .abnormality_ Using 
this classification format resulted in good overall 
agreement between raters {r=.84). However, the agree.ment on 
specific items was much lower. Another part of that study 
looked at test-retes ·t reliability with psychiatric pa tie :nts 
and found the agreement on overall psychiatric state with 
four weeks between intervie Ms to he .61. Again, agreement 
on speci fi c items was much lower. These results indicate 
that moderately reliable and valid classifications as to 
gross psychiatric condition can be made with standardized 
interview procedures. However, there is le.s~ agree.men t on 
c.lin.ical inferences which could be useful in determining 
diagnosis and treatment. This process is also ineffic .ient, 
reguiring a signi:fi ,cant amount of professional time. 
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An example of a method usi _ng an indirect interview of 
persons kno~ledgeable of the subject was t hat developed by 
Garside, B-irch, Scott, Ch ambers, Kolv in, Tweddle , and Bar.her 
(1976) .for use wit h parents of young children. TJ:ie 
technique used a semi-structured, open-ended interview 
conducted ~ith the mother. The results wexe then converted 
t-o scores on scal e s 'Which had been previous .l_y defined. The 
emphasis 0£ -the inte ,rview :was on "how" the child interact ed 
vith his environment across situations to produce data on 
temperament. Th e interview was conducted two times at 
approximately a one month interval. Principal component 
analysis resulted in four main co~ponents across the tvo 
administrations,. They were lab .led: (1) .wi t.hdra:wal, (2) 
negative assertiveness, {3) high activity, and {4) 
Inter-rater reliabili t_y on these dimensions 
ranging from .92 to .98. However, test-retest 
mood. 
was good, 
reliability 
was n·ot as good. A.n i ,nterview conducted with the same 
parents approximately one month later showed that "about 50 
percent 0£ the 39 ite .ms reliabilities were above 0 .. 8 and 90 
pcerceot above O.06 11 (Garside et al, 1976, pg 38}. This 
procedure is also inefficient, again re gui ring a signi .ficant 
amount of professiona1 time. 
Projective techniques have been used for many years in 
the examination of personality with both adults and 
children. An example of this technique is the Thematic 
Apperception Test (TAT; Murray, 194 .3) which is widely used 
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with both children and adults. With the ~AT, the subject is 
asked to make up stories about pictures depicting various 
situations. These stories purportedly reveal needs or 
motives of the person being tested. Advantages of this 
technique are that the individual is allowed to reveal the 
underlying personality structures wbich reflect his 
organiztional pat-terns and they are simple to administer. A 
major problem wit.h th.is and o·ther projective technigues is 
the limited reliability and validity of the method creat€d 
by the difficulty interpreting the results (Achenbach, 
1974). For example, a study by Cox and Sargent (1950) 
resulted in 11 of 15 normal subjects being classified as 
emotionally distucb€d when their protocols were evaluated by 
experienced clinicians. 
An alternative approach that avoids the inefficiency 
_problems as well as the difficulty pcoduced .by t e limited 
language development of young children is the utilization of 
a rating scale completed by an individual familiar ~ith the 
subject. Carey (1970) developed a questionnaire to be 
completed by pa.rents which was designed to assess the 
temperamental styles of infants between the ages of four and 
eight months. The temperamental categories used ~ere from 
the New York Longitudinal Study (Thomas, Chess and Birch, 
1968). Test-retest reliability data -was collected with an 
e.xtremely small sample (N=3} and no reliability coefficie .nts 
were give :n. Much work needs to .be completed on this 
17] 
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que stionnaire before it is used e .xtensi vely.. It is also not 
applica .ble to the preschool and early school age child. 
A gues-tionnaire which -was developed for children 
between the ages of three and seven years by McDevitt and 
Carey (1978). This instrument, the Behavioral style 
Que stionnaire (BSQ) , .is completed by parents. The authors 
report test-retest reliabi.lity for the compl ete instrument 
as being .89. The coefficients for the individual 
Internal categories of temperament ranged from .67 to .94. 
consistency coefficients ranged from .47 to .80. From this 
information, the BSQ appears ~o be adeguately reliable, hut 
is lac.king internal consistency in some categories. No 
construct validity information is available •• 
Another instrument w.hich could be used in screening is 
the Teacher Temperament Questionnaire which was based on the 
New York Longitudinal Study (NILS; Th omas, Chess and Birch, 
1968) The NYLS utili zed three tec .hnigues of ass£ssment. 
Data collection was b•egun in 19.56 and has been continued to 
the present. It has been gathered f rom interviews with 
parents and teachers, observations of the children and from 
objective testing. Qua litative analysis of the data 
resulted in the delineation of nine te .mpera.mental categories 
of reactivity or traits. The cat egorie s were: (1) Activity 
Level, t he motor co.mponent presen-t in a given c .hild 1 s 
functioning; (2) Rhythmicity {regularity) , the 
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predictability of a child; (3) Approach or 'withdrawal, t he 
nature of the illitial response to a new stumulus; (4) 
Adaptability, the ease with whic h a child's cesponses are 
modified in the desired direction; (5) Th res .hold of 
Responsiveness, the level o.f s t imulation necessary to evoke 
a response; (6) Intensity of Re action, the energy level of 
a response; (7) Quality of Mood, ·the amount of pleasant 
behavior contras ·ted ·with unpleasant behavior .; (8) 
Distractibility, ho-w e .ffective external stimuli are in 
interfering with ongoing b·eh avior; and (9) Attention Span 
and Persistance, two related categories. Attention Span 
concerns the length of time a child stays with an activity .. 
Persis±ence refers to th e co .ntinuatio n o.f an activity in the 
face of obstacles to the maintenance of the activity. From 
these categories three 
identified.. First was 
temperamental 
the Easy 
c onstel.la ·tions 
Child, w.ho 
were 
showed 
regularity, positive approach to new stumuli, high 
adaptability and a mild or moderately intense mood wh ich is 
usually positive. second was the Difficult Child, who 
showed irregularity, negative ~it h drawal responses to new 
stimuli, non-adaptability 
mood expressions which 
behavioral style 0£ was 
or sloY adaptability, and intense 
wereten negative. The third 
the Slow- to-warm-up Child, wh o 
showed negative responses of mild i ntensity to new stimuli 
and slowly adapted after repeated contact. 
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In conjunction wit h the study just des cribed 6 the NYLS 
research group developed a guesti on naire {fh omas & Chess, 
1977) £or use with children f rom three to seve n years of age 
which ca n be compl et ed .by t.eac .hers i n a short tim -e. The 
Te acher Temper-a.ment Quest.io .n-naire (TTQ) was d-esigned t o 
del i neate eight o f the ni ne cate gories of temperamen t 
descri b ed in the NYLS researc h . Rhythmicity is not 
identi.fie d beca us -e it re q uir e s .knowle dge of the child s 
fun c-t ioning over a 24 hour period.. The q uestionnair e was 
developed originally for parents by culling i tems of 
behavior from the NYl. s interview pr otocols which SEe med to 
be typical and unamb iguous and did no-t ov er lap with other 
ca teg ori es of temperament.. These items -were the n given to 
twenty mot he rs wit h three to seven year old childr en an d 
were t hen revised usi ng co mments an d sugges t io ns made by 
these mot.hers. The q uestionnaire was r-educed to 332 
guestions using t..his procedure.. The TTQ -was devel oped by 
modi f _ying these gues ·ti ons and making t hem applicable to the 
school se t ting. Some items were dropped as totally 
inappropriate. Sixty guestionnaires ~ere then compl eted by 
a group of teache r s. The results were reviewed an d refined 
to determine whether th e item should be included in the 
final f orm which was reduced to eight items £or eac h of t he 
eight -tr ai -ts. 
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Limited data 
validity of this 
exists concerning 
instrument. In 
the 
the 
reliability or 
deveiopment of t h e 
parent questionnairBs, fi .fty mothers were asked to complete 
the questionnaire and were then interviewed using the NYLS 
interview format two weeks later. Another fi .fty mothers 
were interviewed and then completed the guestionnaire two 
weeks later. ~he data generated ~ere used to reduce the 
parent guestionnaire from 132 items to 72 by keeping those 
items .which showed significant correlation bet .ween the 
in ·terview and the guestion. 
for the TTQ as there was 
These data were not generated 
no interview completed. The 
guestions for the 
sorted each item 
temperamental trait. 
~TQ were rEviewed by four judges who 
into categories defined by the 
Items were deleted if the four judges 
did not agre.e on category. This provid€s minimal content 
validity. The only other reliabiiity study reported £or the 
TTQ was Hubert, Wachs, P€ters-Martin, and Gandour (1982) 
which cited unpublished data and indicated that 
reliabilities £or the categories rang .ed from • 69 to • 81.. A 
recent concurrent validity study reported low- moderate 
corre.lations (r= • 18 to • 46) .between the categories of the 
TTQ and other instcuments with sim .ilar categories (Billman 
and McDevitt, 1980). 
Research by Baker and Velicer (1982) examined the 
reliability and construct validity of the TTQ. Construct 
validity !las assessed .by determining to what e xte .n t t.he 
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eight t~eoretical scale s coul d b~ reproduced eEpirically. 
The sam pl e {N=116) was made up of kinderg arte n, fir s t a nd 
second grade chi ld re..n i n a sout hea stern Massac h use tt s town-
Their teac hers were as k ed to co mple te a TTQ f or e ac h child 
in their class.. Four weeks late .r, they were as :ked to 
complete a seco nd ~TQ. A principal component an alys is (PCA) 
wit.h Varimax rotation was per£ormed on b ot h admi n istratio ns. 
There were f our sta .ble components identi fied · f rom ea c h 
administration. Th ey were .labeled: (1) Comp .l ia nce, whi c h 
involved atten t iv en,e ss, distract ib i lity and persistance, (2) 
Extroversion, whi c h in volve d s h yness, comf or t in no v el 
situations and social interactio n s, (3) interper so nal 
Affect, which involved com pet itiveness, coope rati on wi th 
ot he rs a nd a tende ncy ±o be ar g umenta t ive and (4) 
Environme n ta l Sensi ti vi ty, :whic h i n volv ed .light a .nd 
temperature se n sitive ne ss and res pons~ ven es s to stories. 
Each of these compon e nts was composed of a mix of i tems f ro m 
the theoretical scales of the NYL S (Thomas and Chess, 1977). 
Test-retest relia b i lity coefficients we re comput ed fo r 
each o f the four compone nt s . The results were: Comp onent 
1: .76, Compone nt 2: .73, Component 3: .75, and Component 
4: • 8 6. .Inte rna .l co n sis ten c y was a l so determin e d, 
resulting i n Alpha Coefficients of .. 97, • 89, - 88 and _ 4 5 for 
Components 1, 2, 3, a nd 4 respectiv e ly for ~he fir st 
admi n istration and .97 •• e7, .85, and .7 6 for t he second 
adminis t ra t io n. The resul t s of this stu dy , t hen , did not 
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support the theoretical sca .les of 'Thomas and Che ss (1 97 7) 
but did suggest that an al ternati ve method of scoring could 
he used to produce scales with adeguate reliability and 
validity. 
Besides the analysis 0£ :t.he t:wo administrations, Baker 
and Velicer { 1982) presented a partial replication using a 
shortened ver s ion 0£ the TTQ.. Th is version included fi .fteen 
items .from each of the previously descr ib~d scales of 
Compliance, Inter p.erso .nal .Affect and Extroversion. Five 
t ,eachers rated 155 children as a part o f a kindergarten 
screening. A pri .nc ipal component analysis wi ·th Varimax 
rotation resulted in four components which accounted for 65 
per cent of the variance. The first component was compos e d 
of eighteen items, fo urteen of which we:r:e from the 
Comp.liance scale. The seco nd component was made up of 
twelve items, eleven o :f which were from the Interpersonal 
Affect scale.. The third component included nine items, all 
from the Extroversion scale. ~h e fourth component was 
composed of four items, three from the Extraversion scale 
and o:ne .from the Interpersonal Af feet scale.. As can he seen 
from these results, 34 of the 45 items were includ€d on tf.ie 
same scale as the original study. Two of the remainin g 
eleven items loaded on more than oue component and can .be 
excluded. Two items did not load on any component and four 
i t ,ems were assigned to t .he fourth compo .ne ,n t.. The other 
three items l oa ded on di£ .feren t components ·than t h ose 
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predicted from the original study. 
It appears then, that the gues tionnaire developed .by 
the NYLS project is capable of identifying stable 
personality traits. However, the research by Baker and 
Ve-1icer (1982) indicated that the TTQ was delineating three 
clearly identified traits and a fourth which was less 
clearly identified rather than the eig bt hypothesized 
scales. The four components were made up of a mix of items 
drawn from t.he theoretical scales and demonstrated good 
test-retest reliability. They were labeled 
Extroversion, Interpersonal Affect, and 
Compliance, 
Environmental 
Sensitivity. T.hi s research indicated that the structure of 
child personality be~ng identified by this instrument was 
complex and perhaps not limited to the four dimensions just 
described .. 
It appears from these results and from reviewing other 
studies that thexe is no personality screening i.nstrument 
avai .la.ble which ID€ets the criteria stated at the .beginning 
of this paper. Namely; {1) e ase of administration and 
scoring and (2) good psychometric pcoperties. 
appear to be a need for one however . 
There does 
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co ·nclusio ,n 
It was pointed out in the beginning of this paper that 
a major concern in education and psychology has teen the 
early identi ication 0£ chi .ldren vho curre ntly exhibit or 
w.ho are at ris .k of developing learning -or behavior problems • 
.Three theoretical orientations ,were discussed: ( 1) 
cognitive, (2) .behavioral and {3) personality. 
Representa ·tive examples of research on i :nstruments or 
tech.ni g ues available indicated shortcomings in all three 
areas. T.here are cog .nitively oriented instruments available 
~hich have adeguate reliability a n d validity yet miss a 
large percentage of the high risk ch.ildcen. There are 
behavioral tecbnigues available w.hic.h increase the occurance 
of educational survival skills but are ine ffi cie nt. There 
is research indicating that a child's personality ca n affect 
academic £unctioni .ng but there ace no instruments currently 
available which have been thouroughly researc hed and ace 
also easily administered. 
W.hat appears to .be needed at ·this time is an ins trum e nt 
which can identify stab.le .beha vioral styles and can 
demonstrate ad eq uate _psychometric properties. The purpose 
of the instrument vould be to help the teacher learn more 
appropriate teaching styles and techniques f or the 
individual chi .ldren rather: than identi£yiog the high risk 
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child specifically. The .high ris k child may still .be 
identi£iable :wit .h such an instrument but this 1tould no ·t be 
its primary goal. An i n s ·trument 'Wh ich may mee ·t this need is 
described in this project. 
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Appendix B 
stud ent Personality Assessment Form (SPAF) 
(Ninety Item) 
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Student Personality Assessment Form 
1.. Child tends to return to interrup ·ted activities .. 
2. C1iild is sh .Y :with unfamiliar adults .. 
3. C.hild will accept a substitute if the work or play 
activity is unavailable. 
4. Child does not comment about how pretty or ugly colors 
are .. 
5. Child says things to make other children fe .el bad. 
6. Child keeps a messy desk .. 
7. Child gives :first answer thought of when asked a 
question. 
8. Child is easily distracted from work by noises or 
movements. 
9. Child tells stories of pers.onal experiences with 
enthusiasm and excitement. 
10. Child shows little response if another child takes a 
toy or other item. 
11. Child can be talked out of a bad mood easily. 
12. Child considers others feelings before acting. 
13. Child is late to school. 
14. Child considers questions carefully before answering. 
15. Child becomes impatient and goes to another task if the 
original task is difficult to understand or do. 
16. Child prefers to watc new activities rather than 
participate. 
17. Child argues :with other children .. 
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18. Child is aware of or co mments a b out the class being hot 
or cold. 
19. Child fights with ot he r children. 
20. Child likes to fol .low the same routine daily. 
21. Child has trouble listening to directions. 
22. Child will persist at one activity for a long period 0£ 
time if a.llo-wed .. 
23. Child enjoys doing tasks £or the teache .r .. 
24. Child develops a good relationship ~ith ot h er children 
even i£ they originally did not get along well. 
25. Child is very sensitive to brig ht light. 
26. Child is a .ble to settle disagreements wit h out fi<Jnting. 
27. Ch.ild is very earful abou t where h is/her .bel ong in gs are 
placed. 
28. Child can sit for a short time 1d ·thout som-et hing to do. 
29.. Child starts but does not fi 'nish class wo:r:k .. 
30. Child overcomes reluctance to participate in new 
activities very guickly. 
31. Child becomes upset when another child wins a game. 
32. Child listens attentively 14he.n stori .es are told or: 
read. 
33. Child b r e aks toys~ 
34. Child ·turns in neat :Work. 
35. Child fidgets or wi gg les even when involved in an 
activity. 
36. Child can sit q uietly f or a longer period of time t.han 
others in class. 
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37. Chil d adapts slo~ly t o c han ge s in physical location 
suc h as s,eating arrangements, e t c . 
38. Child b ecomes overly ups et in stress f ul situa tion s . 
39. Child is very a ware of c h anges ~n the level 0£ lig h t in 
t he room ,{br ig h ter or di .mm€r). 
40. Child is able to use b r e a k able items withou t breaking 
the.m. 
41. Child is interes t ed on ly in turning paper i n , not what 
it loo k s .like. 
42. Child stays with a task only for a s h ort l e ngth of t i me 
b efore switching to another .. 
43. Child is not disturbed by extraneous sound s or o the r 
students when war.king. 
44. Ch ild r e adily becomes involved ~ith new activities and 
situations. 
45. Ch ild complains about other children. 
46. Chi.id does not appear to be affected b y special events 
or unusual situations suc h as field trips or vi si to rs. 
47. Ch i ld bullies other children. 
48 . Child fi n ishes 'Work befor-e it is due .. 
49 . Ch ild is able to co ns id er a l ternatives be fore acti ng. 
50. Child can a t tend to what the ·teacher is saying ,eve n 
when other chi.ldre.n are being noisey .. 
51. Child adjusts s.lowly to new situations .. 
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52. Ch .ild communicates disagreement to other children by 
fig .hting and yelling. 
53. Child ,notices new or unusual clot he s worn by others. 
54. Child is a :ble to play without forcing o t.hers to do as 
he/sfre ,wishes .. 
55. Child seldom forgets things. 
56 .. Child has trouble waiting to b e called on to answer 
questions. 
57 .. Child can be switched to ot h er activities easily. 
58. Child does not mind telling stories or doing other 
activit.ie-S in front. of t .he class. 
59. Child becomes upset or angry when not allowed to engage 
in a d,esired activity .. 
60. Child is not concerned about mi n or cuts o .r b.ruises. 
61. Child kicks or hits other children. 
62. Child .has trouble .keeping track of hats OI g loves. 
,63. Child does not talk out of turn in class. 
64. Chil d changes activities often during fre e play 
periods-
65. Child is shy with children who are unfamiliar. 
66. Child takes a loss in a competitive situation lightly. 
67. Child is not disturbed by loud sounds such as hells 
ri ,nging • . 
68. Child is careful to not hurt others. 
69 .. Child is usually behind i.n school work. 
70. Child has trouble making up his mind. 
71 .. Chil d is inattentive and a .bsent minded. 
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-72- Child will share toys with others. 
73. Child .begins tasks without planning. 
74.. Child gives irrelevant answers to guestions. 
75. Child does not seem to be concerned about hurting 
himself when playing active outdoor games. 
76. Child likes to do very few things. 
77. Child needs a neat area to ~ork well. 
78. Child is cau ·tious when doing something which could .be 
harmful such as swinging or climbing on bars. 
79. Child adapts easily tone~ or different ways of doing 
tasks. 
80. Child can te trusted. 
81.. Child sometimes misses recess because of incomplete 
work. 
82. Child's answers are usually accurate. 
83. Child is distracted if brushed or touched even lightly 
by another child. 
84. Child r-ejec-ts hugs or other physical affection. 
85. ·Child .hands in incomplete wor .k. 
86. Child usually makes good decisio'.ns. 
87 .. Child often com _plains of not feeling well. 
88. Child teases other children cruelly .. 
89 .. Chi .ld is an.noyed by messy work even if it is another 
child I s. 
90. Child is often first to finish papers. 
,. 
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.Appendix C 
Student Personality Assessment Form 
Instruction S h eet {Ninety Item SPA F')-
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Student Personality Assessment Form 
Th.is questionnaire is desig .ned to loo .k at how a child 
beh aves in various school situations- Each state.ment 
describes something which a child could be doing in sc hool. 
You are to decide wheth ,er that behavior occurs ha rdly ever, 
in.frequently, once in a while, som ,etimes, often, very ofte n , 
or almost always. 'I.hi s decision can be indicated .by 
circling t.he appropriate .number from 1 to 7, where 1 
indicates "hardly ever" and 7 indicates "almost always". 
The statements will usually imro .lve making a judgement. 
These judgements should be based on how ·the child compares 
to o·th er children. ·For example, wh1en deciding t.he 
appropriate respo n se to "Child will share toJs", the amount 
of sharing compared to at.her children in that gcade should 
be co :nsid ,ered- The total frequency of "sharing" could be 
different when comparing a child in kindergarten and a c hild 
in second grade. Yet both c.hil.dren could b e considered to 
share "often" when compared to tb€ir peers. 
If you feel ·that some choice :c€quires more explan atio ,n, 
please circle the response which seems to fit best and then 
write a .n ote on the back 0£ the las.t page of the 
qu estionnaire. 
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Appendix D 
Student Perso nality Assessment Form {SPAFJ 
(For ty Three .Item) 
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Student Personality Assessment Form {SPAF} 
1. Child tends to return to interrupted activitiesa 
2. Child vill accept a substitute if the work or play 
activity desired is unavailable. 
3. Child is shy with unfamiliar adults • . 
4. Ch ild can :be talked out of a .bad mood easily. 
5. Child is easily distracted from -work by noises or 
movement. 
6. Child argues with ot her ch ildren. 
7. Child prefers to watch ne~ activiti e s rather than 
pacticipate. 
8. Ch ild comments about the class being :hot or cold. 
9. Ch.ild becomes impatient an d goes to another task if the 
original task is difficult to understand or do. 
10. Child becomes upset when another child wins a game. 
11.. Child overcomes reluctance to participate in ne-w 
activities very gu ickly. 
12. Chi.ld is sensitive to bright J.ight. 
13. Child ~ill persist at one activity for a long period of 
time if allowed. 
14. Child becomes overly upset in stressfu l situations. 
15. Child adapts sJ.owl._y to changes in physical location 
such as seating arrangement~ etc. 
16. Child is aware of c hanges in the level of light in the 
room {b righter or dimmer). 
17. Child starts but does not finish c l ~ss work. 
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18. Child complains about other c :hildren. 
19. Child readily becomes involved with new activities and 
situations .. 
20. Child notices ne-w or unusual clothes worn .by others. 
21. Child fidgets or wiggles even w en .in vo.l ved in an 
activity .. 
22. Child communicates disagreement to othEr children by 
fighting and yelli a g. 
23. Child adjusts slowly to new situations. 
24. Child enjoys doing tasks for the teacher. 
25. Child can attend to what the teacher is saying €Ven 
when other children are being noisy. 
26. Child becomes upset or angry whe .n not allo11ed to engage 
in a desired activity. 
27. Child is shy with children who are unfamiliar. 
28. Child reports accidents or rule infractions to the 
teac.her. 
29. Child is easily sidetracked. 
30. Child ·takes a loss in a competitive situation lig h tly. 
31. Child enjoys telli.n g stories or doing other activities 
in front of the class. 
32. Chi .ld can fo.llo -w verbal instructions. 
33. Child stays w~th a task for only a short time before 
switching to another. 
34. Child says thi .ngs to make other children feel bad-
35. Child prefers familiar toys and games to new play. 
36. Child can expla .in his needs or desires to others. 
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37.. Child finis.hes -work before it is d1ie. 
38. Child bullies other children. 
39. Chi1d plunges into new activities and situations 
without hesitation. 
40. 
41 .. 
42 .. 
43. 
Child 
Child 
Child 
Child 
gives 
kicks 
misses 
teases 
irrelevant answers to guest io .ns. 
or hits oth€r childre _n. 
recess because of incomplete wor.k .. 
other children cruelly. 
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Appe n dix E 
Student Personality Assessment Form (SPAF) 
Instructio..n Sh eet {Forty Thr€e Item SPAF) 
1 9 5 
Student Personality Assessment Form 
This questionnaire is designed to look at how a child 
bahaves in various school situations. Each statement 
describes something wbich a child could be doing in school. 
You a.re to decide whether that behavior occurs: Never, 
Rarely, Occasionally, Often, or Always. This decision can 
be indicated by circling the appropria ·te number from l to 5, 
where 1 indicates "Never" and 5 indicates "Always 11. 
statement "Always" means t hat 'Without exception the 
describes the child's behavior. "Freguently" means that 
repeatedly or periodically, but not al~ays, the statement 
describes the child's behavior. ''Sometimes" means that once 
in a while# but not frequently, the statement describes the 
child's behavior. 11Rarely" mea .ns that se1dom or 
infrequently t he statement describes the child's behavior. 
"Never 11 means on no occasion does the statement describe the 
chi1d 1 s behavior. 
The statements vill usually involve making a judgement-
These judgements should be based o.n h ow the child compares 
to other children. F or e .xample, when deciding the 
appropriate response to "Child will share toys", t he amount 
of sharing compared to ot he r c h~ ldren in that g rade s hould 
be considered. The total frequency o.f 11sharing 1' could be 
different when com p aring a child in kindergarten and a child 
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in second grade. Yet o-th child .cen could be considered to 
share "often" when compared to their peers. 
If you feel that some choice reguires more explanation, 
please circle the res _pons.e which seems to fit bes ·t and then 
write a note on the back of the last page of the 
guestionnaire. 
Thank You 
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Appendi :x F 
Parent Student Personality Ass€ssment .Form {ParSPAF) 
(.Forty Three Item} 
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Parent Student Personality Assessment Form 
1. Child returns to interrupted activities .. 
2. Child will accept substitute if the ~ork or play 
activity desired is unavailable. 
3. Child is shy with unfamiliar adults. 
4. Child can b e ta ,lked ou ·t of a bad mood easily. 
5. Child is distracted from wor k by noises or movement. 
6. Child argues with ot he r children. 
7. Child prefers to wat ch new activities rather than 
participate. 
8. Child comments about the house being h ot or cold. 
9. Chil d becomes impatient and goes ·to another task if ·the 
original task is difficult to understand or do. 
1 O. Ch ild becomes upset when anoth ,er child wins a game . 
11. Child overcomes reluctance to participate in new 
activities very quickly. 
12. Child is se nsitive to bright light. 
13. Child will persist at one activity for a lo ng per io d of 
time i f allo-wed. 
14. Child becomes overly upset in stressful situations. 
15. Child adapts slowly to changes in physi.cal location 
such as a new h ouse, movi ng his / he r bed, etc. 
16. Ch.i.ld is aware of cha .nges in the level o f light in the 
room {brighter or dimmer). 
17. Child starts but does not fin ish wock. 
18. C.hi.ld co mplain s about other children. 
19. Child r ead i ly becol!les involved with new activities and 
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situations. 
20. Child notices new or unusual clot hes worn by others. 
21. Child fidgets or J,dggles €Ve .n when involved in an 
activity. 
22. Child communicates disagreeme n t to other c.hildren .by 
fighting and yelling. 
23. Child adjusts slowly to new situations. 
24. Child enjoys doin g tasks for you .. 
25. Child ca n listen to what you are saying even when other 
things (TV or other c hildren) are making noise. 
26. Child becomes upset or angry when not aLlowed to engage 
in a desired activity. 
27. Child is shy with children who are unfamiiiar. 
28. Child reports accidents or inappropriate be h avior to 
you. 
29. Child is easily sidetracked 
30. Child takes a loss in a competitive situation lig h tly. 
31. Child enjoys b: .lling stories or doing ot her activities 
in £ront o .f people. 
32.. C.hild can follow verbal instructions. 
33. Child stays with a task onl.y for a short lengt h o:f tim e 
before switc h ing to another. 
.34. Child says things to make other children .feel bad. 
.35. Child prefers familiar toys and games to new play. 
36 .. Child ca n explain his needs or wants to other c hil d ren. 
37. Child finis hes work around the house q uickly. 
38 .. Child bullies oth,er children. 
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39. Child plunges into new activities and 
without hesita ·tion. 
40. Child gives irrel e va nt answers to questions. 
41. Child kicks or hi ts other children. 
situations 
42. Child mus t h e reminded to comple te work around the 
house. 
4-3. Child teases other children crue lly. 
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Appendix G 
Paren ·t Student Personality Ass,essment Form (ParSPAF) 
{ParSPAF Cover letter) 
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Dear Parent, 
ps ychologis ·t 
PhD {Doctoral) 
My name is E. H. Baker. I am a school 
with the Coventry School District and a 
student at the university of Rhode Island. E.nclosed is a 
personality guestionnaire which I would like for you to 
compJ.ete. This guestionnaire is a part of a study being 
conducted for my doctoral dissertation and is not being paid 
for by the school system. It is also not a part of my job. 
An explanation of the study is given in the rest of this 
letter and I w il.l be a vaila.ble to ans J1e.r uestions 
concerning the questionnaire and the project in general on 
Tuesday, July 27th .between 10:00 A.M. and 1:00 P • .M .. · If you 
have any guestions call the Cove ntcy Special Education 
Offices (Ph: 828- 61 14) and ask for E. H. Baker. 
I am asking some of the parents 0£ kindergarten, firs ·t, 
and second grade students to complete the guestionnaire. 
The pare .nts being asked to comp .le ·te the questionnaire have 
been chose n ra r1domly from the total group.. I int,end to use 
the information gat hered to determi.ne if parents and 
tea chers see children's personality in the same way. The 
information will .n ot be looked at on an iodi vid ual basis .. 
Rather, it vill he analyzed using statistical techni q ues 
such as Factor Analysis and Multiple Regression Analysis. 
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Past research with teacher completed g uestionnaires 
suggest that three traits are measured. The first, 
Compliance/Organization, loo.ks at a behavioral style which 
contributes to success i n school. The second, interpersonal 
Affect, looks at how well the c h ild gets along ~ith other 
children. The third, Introv<ersion/Extroversion, looks at 
shyness and how guick ,ly the child adjusts 'to n ,ew situations. 
I want to see -whether teachers and pan~nts view 
children's personality i n the same way for two reasons. The 
first is because research and my own experience in the 
schools suggests t hat intelligence plays only a small part 
in determining success in school (a.bout 25 p€r cent} .. 
Personality appears t-0 contribute nearly the same amount~ 
If we can get an idea of .how a c h ild functions in schoo ,l 
because of his/her peisonality the teaching method may be 
changed to fit the child• s personali ·ty t.hus increasing 
learning .. 
The second reason is to i nc reases knowledge of 
children's personality and how it a£fects sc ho ol 
functioning. There is a very limited amount of research 
being do.ne on :personality in children and I feel more needs 
to .be done. I£ teachers can learn to teach more e.ffec-tiveJ.y 
because of knowledge of children's personality, then 
children ~ill be more comfortable in the learning process 
and Mill be able to learn more. 
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If you would like to receive a summary of th,e results 
of this study# che ck the box at the top of the guestionnaire 
marked flSummaryu. Again, if you have quest ions regarding 
the study# please call me at 828-611q on July 27th. If you 
can't call during that time, I can be r.eached at 789-3726 
during th e summer. 
Thank you 
E,. H. Baker, MS 
School Psycholo.gis ·t 
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Appendix H 
Parent stud e:nt Perso .nality Assessment Form {ParSPAF) 
(ParSPAF Instruction Sheet) 
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Pare n t Stud en t Personality Assessment For m 
This questionnaire is designed to look at hov a child 
behaves in various home situations. .Each statem ent 
describes something wh ic h a ch ild could be do in g at h oIDe. 
You a .re to de ci de whether t hat beh avior occurs: Nev€ r, 
Barely, occass.ionally, O£te n, or Always. This decision ca n 
he indica~ed by circlin g the a ppr opriate numb e r £rom 1 t o 5, 
where 1 indicates " Never'' and 5 i ndi cates 11 Al..,,,ays 11• The s e 
alternatives are de scrib ed as follows: 
1. Never" means on no occassio .n does the s tatement describe 
the child's behavior. 
2.. " Rarelyu means t hat sel dom or infreguently the sta ·teme .nt 
describes the c h ild's b ehavior-
3. "Sometimes" mea ns that o nce in a while, but not 
freg uent ly , the statement de scri b es th e child's beh avior . 
4. "Frequently" means th at rep eatedly or pe rio di call y , but 
not allfays, t h ,e s ·ta tement descri .be s the child• s b ,Ehav ior-
5. "Always" means that :witho ut exception t he S'tatem e nt 
describes t h .e child• s behavior. 
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-The statements will usually involve making a judgement. 
These _judgements should be based on how y-our child compares 
to other children his/her age,. For example, when deciding 
th,e approp.riate respo,nse ~o "Child will share toys'', the 
amount of sharing compared to other children that age should 
be considered. The total amount of sharing could be 
different when comparing different age children. 
If you feel that some choice requires more explanation, 
please circle the response which seems to fi ·t best and then 
write a note on the b ack of the last page of the 
questionnaire. 
Thank You 
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App e ndix I 
Parent Stude n t Perso n ality Assessment F orm (ParSPA F) 
(ParSPAF Follow-u p Le t ter) 
2 09 
Dear Pare..nt, 
My name is E. 
for Coventry School 
Island PhD student .. 
H. Baker. I am a school psychologist 
District and a Universi~y of Rhode 
I sent _you a letter in June which 
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contained a personality guestio _nnaire and an explanation of 
the research I am d oing • 
.I a m sending this Letter be cause I noted that I hadn't 
received a completed personality q uestionnaire from you. I 
h ave e .nclosed another q uestio nna ire just in case the first 
one was misplaced or has been lost in the mai.l .. .I feel that 
this research will be helpful in answering some questions 
about the relationship between personality and education. 
T herefore, I hope that you will complete the guestionn aire 
and return it to me. 
If you have any guestions please give me a call at 
789-372 6. 
Thank you 
.E • . H. Baker, MS 
School Psychologi5t 
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Appendix J 
Bartlett's Test fo.r Remaining Eigen Values 
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Appendix J 
'\ 
Bartlett's Test for Remaining Eigen Values 
Canonical 
Ch;2 
Tail 
Eigenvalue correlation OF probabii i:ty 
34 l. 13 33 .00 
.858 .926 166.75 20 .00 
• 749 .865 43. 18 9 .00 
.383 .618 
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